FARM. CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
Down

For this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
tanners and gardeners.
Address Agricultural
editor, Journal Ofiieo, Belfast Maine.]

Manures

and

Manure

Cellars.

A manure cellar if properly used will
pay for itself every three years—oftentimes every year.
Every barn and stable should have one. There needs to be
a mania in the manure business.
It is
tin one important question for all farmers.
Manure needs shelter.
It needs
absorbents,
it needs manipulation,
working over. Hogs are the best manure
workers, l’lie muck deposits, evertwhere
so
accessible, should be utilized. Dry
muck in abundance in and about the stables. used with a liberal hand will double
the manurial resources and make of the
hum.
1'hls will double the crops except
hat. and this it will surely and rapidly
increase.
Plaster is another necessary
stable accompaniment.
It is a great absorbent and deodorizer,
blaster is a
special manure fort lover; lime for wheat;
ashes i«iv potatoes and orchards; salt for
cabbages and asparagus, and benetieial
generally to all crops in small quantities.
A mixture ol all three forms a
cheap,
special manure for all lands and all crops.
How much these simple, cheap, but effecti
res ire neglect, d.
..1
••ties that may he bought in our
villages
ni ities. and often of improvident
people through the country side, for twelve
" liiiceu cents
per bushel, are worth two
0
lour time.- this price as a fertilizer.
1 ’.aster at the mills, ground to a
powder,
tw< my
.’iits pel HMIlbs.
lame
•n an a
rage about one dollar per cask.
Salt, lei use fr>>:a fish or pork barrels, or
all mil is. a very moderate price
perc
venty-live cents per bushel. Fish
aicl n.-.'i refuse ac very cheap and can be
..adt reasonably at various points along
o
shore-.
Till.- composted with six or
_in times its bulk of muck in layers
•hi.' a powerful and
stimulating manure
any crop, and contains ammonia in
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the only thing to fall back on is about
lifts barrels of the sorghum juice standing in the open lot, ami now supposed to
be undergoing the process of turning to
vinegar. How this will pan out for use
on greens and cabbage is not
yet known.
There is still another undeveloped project, that of making a compost of sorghum stalks and free lime, a
large pit of
which was made last fall near by the
horse feed pit, but it appears that the
stalks remain hard, like dry chipsof wood
and refuse to be rotted,
it is said tl;at
the few pounds of brown sugar made by
Commissioner Lcl)ue cost the govern
ment from ijg’ii to s:Wiper pound and was
sold by a grocer in the city lor th e cents
per pound.
Higgs

vs.

Mea'

Would it not he wi.se to substitute more
meat ih our daily diet!
About
one third of the weight of an
egg is solid
nutriment. This i., more than eau be said
of meat.
Then* are no bones, no tough
pieces that have to 1 e laid aside. A good
egg is made up of ten parts shell, sixty
parts white and thirty parts yolk. The
white of an eggeon tains sixty-six per cent,
water, the yolk fifty-two per cent. Practically an egg is animal food, and yet there
is none of the disagreeable work of the
butcher necessary to obtain it. The vegetarians of Kogland use eggs freely, and
many of these men are eighty and ninety
years old, and have been remarkably free
from illness.
Kggs are best when cooked
lour minutes.
This takes away the animal taste that is otfensive to some, but
does not harden the white or yolk so as
to make them hard to digest.
An egg if
cooked very hard is diilicult of digestion
except by those of stout stomachs: such
eggs should be eaten with bread and masticated very finely.
An egg spread on
toast is food lit fora king, if kings deserve
any better food than anybody else, which
is doubtful.
Tried eggs are less wholesome than boiled ones.
An egg dropped
into hot water i.- not only clean and handsome. but adoiii i»i;,s morsel. Most people
spoil the taste of their eggs by adding pep\ little sweet butter is the
per and salt.
best dressing.
Kggs contain much phosphorus. which is supposed to be useful to
those who use their brains much, j Poultry Review.
eggs for

■

rgc amount.
1 here is uo
nure left in

ma-

yards, thrown out undei
Ilf tile sL.lilies, trj- unprotected in

he c.lVt S
"i>eii air loses one half and the best half
of its value: while the equally valuable
line is lost entirely.
Our system -the
done el handling fo: rather not handmanures is radically wrong,
le
lienee
.11 be seen the v alue, ilieaey. and ceoniy ol bam cellars, where manure is not
Mii'Urir.i. but where the mine is reed and elisor bed and saved, and
rking crew of hog., manipuaii.I p.wk it so that no lire fanging
tiler uteiise ehemieat action destroys
lent parts.
The tie-up
id have a trench behind the stock in
!i'"h the urine is caught and in which
d muck, itt straw, dried earth, saw
: other absorbent is
daily supplied
c!
|y removed, takes it up and enaIt i> stated that tlu* yield of the wheat
be
to
mixed and ineorpoiated with
'he mole -olid excrement before being crop just harvested in Australia will show
a huge falling- olf as compared with the
eeipitated to the cellar beneath.
The average yield in one
N" better or more profitable outlay can previous crop.
made in utility and usefulness, in eeon- or two of the most important wheat grow
districts will not he over, it is esti>my and farm improvement than the con- ing
mated. ten to eleven bushels per acre. In
tract mn of a good manure cellar.
A side
l"7w the exports from all the Australian
ii. or slope found convenient on nearly
colonies wen- 147.0* d tons, equal to
•
ry farm is favorable for their eonstrucm.
If nil level land the barn or stable 401.00" hnAids, against Og.AOO ton*- in
If/7, equal to !.!H;g,;>70 bushels.
be raised and one built beneath,
hgiue up with inclined slopes to the
the cellar should open to the
i'lie A. leriean h me\ trade with threat
••
we!! protected mi the otln r Hritaiii i> gi«*v.ji,iapidh.
A recent
me
a 'es. and have gm d height.
Knglish -ader calls i... .>.".000 pound cans*
,1. W Lam..
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rile following
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Sugtir.

rtirle fr

ail

the Wash

ejt<mi St tr would indicate that the etilvationoi sorghum for sugar making i s
and is not likelv hi is- a success :
One of ('ommissioner Lebue's

j

experi-

iu connection with his sugar iflak:
never bt en in ule
This vva--the salting and packmown.
aw,
uii ler around of tie- ml ise
talks ol
H elium. from which the juice
;,id been ore. sid by the roller of the sumill, fur the purpos. <if making horse
d
N >t only was all of the available
re alio: led tor
experimental vegetable
‘.th sown with sorghum seed, but
large farm was rented in Virginia,
-rial miles from this city, and about
a
hundred acres planted with this crop.
end buildings u ere el ected on the line
I!, street south, a steam boiler, engine
:
very expensive maehinei y set up, hiding a mill for pressing the juice from
ais

Market.

W
\ \. July Ju.
Amount. '•!_ -Lo< k ;ti market: ( utile,
|:iy; sheep
and lamb-, ,-*d; swine. I1.7'»n; wals, !»7. number
-! \ve.-t<rn cattle,
Jib. ea-teru cattle,
milch
• i»ws and northern
ealtle, I.r>.
Pri «•- -d beef cattle p !uu II, live weight, extra
quality, £b '7 ,j<; 7-'>. ilr.-t, £.’»*'2 m; j;»; second, £'»
lJ
.‘mu..', ini, ponre-t grades of
<i~' :.n; ’hir l.
ct»ar>«* oxen. 1 mils, etc.,
bj
j :;7 *.
Brighton Hid.
"g.jbc p it,. Brighton Tallow,
';<■ P 11,; < ountvy Hide-, 7g <j7 g.c P lb, ( ountiw
:
Skims, 1
lb;
sheared slice}) skin-:\.>a tue each.
>

:■

Milch

sic.

■

ci

s

'iw—-Kxtra,
ordinary,
•"J:i'b*gcr-, £ 1 j.£7,0. Wc quote -ale of i -priug
fur .■?!."#tin in*. <}»ringc!
£.;e ca<h; b mil' ll

i

|

|

81"u; i mil- !i

on £j',. ! Jcr-cv
o\\ £1'*:
for £.>.
"beep and Lamb- -Western Sheep co.-t landed at
Brighton this week from
A<•: Lambs from 7g.
a"•' P It), live weight, mostly owned by butcher-.
Veal Calves—Price- for veal ealve-ranged from
Jubg.cp tb, live weight, t hi week.
"wine—Fat hog-, b
<j7 ,e p it. live weight;
spring }'igs,£J J.'xj.', .Hip head, "tore pigs 7 <j Ice p tb.
Working Oxen—We note -ales of
1 pair girth b ft., " inch,-, live weight jbiMi tb, £122 ;
1 pair girth «> ft..
in. lie-, live weight ddoo lb, £'.C,;
cows

I

~

for

-pringcr

S'lisc of weigh’. Backache. Inability to stand
long or to walk far or to lift weights! arc* all re
moved b\ ill u v\s Vkiuvl \ jile Tonm Pills.

When iocs a sculptor make provi.doii for the
future
When he is planning a head.
mixer,
pointer,
centrilug.il apparatus.
If you see a notice in a country paper headed
■V
1 he season proved to he a good
A Wonderful Kseape from Death” y u may know
and at the proper'time the sorghum
that lie was cured by Kuxikui Li! i: llou'i. the
i.s cut. the leaves stripped from the
Banner Kidney Remedy.
iIks. the latter made tip into bundles
A
married man whose house rent i' paid
large as could well be handled, and by hisyoung
mother in law, alludes to her as his darling
1: i.eorge W Knox, the well-known ex- pay rent.
: es.-mau. had the contract for bringing
To persons employed in constant mental toil,
product from the farm to the sugar study or anxiety. Fellows .Syrup of Hypophos
ill in the Agricultural grounds.
phites is especially adapted, namely to Teachers,
l'lie Commissioner had given out that Clergymen, Kditors. Lawyers, and impecunious
'■
would show that a good merchantable business men.
ig.tr could he made from sorghum, and
A comet which travels a million and a half of
miles per day must get tired towards night, (live
a much cheaper rate than the
staple the
poor thing a rest.
irket article.
If this could be done of
mi -e a revolution was threatened in the
Lydia h. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound lias
agar market, and the bulls and bears done thousands of women more good than the
medicines of many doctors. It is a * ositive cure
e ti light it out. The chief Vaifor all female coiiiplaiuts
Send to M s Lydia K.
s' "i the
ueretolorc
had
been
*dwdO
sorghum
Pinkham.
a- vield of saccarine matter, which had
“Where do they catch these mock turtles, wait"•en converted into molasses of a very
er
"Don't know, sur: maybe its near the sham.anion kind, but its adaptability forsurock
ir had always been in doubt, and alHate WIsturN Italsam of Wild (berry always at
1
nigh numerous experiments had been hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whoop'iled none had ever proved successful.
ng(o»’iirh, (.'roup, lutluenza, Consumptio n, and all
I hiCommissioner LeDue attributed Throat and Lung Complaints. AO cents and |1 a
buttle.
the defective process employed, but
The wis** country cousin now gets an account of
ith the aid of modern machinery and
'he light of recent scientific discoveries the burning of his house inserted in the newspa
and sends it to his city relatives.
'In-re was no such tiling as fail. The per
the poor man's riches, and the rich man's
Health,
ue
results of these experiments are
bliss, is maintained by the judicious use of Ayer's
it known to the public, and probably
Sarsapanila which strengthens and invigorates the
never will he, hut no shock has ever
system by purifying the blood. It is so highly
alien place in the sugar market.
concentrated that it is tiie most economical modi
The horse feed project, it i.s thought, cine for this purpose that can be used
as
mereh incidental, hut was good.
A great many persons are like the circus poster.
\
the work progressed, the accumulation It’s only because they’re stuck up that they attract
the crashed sorghum stalks was sim- attention
The Peruvian byrup lias cured thousands who
y immense, and what to do with it was
serious question.
The commissioner were sutlering iron, Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver
Boils. Humors, Female Complaints,
j'-iieroiisly offered to give it away to poor Complaint.
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
persons w ho kept cows or hogs for feed. Fowle it Sons. Boston.
Some of it was carted away for such purLie had told her that he carried her
photograph
pnse, hut it was soon found that the ani- next to his heart, and after their marriage she was
ials would not eat it.
Horses would nib- considerably provoked on finding it in his hip
ble at it a little, and the happy thought pocket.
truck the commissioner that it could he
kiUM"., Bi.\ddi;k, and (iLANDri.AU diseases
ivedfor horse feed, by salting and pack- yield readily to the use of Du. BULLOCK'S KID
NLV
P LTlcTM." It is unlike
ing away ; and by excluding the air on other UKMKDY, “NLPH
and affords certain and prompt
the ••ensilage plan,” it could he success- relief preparations,
to sufferers from these
distressing comfully cured and used by farmers during plaint.'- It is perfectly safe and adapted to all
(he winter and spring months, in place of ages.
hay or short feed. After giv ing the subAn Irish gentleman, with that
peculiar per
ct thoughtful consideration lie directed
spicn 1 ty ot statement characteristic of his race,
that a fiit be dug in the sorghum patch says the chief pleasure in kissing a pretty girl is
when she won’t let you.
xir by the sugar works.
This pit was
une ^0 feet long by 10 or Id wide, about s
Brace Lip.
r n feet
dec*]), paved and walled up its full
There is serious meaning in this expression:
height with hard brick set in cement, and That wearied step, languid
eye and feeling of gen
overed with a rough hoard roof to keep eral
lassitude, come from “spring sickness
He
the rain out. This formed a sort of tank
assured, a serious, and. perhaps, fatal disease is
or
reservoir, and into it the green crushed close in its wake. The
system wants cleansing of
Mirghuin stalks were packed in close and winter
impurities ; the sluggish blood needs to bo
dternate layers of sorghum stalks and
sent in swift and clear currents
through the veins
alt, the latter to keep it from fermonta- "Favorite
llemedy" v, ill do this; it will give new
<m and at the same time give the feed a
to the body, brightness to the
eye, a glow to
rdishing seasoning. In this way the pit vigor
the countenance and
a as filled to within
a foot or two of the
elasticity to tlio step. One
dollar a bottle, livery druggist has it
t< ji and then all was overlaid with earth
Ur. David
-yw-Jtl
mpaeted to the depth of twoor three feet Kennedy, Proprietor, Kondout. N. V.
>
thoroughly exclude the atmosphere.
a
Many woman dusts billiard chalk off her husI his was
kept through last winter until band s coat, aud a big tear stands in her eve—as
piing, when a portion was uncovered she thinks how late he works nights at bis desk by
and the contents examined.
A small the white washed walls.
■in intity was taken to the stal.de and put
For a cough, cold, sore throat,
bronchitis,whoop“■fore the horses, but after all this trou- ing cough, consumption, etc use Iir. Braves' Balble the ungrateful brutes rejected it, much sam of Wild Cherry and Tar -a sure relief, pleas
ant to take,
(let a
bottle for III cents, and
to the disgust of its
projector. A sort of you will be pleasedsample
with its effects; large sized
Grange odor began to make itself known bottle for bO cents.
in that neighborhood, something like ferUr. Braves' Blood Purilier eradicates all impurimented swill, or mash from a distillery, ties from tho system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
nut no one was able to account for it.
and inert, by its uso become unusually
binding the feed was not relished bv and, in fact gives a healthy tone to tile stimulated,
entire svs
horses, the commissioner gave direc- tem Price, $1.
tions that one end of the pit he uncoverImproved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
'd and the contents thrown out from the pill ever given a patient by a physician, and are
prescribed bv them. They give prompt
bottom into the open air. This was done frequently
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
and the slimy stuff has been left there entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
of the bowels, give the Improved Famnee, with the pit open to emit the foul movement
Cathartic Pills a trial
Price, '.’.'i cents per box.
’"inis. The horse feed experiment, like ily
Ur. Braves' remedies are lor sale bv W. 0. Poor &■
mat of the
5wti8
sugar, was not a success, and Son, Belfast

'talks,bifiling Lanks,pumps, ddeeator.
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groom, be went into tbe bouse, and made
his way to his mother’s sitting-room.
The room was a large sunny parlor
wainscoted in oak, and with carved oaken
furniture, heavy and substantial—a pattern of a hundred ye; rs
ago, which had
A deep baygrown richer with time.
window was full of plants in brilliant
bloom. A southern bird or two, in alowhung cage, sang above the flowers. A
few modern easy chairs, in wicker-work,
a
workstaml strewn with gay-colored
worsteds, and a desk of modern shape,
but repeating the carved oak of the oldfashioned furniture, gave to the room
that look of being comfortably lived in,
without which no amount of elegance
has any salient charm.
In a low chair, before the desk, .Mrs.
Trofethen sat. Her husband had been
dead so many years, that the black she
invariably wore had in its richness no
suggestion of mourning. She was a state-

under

a spell.
He never forgot the picthe beheld as he stood in the doorway.
The windows, reaching to the floor, were
open, and the air was heavy with the
scent of the magnolia blossoms on a tree
outside. (ireeutloweringvincs draped the
casements luxuriously.
A cool red and
white matting was on the floor. All the
1 like 'em cause they kiud o'
furniture was in wicker-work, though the
Sort o' make a feller like 'em :
settees were piled with soft cushions.
And I'll tell you, when l tind a
The whole place had an Oriental air. In
Hunch out whur the sun kin strike 'em.
one of the wicker
It alius sets me thinkiu'
easy chairs Madame
O' the ones 'at used to grow
Martinez sat.
Will would have known
And peek iu through the chinkin'
her by her resemblance to the youthful
O’ the cabin, don't you know.
picture his mother had of her ; though
And then 1 think o’ mother,
now all the charm of rounded outline and
And how she used to love 'em,
brilliant coloring was gone. 15ut the perWhen they wnzu't any other,
fect features and the heavy-falling black
'Less she found 'em up above 'em !
And her eyes, afore she shut 'em.
hair were the same, and the great dark
Whispered with a smile and said
eyes looked brighter than ever, shining
We must pick a bunch and put ’em
out of the thin, sallow face.
In her hands when she wuz dead.
Hy her side, half-kneeling, half-sitting,
Hut. as I wuz a savin'.
was a girl whose
singular beauty seemed
They ain't no stylo about 'em,
ly dame, slender though tall, with black like a resurrection of what Madame Marti\ erv gaudy or displayin'.
But 1 wouldn't bo without 'em,
eyes, whose tire time had not dimmed, nez might once have been, but with some
'Cause I'm happier in these posies
though
they were just now quenched by subtle fascination added. As Trefethen
And the hollybawks and sieh
not unbecoming tears.
Young she was entered, the girl rose and retired to one
Than the luiminin' bird 'at noses
not,but you could never associate her w ith of the vine-shaded windows. Madame
In the roses of the rieh.
She had the same kind of beauty came forward to meet him.
|Jatnos \Y. Riley.
age.
Will possessed, but with an added grace
“You are Will. I am sure,” she said,
and dignity : not the result, however, of with gracious and graceful cordiality. “1
Handsome Helen.
any deep experiences, for she was a should know Katherine's son anywhere.
1 tun tired of writing about pretty "iris, woman who had alwaysli\edin the
pres- You have her eyes and her smile.”
and yet when I write about young girls ent rather than the past or the future.
“And her loving heart for you, Aunt
bow can 1 help it i A certain kind of
she liked Helen, and was ready, at Julia,” the young man answered, with
beauty is almost inseparable from youth. any time, to abdicate in Helen's behalf that tender earnestness that became him
You predict its frailnessat the same time her household throne : but she came no so well.
“My mother would have come
you recognize its charm ; but to-day the n -arer to understandinghcrfuture daugli- for you herself, but she was not strong
sun shines, let the butterliies flutter.
Kr-in-law than Will himself did. lle- enough: so she sent me as her deputy,
What to them that summer is short !
1 tween mother and son there was not only and I am to take
you and the little girl
called Helen Armytago handsome, instead great likeness, but
great unity, lie had home.”
of pretty, advisedly.
She possessed an come home now. ready to pour into her
“Julie!" madatue murmured, and the
attraction quite apart from and beyond listening ear his vexation that, for the girl Will had noticed before came forward.
that “something sweet, which follows first time in his life, he could not have his
This is my little girl; and. Julie, this is
youth with liying feet, and can never own way —that Helen would not be mar- your cousin."
come again."
1 fancy Matthew Arnold ried until she had ready just the conven('hief among the charms of Julie Martihad such a women in his mind when he tional amount of toggeries.
Ilut, at the nez, and they were many, was her voice
wrote his poem of “Tristram and Isenlt.” sight of his mother's tears, he was all with its indescribable sweetness. It made
Like Iseult's, the sweet charm of Helen tenderness and all
sympathy in a mo- you think of a siren, of Lurlei with her
Armytage “would not fade with the dull ment. Tears were a rare thing with beguiling music -anything mysterious,
Mrs. Trcfethen, and Will knelt beside tempting, enchanting,
years away.”
she was a very
In proceed becoming to the precedent, her, urgent to solve their
different type of womanhood from handmystery.
I ought to tell you that Helen was alto“What is it. mother ?
What can have some Helen.
Not less beautiful, possibly,
gether unaware of her attractions; and. grieved you ?"
but less grand, less queenly, less lofty as
it 1 should, you would not believe a word
“1 am not grieved. ! think 1 am glad: well of mien as of nature. There was
of my story.
What beauty ever failed to but the past came back to me so when 1 about her a wonderful piquancy, she
understand the secret of her power.' read this letter."
was brilliant and elusive as a firefly, and
“Sweetest lips that ever were kissed,
Will took the sheet she put into his she possessed a certain kind of
power
brightest eyes that ever have shone," do hand, and glanced lirst at the signature; which she knew how to use to the utternot underestimate their own value, or it was from his “Aunt Julia”—as he had
most.
Will Trefethen looked at nor in
behold themselves in looking-glasses un- been always taught to call her his amazement.
“Was this Aunt Julia's
consciously. What I do claim for Helen mother's cousin, who had been brought little girl f" His knightly devoir was to
is that she recognized her beauty as tin- up with her like a sister,
and, in early lie something quite different from his
gift of Heaven, and was no more vain of youth had married a Spanish gentleman', j plans and fancies.
it than a rose of its pink petals. Nay, and gone away with him to Cuba.
Mrs.
Three weeks after the receipt of Helen's
with a rare and perfect sense of the fit- Trcfethen had married soon after herself, first letter, another came to hervery
ness of things, she felt the obligation laid
and tin cousins had seldom heard from short this time, and with an air of hurry
upon her to be abetter ami truer woman, each other since. Some subtle undertone about it.
Will was just ready to leave
because (bid had made her so fair.
of sadness in Madame Martinez's infre- Cuba, though he would not be with her
Having told you so much do I surprise quent letters had convinced her cousin quite as soon as he had hoped, it havingyou by adding to it, that, at nineteen, that her life was not happy, though no been decided that they were to return by
she was engaged to Will Trefethen, a conlidential disclosures had ever been
sailing vessel, that his aunt might have
gay, cavalierish-looking fellow who had made. Hut now an end had come. Senor the benefit of a longer voyage, from which
no more comprehension ot her ideas of
Martinez was dead, and his widow told the physician.' predicted much good to her
“tlie obligation of privilege" and the rest the truth at last.
health,
lie had been so very busy in arother high ethics than he would of San“Do not mock me w th condolences,” ranging some business affairs for Madame
scrit.
Helen was very womanly, and like she wrote. "1 have borne much, hut that
Martinez, that it had seemed impossible
most women, loved unreasoningly, though i 1 could not bear.
My life has been one to write, and he was so sure of Helen’s
as it seemed to her for good reasons. She
lnn.a' lie and one lone agony. 1 loved my forbearance, that she must forgive him if
loved Will because he was handsome, ! husband in the
beginning, or at least 1 he had presumed upon it.
because he was gay, because lie was ! thought so : but he crushed that love unTo a reader less generous the letter
young : most of all because lie loved her. der his heid such ages ago that I cannot would have seemed labored and conor had made her and himself think so.
| remember it. Since then I have just gone strained; but Helen was never critical,
which amounted to the same thing. That ! on living, because <«od would not let me where she loved.
Will was coming.
he was rich, too, went for nothing.
Tin- I die.
1 told no one: not you even—for Those were tidings to make her think
any
Arinytages had money enough; and to I there was no help. I just bore my doom, letter which brought them perfect. She
value it unduly did not run in their blood, j and 1 am an old, old woman now. when was almost done with her
wedding prepWill loved Helen because she was so you, I
suppose, are young and bright. 1 arations: only one thing she had not purhandsome. That was the beginning and shall not live long.
I thought I was al- chased.
Some indefinable feeling had
end, the Alpha and < imega of his passion, most through with time and sorrow w hen restrained her from buying her wedding
of course he liked her elegant air. her he died -died so
suddenly that it was dress. It woidd be time enough, she
dainty, well-bred ways: but he was used awful. He was thrown in a horse-race thought, when the day was set. As for
to those in many another girl besides
and dragged, and they brought him home Will, meanwhile, the Lurlei was
singing
Helen, and of themselves they would not dead. When 1 looked at him 1 knew that to him. At last, one September eveuing,
have held him. To her mind and soul he my face kindled with a great
light of re- a messenger came over with a note. Will
would have been a stranger had he walked lief. and then I w as frightened. I
thought had reached home, and would be with
beside her to the age of Methuselah
he would see it in my eyes, and get up her in the morning.
just as a person without any ear lbr music and curse me. lint lie did not stir, and he
“Why didn’t become to-nightGrandcould listen to Beethoven's sonatas every is buried now, with a stone
pile over him mother Armytage asked, when she heard
day in the year without ever touching or heavy enough to keep him dow n, as he the note read aloud. “In my day, young
being touched by the thought underlying kept me down once. I only want one men used not to he such laggards in love
and vitalizing each one.
Helen used to thing -to see you once more before I die as to let a four-miles ride
keep them over
theorize to him it was a way she had
and to leave my little Julia in your care. night from a sweetheart they had not
and 1 really think he was interested ; She will be no
burden, for she has money seen for a couple of months."
while he was lazily watching the swift
Helen Hushed with the warmth <>1 her
enough for every want, only she needs
color in her cheeks, her clear, shining some one to love her.
1 have some busi- det'enee. Of course Will was tired. Of
eyes, and her graceful, eager gestures; ness arrangements to make before 1 start, course his mother could not be willing to
watching and thinking with a bland and 1 shall wait for a letter from you. 1 spare him, the very tirst evening, of
masculine air of superiority.
“Let her will not come until you have signified my course it would seem unkind to forsake
spin her fancies now, what harm ! She welcome. 1 have not much faith left in his guests the moment of their arrival.
will forget them by and by, when she has any human love, but 1 have still a little But
just then despite her eagerness in his
her children’s faces to wash."
in yours."
behalf, Helen’s very tirst doubt of Will
But that was where he misunderstood
Will looked up, his face full of emotion, took possession of her.
She did not, inHelen. To her the life was more than as he finished reading. “Of course
you deed, associate his absence with Julio
meat, and the body than raiment.
will send her a letter at once 1"
Martinez, of whom she had only thought
< >ne summer afternoon lie went to see
“I don't know. A letter seems so cold. as a little girl. She simply questioned
her, in a gallant, purposeless way, as I should go to her immediately if I thought whether Will’s love were, indeed, the
usual.
He found her more handsome I were
strong enough to bear the sea voy- pure and perfect passion of which she
than ever, or else he saw her more (dearhad dreamed—whether his nature was
age.
I’erhaps I am.”
Will divined her wishes instantly.
ly. It seemed to him that he had never
“7 large and strong enough for her to take
before perceived quite how regal was her will go, mother.
It will pass away the shelter in it forever.
air, how queenly her height, how mag- time while I am waiting for Helen. I will
The next morning Will came over, and
nificent her dusky hair and eyes, how bring Aunt Julia ami the child home. she welcomed him with as cordial a sweetperfectly the modeling of her faultless The steamer leaves New Vork the day ness as if he had come the night before.
features, how bright her gipsy coloriug. after to-morrow, and I will start from It would not have been in Helen’s nature
The sense of her wonderful loveliness here to-morrow.”
to reproach any man for what he did not
llis mother kissed him, smiling on him give her.
happened to come to him just then, like
What she failed to win w itha new revelation.
Following this came fondly and proudly through her tears. out an effort, she could always dispense
the thought of his ancestral home where ‘■Vou were
always my good boy, Will.” with. But she felt something in his restshe would queen it more royally than any And then she
thought to herself that she less manner which either had not been
*\Irs. Trefethcn of the long line, and he hoped Helen would appreciate her
son, there before he went away, or she had
began to feel impatient to see her there. and realize what a treasure she was win- not been clear-sighted enough to perI le was used to carrying out his impulses,
ceive.
He had come with the carriage to
ning.
so he pursued this one.
There was a great charm about Will take her back.
His mother did not like
“How long have we been engaged
Trefetheu. lie was weak in many ways, to part with him so soon lbr all day; and
lie asked, putting his hand on her hair, a
though not wicked, lie lived in externals his Aunt Julia was impatient to see Miss
patronizing sort ol caress which he de- chielly, and was guided by impulses rather Armvtage.
lighted to bestow ('U her because it was than principles; and yet many a better
Instead of the iittle Cuban girl Helen
one of his waysof
persuading himself that man has been far loss dear to his own kith expected to amuse herself by petting, she
lie was the nobler creature of the two, and
kin, his own womankind, especially. found Julie Martinez in the oak-parand she a meek little woman for whom He was selfish
enough, but it was in a lor, with her passionate, dreamy eyeshis h'ovvn was fate and his smile Paradise.
sunny, unconscious way, which vexed no hot' Spanish inheritance -her remarkable
“A year, last week Wednesday,'’ she
one, and he was always ready to be kind. beauty, her indescribable, bewildering
answered, with a quick blush of tender- He possessed an almost perfect temper, charm of voice and manner. A swift inness, and no thought of resentment, be- and a cheerfulness which seldom varied. tuition certilied Helen that in this voice
cause liis memory of the
The next morning he went to bid Helen and manner lay the secret of Will’s restimportant event
referred to was less definite than he exgood-by, and told her the story of his lessness. She was just enough not to
pected hers to be. It was her nature to mother's cousin. Her quick, womanly blame Will for having discovered it. If
give gifts like a queen, generously and sympathies were enlisted at once.
there were any undefined attraction be“< >f course you must
ungrudgingly, anil without pausing to
go, Will,’’she said, tween them, it was not the fault of either.
measure what she received in return.
earnestly, “it was like you to see the She had faith enough in Will to be sure
“That is long enough, surely
and he right and he so prompt to do it.’’
he would struggle against such a feeling,
lazily pulled her glowing cheek close to
Then she called him her royal knight, honorably and silently. Hut had he need
his lips. “I see nothing to wait for. for she had a trick of
glorifying with her to struggle ? <)ne pang pierced her,
Could you be ready in two weeks f”
fine imagination everything he did, and sharp as a sword-thrust, one moment
Helen laughed. The Arinytago con- he of
accepting the homage with a gra- she felt her breath coming painfully.
nectiou had wondered secretly that he cious
condescension, as if it were his due, The sights in the room were dim before
had.not urged a speedier marriage, but no more, no less.
her eyes, the voices vague as sounds
it had never troubled her. Satisfied with
.Just at the end of their talk lie said : heard in a dream. Then she came back
his love, she had been in no haste to bear “And while I am
gone, Helen, you must to herself, and set all her woman’s penehis name. Now she said gaily, “That is promise to
begin on the fineries, and be tration at work to discover a secret so
so like you, Will. We have been
engaged ready, when I come back, to tell me how important to the very life of her love.
twelve mouths without your trying to soon I may
carry you home. The old Before nightfall she had reached one or
hurry matters at all, and now you think place will not be just right till Helen is two conclusions which stood in her mind
two weeks enough for all my fineries. in it.”
for certainties; and there was a meaning
And then he took her close in his arms in the kiss she left on Julie Martinez’s
No, indeed; I won’t abide one particle of
the usual preparations not a yard of lace and gave her one
long fond kiss. Helen brow which that light heart could not
nor a frill of muslin
-and it will take some thought, with a great strangling sigh, have comprehended.
It was a kiss, not
time.”
what if it should be the last—what if that of love, but of consecration.
“Well,” he said, a little hotly, “all bright, curling head should go where no
That night Helen sat through the long,
right, if you care more for fancies and sun shines before the day of return came still hours, and took counsel with her own
flummeries than for my happiness !”
round!
soul as with a friend.
When this secret
A merry light danced in Helen’s eyes.
After he was gone she began making session began, she honestly believed that
“You’ve seemed vorv wretched since her wedding preparations, and the swift it was going to end all the
hope and glory
we were engaged, 1 know; but,”
looking summer days went by her as if winged. of her life for her if the duty was laid
at the young athlete speculatively, “someShe was not sentimental, but she had a upon her to give up her lover. From the
how I think you’ve thriven under it; and great deal of sentiment.
Having set Will very first intuition of what was coming,
I’m not afraid of your getting to be an Trefethen, or her
conception of him, upon she had felt that anything, any loss, any
empty shade, the ghost of an old despair, tim altar of her heart, she did homage to suffering, was better than to keep Will
in the length of time it will take me to her idol most
herself, if he had been able even to fancy
loyally.
make ready my ‘robe of satin and Brussels
She received a letter from him in a fort- another woman could be dearer.
Hut
”
lace.’
night after he went away, telling her thinking of the matter calmly, in the
Will said he supposed it was all one to about his voyage, and the
long hours he night silence and solitude, she understood
her, and he wished it was to him; but had spent between blue seas and blue herself better, and knew that she had
lie was not in the humor to stay any sky, in dreaming nf her and their future loved Will Trefethen in
great part for his
longer that day. Then he kissed her together. It was' Helen’s first love-letter. love for her, and even if the tie between
with an air of doing something, which They had always lived so near each other them
failed, the roses would blow in
was an act of exceeding graciousness, the
that she had never known before how June, and the snows fall in December,
circumstances being considered, and went precious written words could be I She and the world go on.
had time enough to learn that letter by
She learned more than this in the next
away.
He rode four miles across the country heart before another one came.
three weeks. She learned to pity Will,
to his home, the fine old place which had
From the day when Will Trefethen as she saw Julie Martinez draw him neargrown old and picturesque under the first walked carelessly into Madam Mar- er and nearer, as the candle does some
Trefethen rule. Giving the bridle to a tinez’s large, low drawing-room, he was silly moth, and
yet saw how hard he

They ain't no style about ’em,—
And they’re sort a pale and faded ;
Yit the doorway here, without'em.
Would be lonesomer and shaded
With a good ’eal blacker shadder
Than the iuornin’ glories makes.
And the sunshine would look sadder
For their good old-fashion* sakes

ure
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Tho Last Heating-Place of Abriham
to be true to the bonds with
Lincoln.
which he was bound. A man can pity a
woman, and love her all the more, posIt would lie difficult to imagine a
sibly, but it is never in a woman’s heart
that love and pity are kin. As Helen lovelier spot at this season of the year
watched the struggle, she grew into a than Oak Ridge, tho last resting place of
clearer knowledge of Will, and under- Abraham Lincoln.
During the month of
stood that Julie was better suited to him
dune, perhaps, the throng of visitors to
than she ever could have been.
the tomb is greater than at any other
One day she told him so. Of course he
time of tho year. The cemetery is now
was indignant.
Had she so poor a notion
of his manhood '! Did she think he had easily reached from almost any porVisitors
not known his own mind when lie asked tion of the city by street cars.
taking the cars at the new cnpitol build
her to be his wife f
Helen smiled, her own queenly smile, ing reach the cemetery in less than do
minutes.
Almost any day during the
just touched with sadness.
“I am not sure that I know mine. Will. summer months the number of visitors at
I shall always love you very much, but 1 the tomb will average from two to live
hundred persons. Excursions from difdo not think we are suited. Julie’s
very ferent
parts of the West visit the capitol.
charms
1
am
too
you.
petulance
calm,
and old, and steady, to hold your fancy. the one great object of their pilgrimage
to gaze upon the monument of the
W here 1 bore you. she amuses you.
Hc- being
lieve me, I am right, and what i have de- illustrious dead. Picnic parties from different parts of the State visit the park
cided on is the best thing for us both.”
She went away leaving Will hopelessly and ridge daily, and it is no unusual
dazed.
This morning the Lurlei had thing to see the lunch baskets of nearly
people when the railroads pour in
sung to him, and he had wished himself
of their largest excursions, as was
free.
Now he was not sure that he did some
often the case during July and August
not deeply regret his freedom.
After all,
who was like Helen—It is Helen whom he last summer.
After leaving the park the ridge is
had known all her life ? What had he
been doing .' Just then a voice came to reached by a short walk, in which the
visitor is compelled to descend a number
him, followed by a snatch of laughter, of wooden
steps, with here and there a
and then he stopped trying to collect his
bewildered ideas, and went out to walk level piece of ground, and which afford
with Julie. So like seeks like. She will shorter intervals of rest when ascending
the steps from the ravine below, after renever love him as Helen did—to
worship
from a visit to he tomb. Enteris not her nature.
Hut she will love her- turning
self a great deal better than the other ing the cemetery, the visitor reads over
did: and so, because she is less generous the gateway of a very plain wooden conand more exacting, she will keep Will in struction the inscription, “oak Ridge
better order.
It is just possible that Cemetery.” At the gate stands a well
sometimes he will look at Helen, in her dressed man who has ot.iciated for some
as a sort ot
sentry or overseer,
stately royalty, with a little pang of de- years
sire : for a man always longs for what is whose duty seems to lie "to see that no
drunken characters drive in, and to prebeyond his reach, and to covet is human, vent as far as
possible, any disorderly
else why was the tenth commandment
conduct on the grounds. Passing to the
written?
Hut Julie will keep him too
is the sexton’s house, and here is
busy for regrets, and melancholy is not right the
cemetery register, where the
kept
his mood.
Each year has
As for Helen she is content. She knows visitor records his name.
added new beauty and improvement to
now that W ill Trefethen could not have
< kik
Ridge, and the visitor who entered
satisfied her for all her life.
He is handthe gates upon that memorable
April day
and
some,
gracious, and graceful still: when the
lamented President was conbut he and Julie are not quite of her kind.
She is entirely ready to dance at heir signed to the tomb would now hardly
the
The cemetery is the
wedding, l’or her -some day that man recognize ot a place.
stock company of Springmay come whose march shall be a tri- property
field. who a few years before the war purumph, who knows how to command success—Uod can tell. If any voice in her chased the property at a rather cheap
soui prophecies of him, she is content to figure.
I'he visitor to the tomb of Lincoln linwait. I saw her the other day, and said
From the tomb a
gers as if in a dream.
to myself:
most beautiful landscape is spread before
"She may have suffered: yet I know
the visitor, and through the rich
Stic is not cold, though she seems so.
foliage
of the magnificent trees here and there
She is not cold, she is not light:
lint our ignoble souls lack might.
are dotted the tombstones of manv of
Lincoln's earlier friends, who knew him
“She smiles and smiles, and will not sigh.
A bile we for hopeless passion die :
years ago as a struggling young lawyer,
*1 et she could love, those eyes declare.
with nothing before him but an Honest
W ero hut men nobler than thoy are
ambition and line natural talents, (train!,
gloomy and sublime is the sight before
us, with nothing to mar the loveliness of
The Ocean Carrying Trade.
the spot except in the very near distance,
Though the rates of freight in the At- where are to be seen the immense volumes
lantic trade continue for the most part of
heavy black smoke, pulling and escap
below the point which yields a fair return
ing from the high smokestack of a lageron the money invested ill
ship property, beer brewery into the cemetery. The
the chances are that the business during
busy trathe in the beverage is going on
the last half of the year will be better
night and day.
than it has been during the first half.
The custodian of the monument is John
Sailing tonnage is more settled or widely \\. Powell, a nice-looking old gentleman,
distributed than it has been fora number who it will be remembered, wrote a most
of years. Owing to the protracted degraphic description of Lincoln’s funeral
pression a large percentage of the vessel* cortege from the national capital to the
of all nations that have been steadily em- last
resting-place beneath the shade of
ployed in the American carrying trade Oak Ridge. Mr. Powell took charge of
have, during the last six months, been at- the room known as the Lincoln Memorial,
tracted to the i’aeiiic, the East Indies, located in the base of the monument.
China, etc., where freights for the last Here upon the walls hang the official conIt dolences of the various crowned heads of
year have been comparatively good.
is true that the sailing vessels thus diEurope, forwarded at a time when a thrill
verted from the Atlantic have, to some of horror ran
through the land at the
extent, been replaced by British steam- terrible tragedy enacted. In a glass ease
ers, the fleet of which is constantly inare contained other memories of Lincoln's
creasing, yet tlte diversion can hardly earlier life, in the shape of surveying intail to make an impression upon the petstruments. axes, pieces of rails split by
roleum and other trades which steam lias the President when a
young man in Illinot yet invaded to any considerable ex- nois. The tools used
by the desperadoes
tent.
It is, therefore, probable that who
attempted to rob the tomb a lew
freights will rule somewhat higher during years ago, copies of the President's biogthe autumn, especially if the present raphy, written
by himself, photographs
crop prospects in this country shall he ot the lamented dead, of his old home in
realized. As an indication of this we Springfield and his tomb, are what most
may add that grain sailing vessels and
Vet there are
ly interest the visitor.
petroleum ships have been chartered to many other articles in the memorial
arrive for early autumn, loading at fully
A small price of admission is
room.
one shilling per quarter, and three pence
charged to enter the memorial chamber,
to six pence per barrel over the average and from this source a considerable sum
rates current during the first half of the of money must be realized—more than
year. It is almost unnecessary to add sullieient to pay the custodian for his serthat the same disabilities under which vices and leave the Monument Association
American ships have been laboring for so at the cud of each year a handsome surmany years are still operative, or that the plus.
number of those engaged in foreign trade
Among the visitors at the tomb at all
tire gradually decreasing through an exseasons of the year are members of the
cess in losses and sales over new ones
colored race, who seem to (lock in almost
constructed.
It is earnestly to be hoped countless numbers from all
parts of the
that Congress, which lias so long and so country to kneel at the shrine of the man
strangely neglected our shipping inter- who did so much for their own race.
ests, will come to their rescue during the [Philadelphia Times.
next session.
We produce enormously
of commodities that must find a market
Hatteras Beaciiers.
abroad; we pay vast sums to have them
A correspondent of the Raleigh News and
carried abroad and to have other commodities brought to our ports, and, as Courier gives a clevei description of the
the ease now stands we cannot afford to people who live along the Hatteras banks.
own ships.
This, indeed, is a strange He is sure that most of them must be webfooted, for water rather than air is the
anomaly. [New York Ship Eist.
element in which they live.
When they
want the doctor they hang out a red Hag
Cat with Fly-paper Attachment.
as a sign ot distress.
Ii he doesn't come,
An up-town* lady is the owner of a eat because “the wind ain't
fair,” or for any
who loves to jump after flies.
This lady, other reason, they take a dram of whiskey
wishing to rid herself of some Hies, pur- and copperas, soak their feet in sea-water,
chased several sheets of sticky lly-paper “turn in" and trust to luck.
It they die
and Saturday morning placed one of them their bodies are buried on the
top of a
tin the writing desk in the
dining room san 1 ridge, and when the visitor sees sevand went about her work. Soon she eral sail boats on the water in
procession,
heard a remarkable noise and the next with Hags at half
mast, he is looking at a
instant the cat went through the room funeral, although he may not be aware of
with such speed that it could be likened it.
They ornament their houses with
to a cat being shot from a cannon. It was whales' ribs and
jaws, sharks’ teeth. South
nothing but a dull, giay streak. In the American lariats, war clubs from the Morear, attached to one of its hind feet fol- zambique Isladds, .Madagascar idols and
lowed the sheet of fly-paper. The animal a multitude of other
strange and ridicuwas perhaps the wildest cat ever seen.
lous decorations. Their hogs are raised
She took in every room, staircase and on clams, mussels, offal ot lish and
garbhallway in the house, and went through age, and their cattle wade out on the
them all at the same gait, except increas- shoals for miles, where the water covers
ing it slightly in going down-stairs, owing their backs, to feed on sea grass, and if
to the fact that she didn't stop to count
they are carried up country and fed on
the steps, and wherever she went the lly- corn fodder
they will not live. Every man
paper followed like grim fate, and the cat is captain of some kind of a boat, and
likely would be “scooting1’ through the “she” is always better than any other boat
house like a veritable spectre, had not its in some
“She is hard to beat in a
way.
owner in attempting to shut one of the
gale of wind,” or “before the wind,” or
doors, so as to narrow the scene of opera- “beating to the windward," or “with the
tions, caught the paper fast. As it tore wind on the beam.” or “she can sail closer
loose from the hind foot of the cat she to the wind,” or “will
carry sail longest,"
gave an awful yowl and disappeared under or “hard to beat in a light wind," or
the ice-box, not returning to her usual “totes more stock,” or is
“stronger," or
serenity until several hours after. Since “dryer,” or “she is a big little boat,” or
that time, whenever she sees a bit of lly“draws the least water,” or “needs less
paper, with wonderful sagacity, learned ballast,” or “she is the newest,” or “has
by experience, she makes tracks with the the best timbers,” or “steers the best,"
speed of a coyote to some other part of or “she is a lucky boat,” or “stands up
the house, and when a fly audaciously better,” or “needs less sail than
any other
buzzes in close proximity to her nose, she boat,” or “she is best for
fishing,” etc.
merely, looks at the insect with an injur- Perhaps “she comes about better than
ed air, as much as to say, “Yes; you take
any other boat.” She is bound to have
me for a cussed fool now, don’t
you.” something about her better than anybody
[Kingston Traveller.
clse’s boat.

struggled

Hundreds and thousands of old Confederate soldiers remember Missionary Ridge,
near Chattanooga.
It is the site of one of
the most decisive battles of the war—ragged, rocky, steep, poor in soil as any part
of the tableland, and was until recently
regarded as worthless. For what purpose
men held it was not known by themselves
or anybody else. Three or four years ago
its lands would not bring over two to four
dollars an acre. Now the ridge is covered with orchards, and the profits are such
that no land can be bought for less than
forty or fifty dollars an acre. It is thus
old ideas give way before new conditions
and new infusions of brains and energy.
It takes Hun full-blown

to make a
cents’
worth of cooked onions will scent a whole
roses

table-spoonful of perfume, while ten
neighborhood.

Never

Would

Have

Married Him

(ius do Smith is one of tlui best solo
in Austin.
Whenever he is present at a social gathering he gets somebody
to call on him fora song, and then he warbles forth some such simple melody as
“Away Down on the Sewanee River,”
until all the cats in the neighborhood are
swelled up with wrath and jealousy. The
other night after he had finished, and the
hearers had pulled tho wads of cotton out
of their ears, Mrs. McSpillking, who does
not live happily, remarked to a lady friend.
“How I wish my husband had sung that
wav when he was a young man.”
“Why sof’
“Because if he had only had that kind
of a voice I never would have married
him,” and she sighed heavily. [Texas

singers

Siftings.

i'-lv

'Then Col. I’ohert Ingersoll was in Virginia City about four yeais ago. a couple
of reporters, one of whom is now on the
San Francisco Chronicle, conceived tin:
idea of giving the infidel a hotter experience than lie had,lip to that time, admitted
the vilest sinner would ever undergo,
even after laboring under the disadvantage of not being alive. The foreman of
the Opliir mine was led into the secret of
the scheme, and, being a good Christian,
at once saw the
practical utility of the
plot. It was elected to descend the
Opliir for the reason that the quality of
whiskey then kept in the Opliir visitors’
dressing-rooms was superior to that of
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HOW non INGKUSOLL CAME W1TU1N AN ACE 01
ING CONVERTED.

j

any other north-end-mine. The Justice
mine really had a liner brand of liquor,
but the mine was down in the lower end
of Gold Hill, and as the descent was to
be made after the Colonel had delivered
his lecture* one evening, it would be inconvenient to visit a mine very far from
the International Hotel, where the Colonel and his family wife and two daughters -were lodged".
The matter of whiskey is, unhappily, one of great consideration in a visit to a mine, for the reason
that the effect of a descent upon a stranger is a strange weakness, which it is necessary to overcome upon reaching the
surface with stimulants or a day's sickness is the inevitable consequence.
Alter the lecture the reporters called
at the hotel and escorted the Colonel and
his family to the Ophir works.
Ingersoll
was in lively spirits,
lie had lectured to
a crowded house; had just received news
that he had been violently abused by San
Francisco theologians, and was about to
experience a novel sensation -and a delightful one, too. the reporters assured
him.
He chatted and laughed, and in
reply to some hints that some portions of
the mine might be a little warm, replied:
‘Hiring it on; l am not afraid of any
natural heat, here or hereafter. Trot on
your lowest levels." The ladies were
taken in charge at the hoisting works by
the wife of the colored of,ice porter and
supplied with miners’ clothes in the ladies' dressing-room.
The men rigged
themselves out likewise in blue tlannel
shirts and pants and hob-nailed shoes.
The entire party were given long oilcloth
coats to wear going down on the cage, as
the vertielo shaft was wet, the dripping
water pouring down on the visitois like
rain.
“All set.” cried the foreman, and
the seven persons packed in the cage
wore dropped down to the l,47."> foot lev
el at an uncomfortable rate to the visitor
Take oil-your
making his first descent.
coats here," said the foreman, as the>
stepped out on the iron floor of the station. in the presence of a crowd of earhoys and minors. The ladies demurred,
but the Colonel being assured that it was
the customary thing, that the ladies
would be too warm with and greatly in
convenienct d by the coats, he encouraged
them.
“Why. certainly, girls, take 01V
your coats,
everybody takes them otf
down here. That's all right, wife, tell
the girls to take their coats otf: there's
nothing to be afraid of:" and the young
ladies shyly emerged from their coats,
looking picturesque in their rough blue
miners’ suits.
Nothing was ever seen like the spirits
of the Colonel,
lie danced a double
shuttle on the iron switch plates to the
delight of the miners and scared the ladies with stories of gnomons and spirits:
“Call this hot, eh
he laughed to the
foreman: “oh, show me something warm
i'll freeze here.” The lurecan't you
man winked solemnly to the reporters
and replied: "Well, we ain't got no ven
hot drafts here now, but come this way
and I’ll give you something a little warmer than
this." Then all branched otf
from the crosscut a little cast of the station and walked north toward the face of
a
drift being run toward the Fnion
ground. The air changed instantly as
they turned mirth. It was warmer; it

kept getting
1

warme:

as

they proceeded.

'I ho foreman led.
It grew hot.
Ingersoil followed, after him the ladies, and in
tin rear came the reporters.
“It is cool
along here." remarked the foreman, “hut
it is a little warmer in the face of the
drift." Ingersoil was putting like a porpoise, but he still seemed cheerful. “Come
on girls,
this don’t amount to much.
Talk about your hot mines; don't sec
where they come in." When it became
so hot that breathing stung the lips and
nostrils the reporters suggested to the ladies, without attracting the Colonel's attention. that they had better not go any
further.

Ingersoil pluekily plodded

on,

carrying

his candle aslant and peering a little anxiously ahead until they met a miner with
his head down rushing out of the drift.
“Where did you come front, my man ?"
asked Ingersoil. as the miner passed him.
“Come from the face of the drift, old son"
replied thi miner, without stopping.
Something in the manner of the man interested Ingersoil. for he yelled after him :
“And where are you going.'"
“Going to h 1 to cool oft',' replied the
miner, who evidently did not distinguish
In
the ladies in their miners' costumes.
gersoll halted and said to the foreman:
••Perhaps we had better not go any further; I sec the girls are not following."
As he came back and met his wife he
whispered huskily: “Eva, if 1 thought
there really was a place hotter than this
we’d go join a Methodist church this ven
night." Then they went down on tin
incline three hundred feet further in the
“giratf." While the ladies were being
interested in the compressed air engine, the exhaust-pipe of which formed
ice in temperature almost hot enough to
roast meat in, the foreman told Ingersoil
he had a curious natural phenomenon he
wanted to show him.
Ingersoil followed him down an abandoned drift where the air was so hot the
oldest miner would not work unless a
fresli-air pipe was first introduced. When
he came back lie was shirt less, drenched
with perspiration, and scarcely able to
walk.
Everybody was afraid he would
faint, and the party prepared to ascend.
“Eva,” said the Colonel to his wife, “1
have been to a place hotter than“Robert!"
“Yes, dear: 1 was only going to remark
that it was hotter than“All set!” said the foreman interrupting the infidel, as we scrambled into the
giratf. The foreman gave the bell rope
three slow pulls. "What does that mean
said the t 'olonel.
“That is the signal to hoist."
“Well, my friend,"gasped the Colonel,
“if you get us to the surface uncooked I
will write you an obituary that would
make an angel turn green with envy,
when 1 get toChicago,” and he sank hack
in a dark corner of the giratf. pale, exhausted and subdued.
Saxe’s

Sorrows

The bereavements which John

Saxe,

the poet, has suffered in the loss of those
whom he held most dear, almost unprecedented in their frequency as they were,
have tended to increase the malady with
which he sutlers, to an extent which
alarms his friends. Visitations of death
began in IS74, when Laura Saxe, the
poet’s youngest daughter, aged 17 years,
died of consumption.
Next, Sarah I'..
Saxe, the poet’s eldest daughter, died in
IS7P after a long sickness. A year ago
the poet’s mother departed this life. Last
Fall the poet received his heaviest blow in
the loss of his wife, she, in reality, dying
of exhaustion produced by watching at
the bedside of her sick children. Two
months ago the poet’s third daughter,
Harriet, died of consumption. Within
three weeks death seized the poet’s
daughter-in-law, and on June -‘filth the
poet’s son, John T. Saxe, was found dead
in bed at his home in Albany, having
died of some pulmonary disease.
The
poet, on the night of his son’s demise,
had slept in the next room, but did not
awaken in time to hear his last words.
Hy the death of his son the poet has lost
seven of his family within a few years.
Hut one of his family is now living, C'has.
S. Saxe, of Albany.
The long train of
family misfortunes has left the poet in a
reflective, melancholic state, and lie rarelv smiles.
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The indications

The publishers of the Rockland Opinion have offered $100 reward for the recovery of Willie Cain's

OVKH TUK STATE.

body.

F. M. Fogg has gone to Kansas.
Lx (iov. Oarcelon will cut 1*20 tons of

AND

N<.

hay

this

\ ear.

11 a Nil ok, Me, July 22 d, 1881. The meeting ot
the stockholders ot the Bangor ik Piscataquis railroad to day adopted the first article of the call:
“To see if the company will locate, extend and
complete a railroad from some point on the present line to a poiut at or near the foot of Mooso
head," and adjourned to two weeks from to day, to
await the action of the city council, which will bo
based on the report of the committee of the council
A tearful hail storm passed over parts of the town
of Madrid Wednesday night *20th iust destroying
c
rops, etc. The cattle affrighted took to the woods.
S‘ones of all shapes fell, square, long and round.
03e girted seven and one half inches actual inea

that the Temperance (’ampMaranaeook, which commences July
meeting
~Sth ami closes Sunday, w ill be an immense gathering. («ov. 1‘laisted will open the meeting at I 30
m., Thursday. Messrs Dow, Perham. Pingley,
Osgood and other speakers will take part. The
lYrham (Quartette of Portland, will 1
present at
the opening and also Friday. Prof. Owen, ot Bux
ton, will lead the vocal exercises, and every one is
Prof (\
requested to bring their (lospel Hymns
<
Hunt, of Augusta, will preside at the organ, one
of Smith’s largest, especially sent for the occasion.
The (iood Templars will be out in force, Friday.
The main speakers will bo lion. T. K. Simonton
and ex Oov. Dingley. Other able reform speakers
will take part in the speaking Saturday will draw*
more children together than ever met in Maine it
<»ue time
The -• xercises will be largely !>} them,
except short remarks by some superintendents and
an address h\
the Hcv. A S l.add, of Lewiston,
on the “Possibilitiesot t’bildhood
Francis Mur
phy w ill be present on Sunday, also Mrs. Mary 11.
Hunt, of Boston, and other temperance orators
Tickets will be good oil all trains. Special trains
will be run Saturday from the principal stations.
There is to lu«n grand military tournament at
Lake Maranaeook, Angus* 11th. which will eclipse
anything ever seen in Man c of late years. Assurances have been received that nearly every military organization in the state will participate,
('ash prizes to tin* amount of several hundred dollars w ill be awarded lor single and company drill
and for proficiency and accuracy in target shooting. A range is to be immediaUdv built at the
lake.
Fxcursiou trains are to be run on the Maine
Central and all connecting roads.
are

at

si.reinent.

Mrs. Mar}’ Morse, of North Whitelield.the mother
of the late Warden of the Maine State Prison James
L Morse, was fatally injured Thursday night by
falling down her cellar stairs. She is about eighty
years of age.
Thursday night lightning struck W. P. Paine's
house on Key street. Kastport, breaking the walls
m several places and setting lire to some clothing.
This is the fourth house struck in the immediate
vicinity within two years.
Lawrence Doherty, eighty three years old. was
arraigned Frida) before Justice Bates Kastport. for
He
an indecent assault upon a girl aged fourteen.
was bound over to the October term S. J. Court, at
Machias
Doherty is married. The alleged act
took place in a pasture where both were driving

The 1 S training ship, Saratoga, is coming to
Hath. Hoys between the ages ot fourteen and
eighteen are wanted for the navy.
At the present time,
The Richmond Hee says
most of the ice tirms in this vicinity are making
PATH PrsiVPSS
regular shipments. Although the prolits of the
The business upon which Bath depends almost
business are by no means what they were last year,
entirely is shipbuilding I’rom January 1. isso. to then* is still a little gain, and we have found no
June dll. isso. there were built in Bath
vessels
linn that regrets having tilled its buildings last
with an aggregate tonnage of id.’.'os id tons. Bur
u inter,
it is thought that all the ice on the river
ing the corresponding month, of issi there were will be shipped by fall, and that the buildings will
built ds vessels w ith an aggregate tonnage ol" dd
he empty, and ready for the harvest of the coining
KB
There were 11 vessels built here in isso. ag
winter.
lsd
‘Jo.
dJ.
are
now
on
the
There
gregate tonnage
The large lamp suspended in the hall of the Bay
stocks in the different yards of Bath. IX vessels
View House. Camden, is a valuable historical relie.
some of which are near!}
It was brought from England by Ueu Knox, and
ready for launching:
tour of these are ships which will average JOOtl
was used to illuminate the grand stairway of his
tons each
In the yard ot Albert llathorne, the
mansion in Thoinaston. It is of massive and hand
frame of a ship is lieaily up. whirl; when completsome workmanship, and gives a tine light.
ed "ill be the largest wooden ship m Maine,
Mr. Abram Preble of Bowdoiuham. a lish ped
measuring nearly ddoO tons.
-Par, si yi-ais of age, has made 1,084 trips from his
The largest ship I -nil Ins in B.tth and also the
place to Harpswell, Xll miles, making 48 miles per
largest wooden ship builders in the "< r ; arc (loss
ip. Total number of miles traveled, .ViijKfi.
A Sawyer
This jinn ha.- built suice isf.o, IdO
Ex Governor l>avis has been quite siek at bis
and
has
low
six
-re
m
on
the
stocks,
two
vessels,
home in East Corinth from the disease which he
•I
which are D"id ton ships which will probably
mtracted in the army, and u hieh has impaired his
he launched within two oi three weeks
flic tirin
.health ever since.
At the recent annual meeting of the Maine Den
employs bet ween four aud live hundred men.
There can be no doubt that this industry has
tal Society ollieers wen* chosen for the ensuing
been belter this year than for some years past.
President, .1. II. Lombard,
year, as follows:
What Bath wants is manufactories, and its citizens
Brunswick; Vico President, M. B Preble, Auburn;
would make very favorable terms to man nth-‘hirers
St eretary, D. W. Fellows, Portland : Treasurer,
who would he willing to locate there.
.). W Curtis. Brunswick; Librarian, Thos. Fille\t least d in ol all the cutting blocks used in
i’rown. Portland; Executive Committee, (i. M.
the
built
at
manufactured
arc
Bath,
rigging
ships
Twitchell, Fairtield; tl F. Fames, Bucksport; E
by the linn ot Duncan S Jackson. This concern < Bryant. Pittsfield: E. J. Roberts, \ugusta: A.
was established in 1SId under the linn name of
(t.unmou. Mechanic Falls.
Duncan A- Davenport.. The capacity is now sufA Round Pond correspondent of the Lincoln
ficient to enable them to supply l.MI vessels per
County News says: Sunday evening, July loth,
with
blocks.
This
a
firm
has
year
reputation several persons observed the likeness of a brig
wherever cutting blocks are in use, and retains its
It was in a northwest dlMilder sail in the sky.
patrons by fair dealings and excellent work. l' etioii, about fifteen degrees from the horizon.
| Boston < omniereiai Bulletin
The evening was quite light, ami the outline of
i the ves»el was very plain to be seen- the hull,
IMi'OR IAN 1 To < U.\ si 1 hs.
masts, sails, etc. It is thought to have been a
'Hu- volume ii! Supreme Court reports just issued
mirage ol some vessel passiugin the oiling.
contains a decision which is interesting to those
Joseph Oakes, for many years a prominent ship
•
ngitged in coasting busimsi between two ; rts in builder,
died in Brewer, Friday, aged about fo
the same state.
A • •earner r.inning bet we-. i. Sau
\ ea; s.
Kraneisco and IMego. both in California, was
Mr. William iluse of Portland, died suddenly,
wrecked and the shippers el the cargo such tin*
Friday, of paralysis aged 7 1 years. For the past
owners of the craft to recover the value1.
A law
live years lie has been almost continually in
thirty
“f Congress limits the liability of an owner • 1 a
vessel to his interest in the value of the vessel and ullice.
Dr \ C. Hamlin of
has purchased Mount
freight, and the owners of tin- vessel invoked the Mica in Paris, which isBanger,
famous for its rare minerals.
benetits of the law
The shippers held that the
Ceil. John L Swift of Boston well known to
law did not apply to this case because the steamer
many in this State, will speak at Sebago Lake
was employed
in commerce wholly within the
meeting Friday, August oth.
state of California.
On the contrary the ship camp
«
vernor Plaisted has appointed the Rev. Dr. .1
owners held that it d.d apple because the steamer
K. Mason, of Fryeburg. and Dr. Sarah W. Devoll,
was navigating the high f<;.s
Tin* Supreme C.uirt
of Portland, to represent Maine at the Conference
sustained the latter position, holding that the
ot
Charities in Boston next month. Dr. Mason
•ecau beltings to no one cat
»n and n vessel cross
was formerly chaplain of the
State prison at
ing it engages in a navigation necessarily connectThoinaston, and has been a careful observer of
ed with other nations anti during winch her na
prison discipline in this country and in Europe
lional eharactci is m.iy ree<>gi;i/.--d ami she is subDr Devoll is a respected member of the Maine
ject to such Ians as the e..mmeroial nations of lie Medical Association,
and lias given much attention
world hav»*established lor »mun <■<*
N a\lgatim;
to the treatment ot the insane and particularly of
npon the high seas is natn nal in its character, and
insane women.
must therefore !>c subject to tin- national governThe Pamariscotta Herald says of the thieves ar
ment.
iv.-ted in Boston, who hailed from Wiscassct that
kj-.Mi-.Mui.k nil
1 ni:i s.
no such persons live or arc knowu in the* latter
^ ‘uirs and years ago. when the •Mao was but a
pi ace.
day old. w e sent the hist number to a ineiid aw ay
Monhcgan is getting to be quite a summer resort.
a mail rich in all the
\ correspondent of the Pamariseotta Herald says
.j.r.diiies ’.bat wait to l-o
given to the world,, and with whom we bad been Mr. M. .1 Burns, tin* artist, of New York, arrived
interested in his dibits to licam ;y the clay bound I hero Saturday, :*tli. He has with him two young
Hidehills of his own village.
11m "own “Tree \.-so | men who will sketch on Monhegan this suuieialioii" was then winning sitcc s. and ite wrote ! c r. There are also at Mrs A1 bee's three ladies
back, in response, with other good e-miise!. lb* I sketching, two of them lrotu Portland, and on
member the irecs
These lumbenuen. he said, I Monday ous S. Weber. George K. Bliss, ot Bos
sec nothing in a tree but
boards, and in
few | ton, and W. G Bailey, of Somerville, Mass, all
artist,-, came here to spend a few weeks.
years your village will expand among slumps. and
Within a few years, says the Squid, our Maine
children
will
never
know
how
mm ii comfort
your
and joy they might hav<- had from ornamental I coa>t has become strewn with small villages occu
trees,
lie did not km .v that even He r. the tab*
pied as summer resorts, but in which life would be
was setting strong in the direction that lias since
endurable the entire year.
revealed such living beauty. And if*ever the
The Augusta Journal denies the statement of the
.Mail has lent
Boston Commercial Bulletin, that the Sprague
word m aid of the work, —per
haps pointing at m-auty that everybody saw. or mills in Augusta, have for some ) cars been run at
loss by the trustee of the property.
;
suggesting woik < v■••• bod} is ... ing .: has
done in memon of -ids dear old friend’s counsel.
The Liliputian ot Wiscasset, referring to the as
molt
'Kcinemli. r tin ;l-*s'” j Watervillc Mail.
of Crossman on his wife, of which the particulars
were published last week, says: “If this afM... N J. IN A N I I Mi 1,1.1.
fair does not arouse the indignation of this, or any
There are publislied in the State of Manic lor
other community against rum selling, we don't
There an- obi post
newspapers and periodicals
know what will.
Whoever the parties are that
olbces
of these lo.* are
order
oiliecs.
money
furnished Grossman with liquor should be subject
1 here are b'.i National and »s savings banks’ d'.i in i
d to the severest punishment which can be eusurance companies. I J
gas light companies and 11b j loreed against them
manufacturing companies : 77 colleges and acadeThe Phonograph says that on tin* day of the
mies. including b Stale normal schools
The total
Bungely accident, when Mr. Raymond was carried
population of Maine, according to tlie census of home with a broken leg and smashed loot, which
l's's‘|'. amounts to ols.'ii.,. a few thousands more
required amputation, his wife was sick in bed and
than one hall that of the city of New York : in
two children were taken down with the measles.
In. u it was »'-«>, 1*1 -1. sh
iwing an iuerease of J J.odo It is repotted that Mr Raymond is not likely tore
ih ten years. The population of tin* N ew
Lugland c >ver.
States lots vastly more thin doubled within the
Mr. S S Kimball, of the Treasury Department.
last liity years the census shows .m inor'-uso .f
Washington. Chiet of the Life Saving Service,
11per cent.
ami Captain J M. Richardson, superintendent of
the eastern division, will locate sites tor stations
l-'AYI/lTli's llUi l*l;i ,1-1.1-:.
Painaris Gove Island.otf Boothbay ; llunnewelPs
Fayette contains quite a number ot smart old ui
Beach, at the mouth of the Kennebec River, thir
[a o|-lc. Mrs. Zeruiab Urmsby was MS years old the j
! teen miles from Bath, and a third somewhere at
!-th lust. She keeps house by herself,
preferring I tin- mouth of Portland Harbor. It is
to ilu her own
probable that
washing, ironing ami cooking, knits these stations will
not be established until Con
for her children and grandchildren, writes letters
gress votes the required funds.
mid poetry which you may havi seen in
print,
The Kennebec Journal says tin* present indica
tier nearest neighbor. Airs, lllioda Sturtevant was
t'ons are that should tlie coming winter be favoravi years old last April
She says she is as spry as
ble
for ice cutting on our river, “J.r> per cent, more
she was when she was eighteen
She can read
in* will be cut than in 1S.SU. which was known as
her Bible without glasses. Mr William
ilersey. "the great ice yeui
aged s-_> years, drove the mail last winter
through
The Boothbay Register learns that Mrs Gross
the coldest weather, to \\ ay no. tie
being
postmas
’.lan, who was so bhockiugly beaten by her bus
ter at South Fayette,
lie looks to be about sixty,
but who is now rapidly recovering’, has taken
Joseph Prescott, aged sc, veais. walks two miles to baud, to
step*
bring a suit tor damages against the propri
church regularly, and fre.pientlv.
during the week- ctor of the
walks three or tour miles, makes a visit and re
property where Grossman procured the
liquor. The Register says that this is right and
returns to his home,
if the old people arc so
tin* only way the abomination can be reached.
smart what might not he said ot the \
.ting ones! The men who sell the
liquor damnation are not
IN iJKNKK.si,.
responsible, being usually worthless vagabonds
or
if
have
themselves,
Potato bugs everywhere.
they
any property, it is secured in somebody else’s name.
You has a b ird row to hoe this vear.
Parsons, Bangs A Go. of Portland on Saturday
liad weatlie- t-ir haymakers and hotel
keepeis.
Hied their petition in insolvency. They offer a
’I he (iardiner Home Journal will not
exchange
of thirty per cent, to their cm editors.
wit!: papers that steal its articles
We receive the composition
The lirst meeting of the creditors will be Sept 1st,
U .1. regularly.
when the proposition will be considered.
A whale washed ashore mi Matin:.-us
recently,
The Portland Advertiser says the Atrato mining
and a correspondent of the Dockland Free Press
company have received some very favorable news
say> that judging hv the .-me!! it must have been
two miles square
affecting their interests in the Guited States of
frank V\ entworth. ol Appleton, will market lull Columbia.
The Sanford News
bushels ot green peas this season.
says an Allred man recently
married his divorced wife. He had lived with her
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe is
the sum
spending
lor twenty years, then procured a divorce, married
tiicr near Old Orchard
was again divorced, and now married the
One place in 1'ruv has furnished the
Augusta again,
lirst wife.
market with loot) quarts ot strawberrits.
The feature of last week's Squirrel Island
Lewiston is to have a horse railroad and a now
Squid,
is Coombs' picture of the editor of the clam chow
mill
der department, interviewing the sea serpent.
Jason C. Leighton ot Coin in Ida. died
suddenly
A St. Johns.N. K, dispatch of the doth
says The
Thursday morning. He had beeu in trade at Kpp
dory, t ity ot Hath.' which put into Trespasser'
tug turner, Columbia. more than twenty years :
i1 ridav evening, to stop a leak and take in w
was well known and
ater,
highly respected
bad a very rough experience
during the trip from
Friendship farmers are busy, and the median Maine.
The crew are in good spirits and hope to
ies are busy.
The Crystal Lake Ice
Company reach Havre without further
are making
mishap. They pro
preparations to put up a large ice
eeeded on their hazardous voyage, Tuesday.’
house this fall, its dimensions to ! gnu be lit) feet
Prof. Packard lias attended sixty two cotumeuce
ments at Bowdoin College
The Lewiston Journal say? :!..it the Bates mills
Clippings.
are now making lidll dill'creut
designs of goods i.i
their looms, and when the new quilt mill is com
Democratic newspapers have suddenly discoverpleted, this large number will he increased
Few ed that Rescue Coukling is a “great statesman."
mills in this country produce so large a
variety of (Portland Wlvertiser.
goods. The mills will make a grand display at'ihe
State Fair.
Coy. Piaisted hrts the same opinion of the Conk
There is a great scarcity of laborers in and about
ling taction that administration Republicans have.
Skowhegan.
U.- considers the course of
Coukling A Co. the
The Times says: The Bath Savings Institution
most stupendous piece of
political folly of the age,
can boast of a
surplus over liabilities of *g:S'.i,;:jh.- besides being disgraceful in the extreme to all the
M>.
This is more than double the surplus of a actors. [Dexter liazette.
year ago, when it was the gratifying sum of stt|
fill.If I.
As the name of Judge Peters lias been mention
The Democrats of the second congressional dised in connection with the
appointment as one of
trict will hold a convention at Auburn Hall, on
the Justices of the Supremo Court of the United
Tuesday, August -1th, at II o'clock a. m for the States, we take the liberty to say that Mr. Peters
purpose of nominating a candidate for Congress.
would make au excellent Justice, ami that his
ap
The Bath Times says that Hon. Washington
pointmeut would he very popular.
[Keuuebec
Cilbert, the Oreenback nominee for Congress, is Journal.
making speeches in .Sagadahoc, advocating Orcen
D
President recovers, the extreme
back ideas, denouncing both the
penalty
Itepublican and whichthe
can he indicted
Democratic parties as corrupt, and claiming that
upon (iuiteau, the would be
murderer, is eight years’ imprisonment. Should
the Oreenback party is the hope of the
country.
he die. then the assassin will
.\enemiaii
Kite a wenltliy retired leal her mer
undoubtedly ho hung.
It lie lived in tlie State of Maine, he would ho
chant of Portlund. (lied of paralysis
Friday morn sheltered
and
fed
ing. aged ?!l.
during his natural life, aud very
Miss Blanche Howard, of Bangor, author of likely ask to he pardoned. | Waterville Sentinel.
"One Summer,
will return from Furope next
\\ e have to suggest the most terrible
punishmonth. She lias boon abroad several years
ment ever devised by man or devil and at
present
The Bath Times says that Mrs. Beuj Crossman.
want to see it tried on (iuiteau. Let the miserable
who was so shockingly pounded by hor husband,
man
he compelled to attend all the (Ireeuhack
last week, is still gaining, and is now able to sit
up
eampmeetings, and conventions for the next four
some. Crowds flock to the
jail in Wiscassut, to see years, or until he sinks into a dishonored
grave or
the wretched author of her misery.
lingers a mere idiot m some obscure aim house.
The Maine Sportsman Association is
arranging [Portland City Item.
for its lirst annual tournament to come oil
in
■

..

j

■

September.

early

The Sentinel says that the man bear which has
been exhibi ted lately in Hast port is a remarkable
specimen of humanity. The young man is in fact
half hear in the formation of his
body, limbs,
hands, feet and muscles, and yet has a man's intelligence. lie was bora at Salmon Kiver, X B and
lias been brought up more like a beast than a hit
man

being.

Capt. Washington llsley.

who commanded the

steamship Sarah Sands, the second iron screw
steamer that ever crossed the Atlantic, and the lirst
to enter the harbor of San Francisco, is a native of
Limerick, Me and now resides upon the old homo

stead where his father lived.
After the ‘.id of next September the Phillips
Phonograph will be Republican in polities -full
blooded.
The stable of the Lewiston steam mill Co. was
burned Friday.
Fight horses wore also burned.
Loss estimated at *11,000.
Thursday lightning struck and entirely destroyed a house and barn belonging to Mr Charles
Chandler, of Minot Corner. Loss *1,000; probably
insured #1,000
A horse was killed
Thursday a child about ten weeks old was found
drowned in Mousam river above Kennebunk,
supposed to have been murdered by a young ..mu
who passed that way the eveuiug before.

The

President.

Is there a Deadlock in Maine ?
Saturday night.'lie rested well and slept
times, enjoying refreshing and natural
If special despatches from Augusta to
sleep. The official bulletin issued at 8..‘SO
the Boston and New York papers of Suna. 3,1., Monday stated that the President
had no rigor since that reported in the day last are to be credited, Maine has
Saturday the country was again start- bulletin of Sunday morning, and that he been
subject to a deadlock between Gov.
led by the news that the President was was
doing well. Pulse !>ti, temperature I’laisted on the one hand and his Council
worse.
The
growing
following are the !>8~4, respiration IS.
particulars of the relapse and the subseCol. Corbin, at the Executive Mansion, on the other, since July 13th. These
quent successful operation:
states the President is very weak ; is un- despatches are wholly in favor of and
Sometime during Friday night or early able to lift his arms or
legs, and is very were doubtless instigated by the GovernSaturday morning, the patient’s wound, much enfeebled, but with all this physical
and hold the Council responsible for
which had for several days been dischargexhaustion, his mind is clear, and his will or,
ing freely, became obstructed at or near obedient to the direction of the surgeons. all the evils, past, present and future
the inner end of the drainage tube, while
which have resulted or may result from a
the process of suppuration in the deeper
conllict of authorities. The story needs
parts of the wound continued. A partial REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
confirmation: but as a matter of current
or complete pus cavity was thus formed,
and the discharge from the mouth of the
gossip it may be summarized as follows:
ItKI.FAST, THURSDAY, .II I.V 28, 1881.
wound nearly ceased. The natural result
The Governor and Council met on the
of this state of things was a chill, followI'lIIil.ISlIKI) KVKltV Til IJ US DA \ MOUSING H V TI1K
fateful 13th inst, when among the nomed by a higher fever, the patient’s pulse
inations to he acted upon was that of
rising to a maximum of about l.’lo and
his temperature to 104. As rigor, followAlbion Little for trustee of the Reform
ed by increased fever, is a symptom of CHARI.Ks A. I'lI.SRURY.Romm.
School
a
re-appointment. When the
pyemia, of the formation of abscess and Ill SS1CI.1. II. DYKR, H' S'NKSS Managkk inii name
{
was
reached Counsellor Bowers is
Local
Kbitok.
of other unfavorable complications, it
s
said to base taken the lloor, and after
caused at first a great deal of anxiety.
SiiBS(*mi*TioN Thumb. In :ulvanco,$2.00 a year;
A card ill examination, however, of the within llu*. year, $-••'*<>; at the expiration of the
making a “furious attack on the Govern
year,
Adykiufsin*; Tkkms. Formic* square, (oneinch
pus discharged by the wound, showed
whom Im is reported to have grossly
or,
for
of
in
one
eolumn,) $1.00
week, an.I 2;>
length
that its character was perfectly normal
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
insulted,”
moved that the nomination lie
and healthy, and so far as appeared from a
square charge*! as a full one.
the patient’s general condition all indicaon the table until the
next meeting.
tions of pyemia were absent. These facts
The folhnvingare authorize*! agents for the Jour
“The Governor," we are told, “took tin
nai:
relieved at once the fear of blood poisonS. B. Nii.ks, No. ft, Treinont >t., Boston.
insults with a
deal of

A CHANGE KOlt THE WORSE
CHILLS AND FEVER.
AN OPERATION PERFORMED WHICH AFFORDS RELIEF.
THE PRESIDENT NOW REPORTED DOING
WELL.

at

•

An external examination was then
made of the abdominal and hepatic regions, with a view to ascertain whether
there were any signs of abscess at the
supposed location of the bullet. No unusual tenderness was found in that part
of the body many indications of a changed
condition.
From these facts, taken in
connection with the scanty out Mow of
pus, the conclusion was drawn that an
obstruction existed near the inner end of
the drainage tube, which prevented a
free discharge. This imprisonment of
pus, technically known as formation of
pus cavity, is entirely adequate to explain
the chill and increased fever, since they
at e its natural and almost inevitable con-

ing.

sequence.
It was at first thought the obstructions
might be the result of a process of healing
which had wholly or in part closed the
wound between the end of the drainage
tube and deeper suppuration surface.
Fatly in the afternoon, however, the
obstruction wholly or partially gave way,
the outflow of pus became freer, the nausea from which the patient had suffered
subsided, and he obtained relief.
This
proved that the obstruction had not been
of a permanent character.
Ill's. Hamilton and Agnew arrived dining the evening and held a consultation
with the surgeons, but did not think it
advisable at that time to make an examination of the patient.
During the night the patient was restless and had another slight chill, but in
the morning his temperature was about
<m consultation the surgeons
normal.
decided to make a new outlet for the pus,
and accordingly an incision was made
-through the integument of the back to the
bullet and a drain pipe inserted.
A Mow
of pus followed and the Fresidenfs symptoms soon began to grow better and continued to improve throughout the da\ and

night.
wii \T

III;.

III.ISS

SAYS.

Dr. IJliss (luring the course of comer
sation in relation to the operation which
was performed on the President, said
that during his examination he discovered that a slight sack or pus cavity had
formed immediately at the turn in the
track of the bullet, and at once decided
the proper thing to do was to make an
incision, which would straighten the t rae'.
and permit the pus to discharge more
freely it was determined, however, that
before performing the operation it would
be best to notify the consulting surgeons
and request their attendance, which was
done forthwith.
The formation of a pus
cavity, the doctor says, is a very ordinary
occurrence in similar instances, and there
is no doubt in his mind an incision will
tend to lessen the frequency and severin'
of the rigors.
He says, however, the
patient may have some slight chills.
‘•The result of the examination," contin
tied Dr. Miss, “is reassuring.'
During
the operation his pulse reached about
I‘JO. Since that time there has been a
falling oil' of about fifteen beats. The
President did not move a muscle while
the operation was being performed, and
it was not found necessary to administer
The counter
any alcoholic stimulants.
opening is about three inches below the
wound.
It was necessary to cut to a
depth of about one inch before the connection with the original wound was com
pletc. A local ana sthesia was administered causing a numbness of the parts
operated upon, which obviated the experience of any pain. Shortly after the
operation the patient partook of nourishment with a relish and expressed himself
as feeling much relieved by the
operation.
DU.

KEYISI'KN S STATKM EN 1.

asked whether there was
or had been any
symptoms in the President's case of pyeamia or blood poisoning,
Dr. Rcvburn said:
“None whatever.
Rigor, of course, may be a symptom of
pyeamia, but it is also a symptom of
various other complications and does not
point to pyeamia in the President's ease.
The pus continues healthy and the characteristic symptoms of pyeamia are all
wanting. You may say upon my authority that no indications of hloou-poisoning
have been observed, and that I have no
I poll

being

reason to

expect any.’’

In conclusion Dr. Rcvburn said that the

President’s condition and symptoms
more

are

encouraging.
THE

OPEKA'I KIN.

A

Washington special says: Dr. Agnew was selected to
perform the opera
tion.
He located the cav ity, and made

Kvass, I looms *2, 4 Si S, Tremont Temple,

T. C.

Boston.
S. M. Pkttknouj. & ( <>.,10 State si., Boston, amt
J7 Park flow, \ V.
Hohack Doi>l>, 21m Washington St., Boston.
( *>., to Sprneest.. N.-w York.
(;i:<>. I*. Ilowt.i.L
J. I!. Baths, 41 Bark Bow. New York.

and at

si BSCBIBKBS remitting money or *le<iring to
have the a*l*Iress of papers ehangeil, muM state Hi*'
J‘ost Olliee to which tin* paper has been sent, as well
a
tin* olliee to which it is to go.
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who had been intensely
uneasy, was relieved when she heard of
the successful result of the operation upon
the President. She, with all the others
in the Executive Mansion, even if the
doctors did not speak of it above their
breath, was afraid of blood poisoning,
and she did not feel easy until the pus
cavity had been discovered. Dr. Hamilton, soon after the operation, sought
Mrs. Garfield and said : “The operation
has been successful, the pus cavity is discovered, and we now have no fear of
blood poisoning from this cavity. Wo
are confident that we shall be able now
to keep the wound better drained.
You
must not be apprehensive if there are
more chills.
We somewhat expect them.
The Chicago Times says the oat
crop iu Grundy
There will be more chills if there is
ami Will counties, 111 has been
halt'destroyed by another
he army worm, which has,
gathering of pus, or another
however, my steriouslv
cavity is formed, which may be possible,
disappeared.
but from the operation and the observaA Georgia <Mi or says:
“Gold is tound iu thirtywe think it safe to
six counties iu this .State, silver iu
tion,
say, that the
three, copper
in thirteen, iron in forty three, diamonds in twengrave cause of alarm which has existed
ty six, whiskey in all of them, and the last gets I for the past two
days, is removed.”
away with all the rest
l>r. Agnew afterward saw Mrs. G. and
Severe thunder storms occurred Thursday, in confirmed the
report that Dr. Hamilton
Chicago, in Indiana and in many places in Mass
made to her.
achusetts. At Brockton, Mass it was the severest
Hen. Swain said Sunday night the
storm ever known in that
vicinity.
President is improving nowand we think
Mr James (J. Fair heads the personal assessment
this last danger met and overcome.
I
roll just tiled in San Francisco with $12,200,000
never saw a
Mr. J. C. Flood is assessed at $30,000,000 for himcountry without some hills
self, and $20,000,900 as trustee for J. W. Mackey. and valleys, and I never saw any very
Mr. Charles Crocker is assessed at $20,000,000
sick or a badly wounded man who did
Tho New York yacht club Lave sent to the Bay not have his ups and downs.
The PresiQuiute club of Canada, a document acceding to the dent came to one of the liatd
places last
termsol the race for the American cup,agreeing that
Friday night in his road toward recovery,
only one yacht shall be entered on each of the three but
we think ho is now about over it.
races against the Canadiau
yacht. Nothing has ,
been beard from the Bay Ouinte club since June
The President passed a comfortable
30th
night, Sunday, much more so than on

re-

1

will be changed t«» correspond, ami si Bs< Bl BFBs
ABF BKc^C ksTFU T<> SFKTU ATTIIFI B I > \ TFS
ABF < ollllFl T. Subscribers in arrear- an* re
quested to forward the sums due.

The

President’s

It had been said

the

by

physicians

in

to unfavorable

chances, tint the

the bullet ins for

a

encouraging that
caused

week

the

tenor of

news

of

so

rel ipse

a

great deal of anxiety. Friday
afternoon slightly unfavorable symptom:;
began to manifest themselves, and the

night

a

passed in as comfortable
previously. Throughout Satnot

was

manner as

unfavorable symptoms continued,
than those of Friday, and Drs. Ag-

urday
worse
ue w

and Hamilton of New York
for anil

egraphed

House in the

tit l

were

tel-

ived at the White

The trouble apbeen caused by obstructions

evening.

pears to bar e
to the discharge of juts from the wound,
and an operation having successfully been

performed Sunday, by winch a new
outlet was secured, there was an immediate change for the better. The President's condition is very critical,
lie wassouiewhat restless
I lie lever

night.

but the

a.

m.

it subsided,

room
a

is in elfect that the President passnight, having obtained

during the night at intervals fully six
hours sleep.
After midnight a slight rise
of temperature occurred but soon passed
away. There were no indications of rigor

Later the

morning."
bulletin

President

The
as

has

heller this

feeling
following

ollieial

received, which is still

was

more

encouraging
While House, S a. m.
The President slept
sweetly last night trout about S i- m to a it.
with hut a siugle break of short duration
Sinee
this morning lie lias dozed ijuietly, awakening at
intervals. There have been no rigors
lie takes
bis nourishment well and his general ..dition is
Ho
himself
as
improving
expresses
feeling better
and more rested.
Pulse dl, temperature as !. res
pirution Is -dgned Agnew, Haines, Woodward,
iteyburii. Illiss.

The conduct of the case lias been taken
from 1 »t. Uliss. and Dr. Hamilton and Dr.

Agnew will alternate daily in personal
attendance upon the President.
An effort will he made at

possible

as

e.ulv

dav

a

as

to determine the exact location

of the bullet.
The

following

is

Ig..'Ill

p.

yesterday

The President's wound was dressed just after
tlie morning bulletin was issued.
It looks well,
and the pus which is healthy in ediaraeter is dis
charging freely. Since then lie has rested ipiietlv
aud takes his nourishment without gastric disturb
unco.
At present his puise is 'dll. temperature dS-1
respiration IS.

The Rockland Free I ’reus takes grounds
It thinks
against capital punishment.
that since the abolishment of the death

have only had about the
It believes
average number of murders.
life-imprisonment is working well in this
State, and that the recent cases of mur-

penalty

der

we

attempted

or

murder prove nothing
“Haynes in attempting

was

in force.”

\\

e

with it.

What better argument in
of capital punishment could be desired
than is alforded by the Cumberland case,

where
he

a

man

might

murdered his brother that

be sent to Thomaston for life

and thus escape spending the remainder
of his days in the poor bouse? As for

Haynes,

it is not

succeed in

Hanging

is

criminals

as

The

impossible he
killing an ollieer
the only punishment

will yet
two.

or

Ibr such

he.
contest ended

Albany

to the relief and satisfaction of

Friday,
everybody

on

except Colliding and his corporal's guard.
The nomination of E. (i.
made unanimous in the
cus

on

Lapbam
Republican

that afternoon, and in the

convention he

was

to 42 for Rotter.

then

was
cau-

and the former
tion at

Governor is,

man our

nized

of him will be recogdrawn from the life; that is from,

as

rather

himself.

by,

Mr. Mowers then

Republican majority in the new
Representatives will be
about twenty. If the Democrats bought
Congressman Murch’s vote, by giv ing his
son an office,
they’ve made a misealeula
tion, or a mighty poor trade.

he

soon

es-

marine

of

a

progressive people.

would-be assassin Guiteau

is

to the insane

asylum, OmUling
should hear him company,” says l>onn
I’iatt.
The Washington correspondent
of the

Huston lleraid also makes
of the character of

alysis

an an-

Colliding

and

Guiteau and finds them almost identical,

ted's nuij) <l' ctut is thus described :
Rising slowly and taking the gavel lie brought

the it he

it down with tremendous force upon the table and
said
ici:t leuu n. I his Council is adjourned
»/<* .' and gatheiing up his papers am! personal of
f« ets he returned to his private rooms.
The ")>'/>
(C> tot staggered the councillors. They looked at
each other in blank amazement
They saw that
they had been left ill a most helpless condition, as
can
the
(iovernor
convene
that body.
A
only
committee was appointed to wait on the (iovernor
and try to client a compromise, but the effort failed
An adjournment was then voted to a certain day.
but it will have no effect, and as they cannot re as
semble there is a regular deadlock

the Lewiston artist, will

Coombs,
hav.e

est ettort of his life.

bringing

table

Let hint

depict

with “tremendous force" and the

vive the blow long enough to sit lor their
We are glad to learn that they

portraits.

all alive and

were

well at last

doing

low the

of

example

and

Colliding

lie would tie “vindicated”

resign,

Colliding

as

is the lame of both.

egotism

has retired the

It

life and

private

to

one

to a coin iet’s cell.

i

An«l nmv tho ltelfast Journal limy bo numbered
among tho Maine papers which oppose our anti
hanging laws. I'erhnps in the course of a few
weeks more when wo shall probably have mi adcii
tion ui' half a dozen murders or so to oar black
list, public attention may bo lazily turned to the
subject, it it isn't too hot, at 1 there is nothingelse
ot interest to engage it
[Lewiston (oizetle.

If the Gazette had

been

careful

a

reader of the Journal it would have known

long ago that this p
tal punishment.
It

iper believes in capidoes not owe its con

version to recent murders.
All obituary iil'n nnv, published in the
Huston .Journal, ('(includes us follows

Many thousands have come from all parts of the
I'niim amt tin* I’anailas to 900 tier : she was as wall
known in Mississippi as in Massachusetts, anil the
tow » ol Seitnate w ill bo as well known as the limin'
of Jersey Hello as Marsh Ho!.! and Ashland are lor
their illustrious dead
Thus has passed away one
of the noblesl animals that ever stood, and in future
years, when the present generation has none, she
will ho spoken ot in terms of the highest praise for
her remarkable doings

ac-

Now let (lovernor I’laisted fol-

counts.

intense

our

(lovernor “rising slowly"
his gavel down upon the

ipiiet, patient
and

now

to make the great-

opportunity

an

lias been.

The newspapers are playing sad havue with the
of the Democratic candidate for governor of
One calls him "llaekvvater," and another
"Backwater," and still others "Hookatter." Hook
wider," ete while a down river exchange nulls him
Brookwater,"ami another i: the lower part of the
state puts it
Drinkwater." tlis name is Book
waiter
There is no water about it.
name

Ohio.

■

Concerning
the

tween

this

alleged difficulty

be-

Council, the

Covernor and

Kennebec Journal says there is little that
is true in the sensational reports publish-

ed, except that the Cm

ably

“riled" and

ertior

Covernor to induce him to reconsider his
and

hosli

:

so

action is

ill-tempered

complete
conveyed by the

also is the idea

writer that the Council

under

are

because of the Covernor's

concern

They

course.

understand that the Council is about

they

w

ill he rather amused than otherwise

to have him

undertake to

hand," if it

he that is his determination.

so

The Council

adjourned

play

to meet

a

“lone

on

the

i'dtli

proximo, and will assemble at that
notwithstandingtlie intimations that
they will not he permitted to meet again.
time

Tin1 New York Herald says, in an edicaptioned “(ireenbnck Lunacy:'’

torial

Kvenls, the marvellous prosperity of the
country, the general progress of the lie
puhlie and of the world, have distroyed
the
It

linancial

heresy of Ureenbackism.
really had anything to rest on in

nevci

the way of real

litieally

either po
Soft money luna-

common sense

financially

or

tics conceived the idea,

and

unhappily

persuaded

other lunatics to accept their
theories as the essence of economic wisdom.

The

and

falsity

whole scheme

tHat has been

support

State of the l nion.

always

estness

That

t

l’rineiple

succeed

and earn-

our

politics.

reonbackism lacks both of these

•

essential

elements of

shown by the result.

people

in

are.

perhaps,

party

success

is

their

wav.

As the Itourbous of the South are in some

mysterious way preserved to show how
ridiculous politically men of one idea can

become,

so

the tlreenbackers

to live and move for some

table purpose,

highwater

i’erhaps

are

equally

allowed
inscru-

it is to show the

mark of linancial

absurdity.

Writing of the cultivation of sorgho

will ever raise its

Vice President Arthur remains at his
residence in New York.

He is at the call

of Secretary lilaine at tiny time, and when
summoned will go at once, ready to perform any duty that may be required of
him, either to the President or country.
The editor of the Waterville Mail has
written

an

editorial in defence and eulogy

of the shade trees of that pretty and enterprising town, without making use of
the

quotation,

tree.”

“Woodman

He deserves

It wouldn’t bo
some

a

a

weather from
hot

eial

on

spare that
chromo.

bad idea to

Lurope.

import

It has been

the other side of the

on

is the Crushed

It wouldn't be
Corkbil).

Tragedian

of

bad idea to cork up

no

of

prediction

of afiotlie linannot.
Tite circus

eve

course

people have

Nathan

HIS

SINGULARLY
CAREER.

UlitforU.

Only

Justice Natlnm Clifford of the I'nitcd
States

D ration

county,

as

Vacation.

Boston and return

the good

on

of undiluted sea

nights

air and agreeable motion, and one day in the city
the latter experience sulticiug to reconcile one to
even the cool, shower)’ weather which has thus fincharacterized the summer on our coast; while as
to the former, one could
only wish to “go on for

ever," so pleasant was the voyage. Just now Ungraceful hulls and flashing sails of the yacht fleet
enhance the beauty of the marine pictures present
ed to view on the
voyage to Boston. From tinsnug schooner at anchor ofl the Xorthport Camp
Ground to the sloop that flitted past in twilight,
like

a

ghost,

the steamer neared

as

there

was

these

pleasure

not

a

when

moment

crafts

of

more

sight.

in

not

wore

Monhegan

one or

Some

three

or lour were at anchor in Camden harbor
and one, it good sized
sloop, ou hoard of which
there was a party of ladies and gentlemen, saluted
the Katahdin with a signal gun, with
of

dipping

colors and

vigorous waving of

handkun hints and
later the steamer was sa

a

shawls.

Afl hour or ho
luted by a black schooner yacht bound east with
sails set wing and wing
Directly in her wake,
and not far astern, was a tine
specimen of a coast

from Hunker Hill to Vorktown.
His
father was a farmer.
His mother was a
w oman of unusual
strength of character.
Nathan was an only son.
When lie was
I I y ears of age lie had a strong desire for
a better education than could he obtained
at the town school, and by his mother's
intercession secured the advantage of a
course of study
at Haveihill academy,
where he remained for three y ears, until
he was called home In the death of his
father in IS20.
He had previously supported himself, to some extent, t*\ "teaching school, and with his own earnings
paid his way lor another yeai at the Literary Institution at New
Hampshire.
Then at the age of I* years, lie entered
the office of the lion, .losiali (juincy, a
in

trip

to

steamer Katahdin—two

war

loading lawyer

a

Short

Very

A

RliUSI'KRUUS

ing vessel, bowling merrily along.
between the two si

Tic* contrast

les of marine architecture

\

very marked. Tin* yacht
with apparently no more

was

low in the water

was

buoyancy than a l--g
She did no! appear to rise with, but to settle inC
the moderate swell
prevailing The coaster.
the other hand, rod.- the waters 11 k a thing •!
..

l,h'.
and
as
eiearly outsailing her opponent
1 ° Hu- casual observer it looks in Hi
»ugh man)
tin-

yacht builders have saeiiticed stabilit)
without in ali cases attaining the
sired speed.
A year or more ago a
Cape

hi

sightliness
lislieruian

yachts.

easily

Fit

dig, let the

outsailed

one

oik*

these

of

of

Cape

the crack U

\

>-

Ann cralt for

lo one, twenty m
windward, amt she would find plenty ot ha- I.•

a

he

course

steamships

to

Brazil

compels

our mer-

out,si

an

to
student at law.
A live years course ol
study was then requited of eandidales against the y -ell's ot the country A slo-i
let admissinn to the hat, who were not met with later was-d jiiite a d illc rent tip.college graduates; and during this proba- tie* s.-lioon.T She floated like bubble "it tition, Mr. Clitlord went alone through the surface, and yet -!.»• had a cloud of -aav;,whole course of college study.
whirit she Carrie 1 handsomely. She >«-. med \,
In May, isgf, Mr. Clifford was admit
acUialh leap through the water, and but a bru
ted to the bar, and at once renewed to glimpse was bad of her. "Poo small' w
t! e
Xewlield, Maine, where lie began the tentious comment of a saih r. as be watched h.
practice of his profession, and soon after tlying o\er the waves
ward married Hannah Ayer, daughter of
The watering places in the
icimtv of B
one of the leading citizens of the town.
have been ailh-ted hy the same kind id weal
Mr. Clitlord was always a Democrat, and whi'di has
kept people nwa. from our Maine
though in I"2~i there were hardly twenty sorts showery
I <•«i•
days and cool mglps
Democrats in New field, he was elected a
there have been but ew summer day-, although
in
Representative the Legislature in l~tu. is now midsummer, Bui
w.-athei tor corn
by a large majority, and was tlniee re
bad for the Mii.nm»*r hotels, which will
elected, serving as Speaker in l-d.'iand equally
is:il. In IStil he was appointed Attorney reap their usual and expected t-ove.-t ot 'o*
There arc exerpt n-us
General of Maine, and Idled the oilier backs t his sea on
.successfully and creditably for four years. course, i;:ie ot which .s the Massapoag Luk- Hotof which A i. ii-.wIn the exciting political contest of I-:;-, Siiaron, Ma:
,d the lb. n
Mr. Clitlord was nominated and elected House, Boston, is proprietor. It has now i.eai
its full • -1 in pie m e n t id- guests
to Congress from the nrst district of
Tho sea.-’ .re
Maine, and was re-elected in l- lo. Dur- tels of course ullVr the most from such w. ail.,
ing his term of four years in Congress, he as has prevailed id late.
established his reputation as an accomConstructively Boston, or literally speakm.
plished debater and skilled parliamen- Bostoiinius, are “out of town.' The nabobs a!
tarian.
live m Boston 1 ut ha\c their resnietu
d t;.,In f- 11, Mr. t 1 itfoid took an active shore or in lb** suburbs, m
; ,,ui i-eb-re
npart m the campaign which resulted in °l May.
ler to lodge the tax collector ai
tile election of President I’olk. and in now
very bode who is anybody
suppose-:
IS-hi he was called to the place or Attorhrtv-* loilowed tie-in
Idle stranger does not n,.of
General
the
Cnited States. W hile
ney
iliem. however. The. narrow pavements md
a member of the < 'aliinet. he was
unpoint- narrow and crooked streets are
just as crow-b
ed a commissioner to exchange
ititieaever, and occasionally an esthete is encounter•
tioiis of peace with the Mexican gov ernin the
throng. She wears a dress tli m! -r
ment, and was afterward appointed envoy
drawn tea leaves, with loud trimmings, has i.
extraordinary and minister plenipotenti- hair
banged, wears an immense hat on the back
ary to Mexico, where he remained until
the head, and a generally liotir express,->n an
ISItl
The male esthete atfeets a tight
Oil his return to the Fnited Slates. Mr. appearance
Clill'ord removed to Portland,and resumed buttoned ^eemore cat and a light still frit i.
the practice of law.
In l>.> lie was ap- tile shape of half an Knglisli walnut sheil.
pointed associate .justice of the Supreme many si/es t«... small for tin* wearer. The
Court of tile ! nited States by President
lie lias tilled that important this tin.e
Kuehanan.
office for nearly a quarter of a eentur
Jut before the holidays is the lime to go sh
in |S.>, the justices of the Supreme ping iii lb-son
It is then bargains are b- I
Court were required to perform the ilut es !*:irg< -ides md
small profits -eems to be the uwhich have since been assigned to cin-qt ot
dealers i; that time, while in the dull in
.judges. For several years, Judge ( Mi IT- rd they
apparently reverse if. and Xpert large pi
bad scarcely a day ot vacation, e.vhang
lion, small sales.
Bui one am shop more <
ing bisduties in Washington only for siminow. *..r there is no < rowd, and
ampb
lar labors on the circuit.
And in the per- forlahly
formance of these duties, be spared no nortunities are h:nl for examining goods In
pains. Uter listening patiently tbrougb cumber even the streets mi front of the larg- -’
the day to the proeeedings in (onrt, lie lisUinonls fie- -me almost impassable, and
olicn to interview the salesmen and w-mu n a
often toiled far into the night in the pre
range
pa rut ion of t be opinions which form a eon
So far as the | 11f»ii• itio advised n,
siderable part of more than forty volumes
i-.
of the reports ol the Supreme ('onrt. mid
inactivity u illi tile publishers, s11,
are embodied besides in the Circuit c
nt
i111>n oi w orks : tu-tioi. which are
-...
tsummer reading ;
but in reality tin u. : k
reports edited, in part, by his son, William Henry Clifford.
making books l\»r the fall trad* and tlu>
For several years, Judge Clifford was tion rt In • 1:«I it v books ca -s
.-n apace
the senior .justice ol the supreme court,
l-oiks. b_\ .i;i anonymous writer, is tie- u;.
and after tile death of Chief .1 list ice ('base
the hour in the line of ephemeral literatt;r»
became acting chief justice.
In is;:{. he
orziliill book store has m tin wimlow
was privileged to retire from the bench,
‘•uiteau's book. “The Truth et<
placarded
with the liberal pension provided by law.
<»niteaii. who attempted to assassinate tie- i'
Hut be preferred, so long as bis strength
'lent
"Patty's Perversities is the name :
would permit, to remain in active sen me
In l'77, be was president of the electoral in*w issue of the Bound Bohn seiiesof
It is the story of Mis. Patience San foul, wh
commission, and though in a minority of
that body, was credited by all with judi- monied her lovers until she found one wh.. u..
not be tormented. and lhen married him
cial fairness in all bis rulings.
In October, I s>o, while on his way back
Tlie young love imuung of the
to \\ ashington after the summer vacation.
pretty enough, but the fan ot the stop. i;es :
Judge Clifford received,a stroke of par- speeches ot the heroine's mother and Baiba:
alysis, from which be never recovered. Clemens, her servant, who is capable of remark.
He regained a portion of bis strength, and
■.Mrs. Sanford, I m going to the funeral
returned to Portland, where until recently
eonsiti Sam's hrst wife's child.
1 sup:
be lias been seen from time to time upon she s dead, because
when I was over there Sc
A lew weeks ago be went to
the street.
day, Jane said to me, said she, "We shant e
visit Caleb K. Ayer, at Cornish. '! here
till after Kmmu dies.'
\nd -die wouldn't ha
his disease assumed a more malignant
that it she warn t going to <!
soon.
Vud a~
and
his
foot
was
for
form,
amputated
lias their fum-i-tls Wedm*
family
always
gangrene. After the amputation lie fail d
Aerord*. m*. \ -1
thought I 1 better go over
constantly, and news of his death was
1

■

••

«

■

chants to take their chances for

shipping

goods for the Brazilian markets per the
English steamers, which call at New
York

their way to Kiu, and business
wav ot England.
This

on

letters go by the

ought

not to be.

The Franklin Square edition of \\ illiiun Black's last novel "The Beautiful

Wretch,” is finely illustrated

but

why
presented as

man-of-war brig is twice

:

a
a

full rigged ship and once as a brig is
somewhat of a puzzle to the nautical
reader.

Large sized sailing ships, it is said, have paid
handsomely this past year. A great mam shrewd
men

them

think there is yet

We

thought

ni

money to tie made with

writ

about the weather. but

in;'
as

,i

paragraph

there

aie

m%
the

words enough of the right kind iu
dictionary Woreester’s Inabridged
our

express

sentiments

we

to

eoneluded to

The I’ortland Advertiser tells the

u

hole

story in the following; paragraph :
Mr. Uoukling's plane 1ms been tilled. Mr. Lnplmiu
la nut a great man,
by all accounts, but be will be
DU a|ieaking terms with his associates iu the Senate
ehamber, atnl will be

a more usetul representative
New York than his pompous anil i|iiarrelsoine

predecessor.

The Luglish papers point with pride to the Hug
lisli railway carriage as offetiug no chances lor
wholesale robbery of passengers like the American
trains.

Hut tint chances for murder and outrage
in

the

Knglish compartment

ears

Lewiston. Me., feels rather metropolitanc-h.
It
has a lire alarm telegraph, and now its policemen
to wear belts amt billies, and besides it is to
have a horse railway. [Boston Post.

are

And it has

momentarily expected.

Mrs. Clilford survives him, and of bis
three sons, two, Charles F. and W illiam
Henry, are members of Cumberland bar
and residents of Portland, while the third,
Frank, is a member of the York bar. resident at Cornish.

of the best

one

daily

papers

tiny where.

Stephens, olheorgii.

is

writing a book. He edited an Atlanta,
(leorgia, daily paper some years ago, and
one of his paragraphs kept the concern in
copy for a week. This leads to speculaas

Jetf Davis

appreciates the popular interest respecting newspapers,
lie says
tin- people want news and information,
and want it in paragraphs. JetVought to
subscribe for the Journal.
‘‘Women should not talk too much at

watering place,” says Harper’s
Does the Bazar want to keep the

a

Ba/ar.
women

the

to be

intelligence

a severe

rellcction

on

of the people of (Jeorgfa

New Orleans claims to have ait least a do/eu
millionaires. Their property consists largely ot
sugar plantations.

And sand banks,

Ice water, which

beverage,

an

exchange

calls

injurious to the human system

our

as

rum.

twenty-lice
against the toy pistol.

of lock-jaw

recorded

probably.

are

Win

don’t Kli Perkins’ admirers present him
a toy pistol t

than

to

stay

to go West by rail
home.
The railroad

now

at

The Boston Post

to low

[Boston

alleges that,

lien Neal how is delivering
lectures in Nova Scotia

so

the

franking privilege

SiiiitiN<i 11 k.ms.

by

Goss and

Sawyer,

until Dec :M.

Launched at Hath, Thursday,
tirst class ship of I Tits tons,

a

named Tacoma, owned
Charles Davenport and

with

cheaper

enjoy

as

Ice water drinkers should swear oil'.

It is

\.

I) -.-ton is pron { of its Public «i
den, now seen at its best but it don't brag on
base hail club... .The World s Fam-pi*.mri

i;

dead, sleepcth
The lierdic carriages just .>
motion m Boston streets are revised ouintlnm
....

smaller ami

.Strawberries, ten cm
hung low
box. luscious raspberries of the cultivated
blackberries, currents and cherries grace the

stalls-The Daily Advertiser in its ijuarb
is the handsomest paper in Boston.
Few 1
seiner papers anywhere.
It rains in Bosto;
1
easily as it does in Belfast Happy thought
black mud ot the Boston streets might he uni
cement.

as

It sticks closer than

“Hired

A

Ki»i n»it Jot

Girl”

to

W.

Permit

KN.u.

a

brother.
VV

me

Perry

to

say a
words through the columns of your paper, in
gard to an article published in the t timde: He:
ot July loth in which the editor of that
pap.r
presses his opinion with regard to hired girls
lit* calls them.
Now 1 wish t>> express nowith regard to the people who hire the girls
t

admits there

are

dcscribes, and 1

glad

to

s.iv

the class of gn ithere

an* t-xccptnhire the girls also
It M
not 1 should pity tin* poor girls wh<>.{<>

the

t<>

to

exceptions
uni

people

who

earn an honest hv.ng
And \% 1 >•: a
is obliged to do tin* milking, washing, M-rubhn

churning, bringing in all the wood and water
to do other tilings which shall here be unimn:.
able and then be called lazy,

sleepy,

cross,

till

ignorant, unreliable, gluttonous, noisy, lying, thu
mg and night walkers—all for one dollar an
seventy live cents -he cannot expect a girl tit a
spirit or decency to stay longer than to earn
suit, and that a live cent print It that is the w
Mr. Perry helps the poor laboring class that he
his party prate so much about, and express

>

is said to be almost

eases

Boston

the

occupied by Mr.'F.

work to

The rumor that Governor Colquitt would l>t* a
candidate tor Cnited States Senator against Hen
Hill is denied.
IIill appears to suit the people ot
Georgia very well. {Cincinnati Knquirer.
seems

Wright,
is

sculptor....

were

away from the summer resorts.

Cmikling hasn’t lost everything. He will

Some

the

Age, a paper which professed to In- verv
indignant over mention made in the Journal of rowdyism in the streets of Belfast
the night of July 1th.

to tin1 size of his hook.

national

in Belfast, his stu lo

Isn't it getting In lie itijoilt time tor it- to beeut
look to home tittd stop twittingthe South about
barbarities ami outrages cnnnuitted there.
We
boast of our more retiueii -i v i i i oat ion. atul yet th"
list of outrages ami deviltries which are perpetrat
ed here is about as numerous as there : ami as to
some of the most brutal tuul
enwardly. uv are de
eitiedly aheatl ttf thttt set-lion.

This
Hon. Alex. II.

tion

dead, would \on
Whde Air. Fred F.

to

are

tirst-class.

published

three successive Wednesdays and when het
tress remonstrates at this protracted funera
"W hy, you wouldn't have 'em bury herb- ;,

This slander upon tin- Northern people
is from tin- editorial columns of the I’rog.

say nothing.

of

<

>

The New York Ma'ritiine l.Vgistcr publishes the following encouraging and suggestive item

called temper

(iuiteau won’t be able to beat his present boarding house.

;

i-

..

The withdrawal of the Hunch line of

auee
a

of Justice
UK

>

Mall (Jazette that this

the

Of

panic.

the

Sitting Hull has surrendered, and the companies have cut rates down
scalp of Colliding bangs from the lodge- figures.
pole of the Administration braves. Now,
tiiiituHii now wants to write his life.
in the words of (Jen. Grant, “Let us have host.
lie had better take it.
peace.”
Conkling
politics.

is

name

money enough left to go to market with.
We're all right.

or

the Chinese sugarcane, lien Parley Poore
says: “1 have no faith that the North

anxiety

over

has been the rounds, and the

Nevertheless these
useful in

for

Country is

absurdity of the
by the slender

given to it in every

Catch Hie Democrats

candidate whose

the London Call

shown

are

a

The Boston Journal thinks there is
cause

as

necessary to the Covernor in conducting
Slate affairs us he is to the Council, and

not.

course

water or who believes in water !

incontinently adjourned

the session sine die. The declaration that
members of the Council labored with the

hasty

Of

nominating

got consider-

The

recep-

in-

called upon Mr. Kobie, the chairman of
the Council, to put the motion, but the
chairman hesitated and was lost. I'lais-

elected

given a public
Canandaigua Saturday.

National House of

patient a
picture

by a vote of !(2 Atlantic. We might export some of our
joint convention cold, rainy weather, of which we have
Lapham and Miller, more than a sufficiency.

was

The

and

joint excessively

dissolved.
Senators elected were serenaded at the
Delavan House, Albany, Friday night,

really worthy
‘dl the

that this

will

modern merchant

see a

stronger

tablished in this country which would be

consigned

supplies of sugar and
It is quite as impossible as
molasses."
agree that it will ever raise its
supplies of orbehalf
anges, pine apples and bananas.

do not

soon

We all know how

quiet

The

and

volved in this controversy

gigantic intellect in full working order he
“quietly told Mr, Mowers he could not

bulletin

the ollieial

issued from the White House at
m.,

waited until he could get his

patiently

comfortable

during the night.
expressed himself

other membersof the Coun-

during Monday artist's fortune will he made. I lie ■‘stagmidnight gering' t 'ottneillors should of course have
Tuesday, when a place on the earn as if any of them sur-

leaving him about as well as
on the previous
day at the same hour.
An uuoilirial bulletin, received here yesterday, dated Washington, 7 \. m, is
more encouraging.
It reads : “inlormalinn received this morning from the sick
ed

!

metaphoi

about

rose

and continued till

nowever.

is worth twenty per rent, more than the
Hritish ship, on account of her better

demonstrated; hut to make \merican
ships piotitable to American owners they
must enjoy all the advantages in American waters that
Knglish ships do in Knglish ports, especially in tho matter of tax
ation. This once provided, we should

or

or more was

Ah tu tho average quality of Knglish
and American iron ships the Nautical
Gazette declares that the American ship

upon his motion in a manner much more,
iorcible than polite, and made a speeeh

so

that the l’resident would lie lialiie

charge

iu this country : but, quality considered,
iron ships can be built on tho Christiana just as
cheaply as on the Clyde, and it is foolish us well
as unfair to sav, as the World does, that iron
ships
cost from vt.i to ld(i
per cent, more in this country
than in England

practical question

entertain his motion.”

Condition.

bought

construction.

was

Death
HISTORY

Supreme Court, died in Cornish at
!> o'clock Monday morning July 25th. The
Portland Advertiser, to which we are inple are prohibited by law from purchasdebted
for the following sketch ef the life
ing them abroad. This statement is emthe venerable jurist, says:
of
“Judge
phatically denied by Every Evening, an
able and interesting paper published at Clifford's life has been a memorable exof the effective force of diligence
Wilmington, “the cradle and chief centre ample
and unwearying industry.
His unvaryof the iron ship building industry in this
and brilliant success was achieved by
ing
country.” Every Evening says:
sheer hard work, which perhaps shortenIt is doubtful if it does cost moro to build a ship
lieio than across (lie water, for tho American habit ed his
days, hut gave him a life better
of adopting improved
machinery has steadily re worth
dueeil such difference as existed in the past, until
living than a thousand years of
it has been nearly orquiteoblitorated. and one of our
vegetation.”
torpid
ship building companies has obtained several for
Nathan Clifford was horn in Riunney,
oigu orders in competition with English builders
and has, in fact, been busy for a year almost ex
New Hampshire, August is, I si iff.
His
iu
vessels
for foreign waters,
illusively
building
grandfather was an officer in tin- Revo
doubtless some kinds of iron steamers can be
bought abroad cheaper than any kind can bo lutionary army, and served through the

municated with and would accept the appointment. Hut Mr. Mowers “insisted

to which his former tirade

The
TJIK

is that the

Hag

vessels cannot he procured in this country as cheaply as in Europe, and our peo-

model

cil sustained Mr. Mowers; but the Gov
ernor
"patiently w aited.” After he had

<

York under the American

material, superior

com-

Subscribers are requested b> take notice of the
late on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
la May SI, means that tin* subscription is paid to
that date. Whim a new payment is made, the date

AND

•

when it

Garfield,

speeeh

faint patter of drops as compared with
the lull blast of the tornado.” Mark the

TORS

incision about an inch and a half be- to the contrary.
low the opening of the wound.
The pus to escape from the State I'rison" says the
cavity was occasioned by an irritation Free l’ross, “hazarded Ins own life and
from splinters of the injured rib, and had
received a bullet through his body,
lie
no connection with the main canal formed
would
have killed an ollieer for the same
the
by
bullet, which has worked freely.
The cut was about an inch and a half object and faced the
gallows just as readilong, and not exceeding an inch in depth. ly as lie did the rilic of the
guard. If the
The injured l ih was found to be bent, and
accused
of
boys
there is now a consultation as to whether
murdering a little comany attempt shall he made to straighten panion at kockport are guilty, their age
it.
The new opening has thoroughly and their
ignorance, as well as other cirdischarged the pus cavity, and will of
render it very improbable
cumstances,
course he kept open.
\n ether spray
that they ever considered the punishwas used
the
wound
when
the
upon
operation was performed, hut none was ad- ment of murder in this State.” The Free
ministered otherwise.
Dr. Agnevv was i’ress concludes
along article on the subwell satislied with the result.
Dr. Hamilton says he has strong hopes that the ject by expressing the opinion “that the
difficulty has been removed, and that the public arc safer and better protected
progress toward recovery will recom- with the statute ot death abolished than
Mrs.

Mr. Mowers’

thejeloseof

marked that Mr. Little had been

\KDIANS
in the

AIi.MIMSTI; VTOKS, L\K*

desiring their Probate advertising publish*1*!
Journal, will please so state to the Court..

an

mence.

nonehalance,”

good

A short time since the New York World
declared that the reason no trans-Atlantic steamers sail from the port of New

Hath,

who commands

by John I'atteu A Son.
Capt. John K Kelley, of
her, and Charles lv Moody.

of Boston-A suit has been commenced in the
U S Circuit Court by the Government against the
steamer Saratoga of Ward’s Havana Line and her
otlicers, to recover duties to the amount of S100 on

cigars smuggled

ou

that

vessel-Thursday,

sehr

much

sympathy

for. I

hired girl: and it he is

sav
a

Heaven

true

help

the

representative

!••

«•!

o

Greenback party. I consider it a greater sc- n
than the potato ug or army worm,tor I am aim
Paris green would have no effect upon the
When an editor (or any other man f) takes pay
hired girls reading his paper out of their wage?
after telling them they can have the use ol it. !
may export the time to come when he cannot g<hired girl from the country, village, island
where else.
When people find they must pa
their hired girls half as much as they can ram
a

ai.

John S. Case, of Dockland. Me., lumber laden, was
struck by lightning in New Bedford harbor, and

knitting, sewing, working in factories or at any
other kind of labor, and treat them with dceem *
"'bile in then employ, they may get a better rhi"

had her mizzen topmast badly

splintered

and

of

mizzenmast injured. Steward, John Shady, of
Dockland, was knocked senseless and the mate,

Hi

girls than those described by the editor of H
dd; and 1 trust Ins daughter w ill be better
ncated anti grow up healthy among the pots ami

Babb, affected-The number of vessels employed

kettles

in the coastwise trade that arrived at Bath last
month is JJ7.tonnage bOjhio. I'd,men employed I |)K
-The price of passage on the clipper ships from

gladly

r

“The South,

of

of

his

living.

there is

no

The voyage conduces to health, anil
means of spending money on the
way

ok

W

ever

W. Pkur\’s Hirko tiuu

ready

to

>

forget amt t'orgi

1

takes Mr Blaine by the baud,” the ,\ash\i■’*
B urner says, 'and numbers him, not as one
those who have sought their favor for the purp^

Melbourne to London, which takes from seventy
eighty days, is $•,’.’>(). A Loudon paper suggests
taking the trip as a way of retrenching expenses

to

Onk

political advancement, but as a man trying t
duty fearlessly and faithfully, regardless -t \

sonal consequences."

■

1

1

>

News

of

Belfast

and

Charles F. Aehorn lias been appointed po t-mas
ter at Palermo.

Vicinity.

Mr. 1. K. Collins, an old time resident, died in
mi- < ily ««n Fridax, aged T'i years.
have

Pottle A. Hunt

kitKvcrybody

a

i-

The raspberry ami blueberry pie
the attention of the housewife.

large retail trade in maek
laying down a kit of maek-

!"•;
nb

town

The l nitarian Sabbath school and society will
an excursion on steamer May <jucen to-day,
to Dice’s Head.

of

.Journal lias before mentioned the

purchased

It

more.

goes

Revenue cutter Dallas, of Portland, is
for repairs, and the cutti Levi Wood
ordered b* take her cruising grounds in addi
to in
own.
Tin- Woodbury now takes in the

.tif

up

!

water

of Maim* from Fast

i-' >nt

port t* Forts

eommunieation.

work, ILrliMiingstrut k twice
t.-uijH
\hinity of tin* lion. |J. \\ Kilis* house, in
•'on ■
Ilelfa-t inh't1 in a tree twenty-live
11 'in iIn* In«11- ami onee near the barn.
Mr.
:in«I taniilv wen more or less affecte<l by the

ili-

"i l.i-i

«

P*

Mi

rri-11.

*«»•

1

lion-,

'-•!••:.!

tall

f'm

charge

it

begin-

'ei'ni

it

-1

Phi

v

•'

<

\ortlip<»rt*s

Ii
1

11

It will lr

.r.

J

a

the

-ia.

■>

lieu it

i»ul

.-hie pa-

sea

through the

li-ln-* 1
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v.

i

in

tin

'air

'•

u-ion

me

e!i•!•.•■ from

now
■:-;

a

t

to

-e

:i-tvuiiumer.-

"imila*

w

brightne-.-.

:’ iaii

re

.•!,

a

-«ni

he

i... a x, rv
eon-pi»*mui- ami in.
iMiri’iu the la-> week in August

••i.ii

met.

week, will

It w i i pas- li
>nn Aug.
later will he maiv-t the

two

iimii.i-ii

o*

:

e

or

iy

.■

i

the

anion-

«-tv<! la

.iak*‘-j

i1.'

?

"

\

la

1

>

1«-

-a

l'iie ojl.it
of

hat

where

1'

one

of

thirty-

Howard, marble worker in this city,
an order for an elaborate marble monument to be erected in a cemetery at Searsmont
Mr. \Y

1

ha- received

Joseph T. 1 Mmnell, and w ill eo-t about
design i- very handsome, and with base
and shaft the monument will be ten feet high. Mr.
Howard is winning a good reputation as a niarbl.The

cutter.

displayed Oil Sunday
the memorable duly-2d. The
was

from

a

11

m

aie

'afore the

r

Miiiiion.

I:•* *\v nil:-',
i-i

Mr
It

The

i

1\

wa-

part

party

‘oinl-l

e

ua-

was
\va-

in

eap-

»lis-

an

tm-

wry narrow escape
i- all now »h»ing well.
> spent a lwief >0.1-011
a

on

WlIKKKAIioi'l’S

!e-- and slid

t

N'

l'*»i.

■

A»n:i

a

Jaekson,

on

'■it

«

■

Ja« k.-on
ir<us

Hobbies

a

ai

]
.Ja<i-na

day.

of his

two warrant^

-worn

ae.piitted.Andrew
on Tuesday, on
Mr-. Fu.-y A Dnuliar.

was

U‘f'»iv .1 ii*ti«v

wa-

harness at IJell'a-t

out b\

t

hr.

Wiiakvi;s.

rm:

Wilmington,

«*<>mpl.iiill

-:t;i

'ii

><

The bark Clacier, cd
(_., is loading hay at tbi- pla<v fur
the vessel's home port,
"he will take something
over Moo tons and is loaded by Mr. A. C. Pitcher_
Beni. ILazeltine lias loaded sch. Paul Seavey with
ice and bay for Jacksonville-Win. Pitcher A Son
and Woods A Co., have loaded sell. Dora French
w ith hay for Charleston-Howes A Co. are load
ing sell. Jaehiii w ith staves for New York.
Ai.«>\<;

1 iau.ii, w.n- before -Iu.-tiee Creer, in this
\
Saturday la-1, f r ti>«■ l:ir« i*ny ofa harness.
Parties live in I*.' Ini-.ui. Tin- eomplainant alleged
r i

'•ily.

\

Lrvsr

discharging a cargo of •»rn at Ban
Bo-ton... .Sell. Florida is loading coal at
New York for Belfast-Sell. Annie L. Me Keen
from New ’l ork, arrived at May port, Fia. July 21th.
-"<di. s. F. Woodbury from Camden, arrived at
Jacksonville on the 21-t->ch. A. Hay lord arrived
at New York on the 21th, from Jacksom ilk*.

-Me «d

*11.-.

lll

1-izzic Poor is

question i-eight years old,
the entrance to the pia/./.a
•. ej-head.
1’hciv are on t h bu-h
om- th-ui-and buds and blossoms.
arlet tingeil v. ilh white, nearly odorntriiu ".!• hundred leaves.
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«»|

gor, from

riiebu-h in

year,

The tlower

an a-lrunom

hoai

Point the

i.

•! r.-mie-i.
<

r,

<

the

regarding
view, the year

a

( ougres.s

street,
rose bu-h know n a
the < >ueen of the Praihe seen in l'uli b| *o»n. The bush i- a rapid
-.hoots attaining a do/.en feet in length in

planted a ;i her
feruling an an li
to-day more than
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seminary. Prof. >te\eiis, of
"eii inary, with their wive-,,
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It is tor Mr.
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havi gener-

-k, while Prof. t.ouM. Of
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workinga

idling Mr. II. W. Marrim r,

iial

rne..io_i. tl
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at

,-ame earne-tne.--

as was

n-1 point.
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Co., Belfast, and also have secured the contract
to carry the mail. They are lirst-elass stage men,
and the public will be well accommodated by them.
They have been driver- on the route some time.’*

returns.

are now

son

taanks of the

ri«

lisei*\

•met

a

or

great dal of anxiety has been felt by our « ilizens cyiH erning the condition of the President, and
the bulletins have been eagerly looked for. s mie

appearance
Ii. l»ra,-kett

•■••ills.

1

'i

sea

nia-le its tir-t

name,

ranks well

1

Higgins and

1

k.*

a

Opinion says that “Messrs. Frank
have bought the stage line between
Rockland and Camden, of Southworth, Lancaster
The Rockland

ma-ted -ehomers and
V essel property iToo tons.

A

oimial,

shle

four

a

"ii
Messrs. A \Y. Bliss and
L. Alden,of Ik.-ton.
publie are due in the We-tern I'nion arrived in town on Monday, having made the jour,
in
».
if'! !■ i.i
la ■[.
conipam for making public the otlicial bulletins
The distance from
ney from Boston on bicycle-.
!•
a!'-'
it or- ;i.,.{ paMi-lier-, ami
1rt>m W a liington.
The eiti/eus of 15dfa<t are, Camden to Bedfast, eighteen miles, owr a mudd
-of 1 tel! a -t, printer
l’lie paruder obligation.- to Mr. \. D. < ha-e w ho has daily
rev--, a
and uneven road, was made in a little over two
on the thn«i volume, enlarge-1 with the
posted these telegram- at the eornerof Main and hours. The gentlemen hired a team and drove to
n
••ohunii to a page, is wry hum l.some j ('liui'1 *h streets.
Fort Point, the heavy rains making the roads ali. i appearanee. n*»«l well ami
are
most impassable l'or their wheels.
Tiie lover of tlowers ean enjoy a rare treat by

the

ii'

or

vessels built another

to he three

are

of them non

men

••

"t
1

They

new

al.-«> full id work.

s«-e notice in

\iil. olst.

last week.

as

their door and sash factory, and cannot
keep up with their ord- rs-Durham A. Hall, on
Monda\, -hipped a lot ol d**or- and -a h t o c a-line,
for tin town lion-e at that place. This is the lirst
order this new Jinn ha- shipped away. They are

S. V*r

of Mr. II

Jiadh

.Mathews Urn-,
ii\

ainlel.a.-'ie.i! ilepartnient not yetseemvl.

ii<-:m,i

lighted lantern in Dow’s egg packing
establishment on Saturday the enquiry was made
as to its use.
It was to detect had eggs. By holding an egg to tin* light any one can readily tell
whether it is good or bad. The light easily penetrates a good egg making a slight rosy color, while
a bad egg i:- as black and dead as night.
Observing

operator in this city says
-lie never knew the wires

The

making very good

now

l'liose engairtM are Ke\ M. \\
|• ri:is■ ii■.i 1. Mi- Ainamla M Wilson, of i; m
pm m-pt iv.->; Miss I tia <>. Morrill, ■•! Hover,
11.. .eruian ami inusi** vocal ami instrumental'
P now U >n, commercial <leparlinent: teacher-

k

so

some

u

a se.

to act

sea-on.

P.uek.sport, writes that the
plan*, have nearly

«>i

Liberty manufacturing company.

long experience

llelfast eaptaius will have

olt*. I'orthe "euilnan at that
■

a

seriously injureii.

ii"t

'tit \m iv

that in

We learn from good authority that three

-1

*i'!,

—

The frequent thunder showers of late so charged
the air with cleetrieit as to interrupt telegraphic

couth.
:

to

temperance amp meeting at Lake Maranaeook
begin- to-day, and will continue four days. People
ean lea\ethis eity ami return oil regular trains for
$I

Hie l
.nled

F. A. Follett, of this city, oilers for sale the well
known yacht Little Rogue. The yacht is first class
and has a good reputation as a sailer. Sec ndver
tiseinent... .See card of S. S. Keith, cabinet maker,
in this city. Work entrusted to him will be well
done
See notice of the treasurer’s statement of

15.

A

the railroad.

over

for his

Bangor

Capt. Frank \i. Dyer, of Util fast, in sell. M.
Milieu, recently made the run from New York
Savannah in three 'lays.

increasing

trade between thi~ city and Rockland. s< h. F.
Wilson has tlii> season brought to this city a.Oort
'As «.f lime, and the captain anticipates tin* carry
t about

two cargoes of ice at

southern trade.

me

■

Twenty pieces of real estate were sold in this city
Wednesday for taxes. This is a much smaller
sale than in former years, thirty-seven pieces being
sold last year. The city bids in tiie most of them.
Nearly all are redeemed eventually.

on

Mr. Benj. Ha/eltine, of this city, has recently

pounds, the heaviest weighing 24s, and the
t about 200 pounds.

I'be

The western mail on Wednesday evening of last
was delayed several hours, owing to an aeeident to a bridge on the main line.

week,

make

Searsport has some
Five brothers—J. C’., David, J.
\ery stout men.
1red, Albert and Kdward Nickels, together weigh

neighboring

»mi

An interesting letter from llev. Mr. Coodenough,
written from Portland, Oregon, was crowded out of
to-day’s paper. It will appear next week.

Three of our clergymen are absent on vaeatlohs.
It is said that Satan never rests from his labors.

small tlork of wild icee.se were observed in the
Deese are rarely seen at
iy "ii Sunday evening.
ii.- time of year.
\

;

engages

K\ Mayor Swan declines to be a trustee for the
eity of Belfast in the refunding matter.

rel for winter.

«

now

The tax collector will receive his book the last of
the week, when all interested ct-.n learn what they
owe to the public.

j
;

Jreer,

N.

J'artie> live in Ik li.i-i. Tin*

M«»m*ok. Mr. Ceorge li. Williams, of Bo-ton,
lir.-t win for an assault
ttlv-Jath, the killer for driinkenne»sand wliile assisting Mr. L. < >. Bobinson dress a lamb,
dislurbamv. < Mi the lir-t Kobbins wa-fined sk'land j ba 1 hi- hand
badly cut-The bad weather ha<*ost.->, ami on tin* latter ten 'lays in jail.
damaged a large •piantity of bay-The hand w ill
A Fivir-h eonvirt named Alfred Dubay escaped
give a concert at the town ball on ."aturday-There
eoinmitted d

are no new cases of diphtheria in town.... Nalley
prison on Saturday afternoon.
ilia tin l'iie.->ts o; Pev. aid Mr-. Pytlor.
I*y jumping into a earriayv and driving off. lie wa.- A Lufkin, of this town, have received patent on
:
1'roj. «.oiil-l i>een|»iI*.I tin- pulpit of the
at work outside tinpri^m wall-, on Monday one their lantern reflectors from the Canadian governh ;*t i -l ehurel;.
ment.
*f the prison otlieial- iiann,'l Flet* her arrived in
this eity, ami with eity mar-dial ('ate-, drove into
<
M
1. W. Parker an.I s.*n,
Pate-ami
Isi.kshoku. Tin* >ea Breeze say s that ten new
the eounlry, Im’-ay having been reported seen near
Uieknell ami >on. Pc\. I < rowninshieM,
cottages have been built here, and more are to f.»l
Hope. \t lk-Imont < one r the ofiieers got on the low. Fifty lots hav e been -old. The
Well-. M. \V Frost aid Ihnry A min-ws, of
following are
Ira k >>f ,i man who nn-wejvd e\a« tly the deseripmi. W
il. Pol.bin-, oi I.an r*me. Mas.-., ami K.
the cottage owners, most of whom are present in
ti 'ii ot 1 >1111.-*\
Tintrail
was followed to beyond I
"ft aieopee, Ma."., went "n ;t ii-hingc\person, or by family, and occupying: >. II. BarUuffaiuham, in ‘-ear-mont, where it was lost. The bour,
<■.; la-t u eek, in ; aelit P
M. ISonnie. The exBangor; Win. Barbour, Buck-port: F. K.
oitie. r- believe the man to have been
IMibay.
am e \ ten* let 1 to \
iualhaven, While 1-lam is, Hie
Duncan, I.incolnvillc; A.C. Hunt, Ibmltoii; Frank
"1 v iitino N-'ii
Tin* yaeht lionita, of Port
i. am; *n tin r.1 urn trip Pvdci -( ove, 1-le-- ]
D. Pullen, L W. Waite. J II. liable
W. A. Bragg,
rl'iie tii -t li-li were caught oil' Whit- I-lamks
land, wit M
Frank Carlund. and Hook A Woodbury, all <>l Ban
Bibber, Morrill, M Maun, llig
\\
P
Mr. ( row nittshiel'l liaubd in a hamlj trias. aldron and others on board, wa- in our liar gor. < ottage- will <ooii be built by Mrs. Barrk ti
bor I t-! week. 'Idle
aelil is on a erui-e ea-t, and
c
and F
•:
ti-h.
The rewrem! gentleman
Ihtync. Bangor.
;• i*
will
a- t’ar
itin1 Pr wine'Yaelit Maggie,
uiilni with the trip, le.it \v:i oblige. I t<> pay
WlNTKKlMJKr. The blisic-t plai t* ill town i- Ill'll
al-o ,.i p. rt land, owned
Father V j»tum
y \ II. Knight, Charles
Ered Atwood's warehouse
The demands up n
>mith and Frank Clark, wa- in lie!la-t harbor on
Ml.i: V u i>
Tin- iin-< .1 -'Uiabic w e.ithcr lias
him for mower.Meadoyv king and lmr-e rake-,
and Friday ot last week. The above
Thursday
-i-n-vr
ii-lof
01
tinko-(
steamers
1»•.
have been very heavy, ami the manufacturers have
named irentlenu-n and other- were returning from :
.y\\ tli>- average at this season.
not been able to till his orders... .The repairs ami
Freights an ea-t ward
erui-.
..The -bam
a* ht stranger,
*
••*•11 light of late... .The Kalahdin is get
improvements having been completed on the Metiio
oi New >'• *rk. i- a: ea.-brn water ....J.ar^re numlast in her old age. She beat tin- steamer
'list ehureli, it was reopeiic l last sabbath, ntiikhi
bers
t y a * 11
are in thi.- \ i<*'iiiity
Yaeht sport,
a d. 11 \v running between i low-ester and F.
by the pa-tor in the forenoon, ami in tiie evening a
< apt. Marm.m,
•!' ( In-l-ca. was in our harbor on
1 fail
1 i1 e t!ie a her da>
'1 lie Admiral is
'cry interesting .‘sabbath school concert was held,
Moiidav.
Ti
bt Fleetwing, of New York, on
; e
ia1e1
i\\ i- -steamer nit of Boston.
under the dlreetion of Mr*. T. A. >m»w and Ml
a ej-.ii-,-, put into Belfast on
-he laid
where
Monday■,
.Work mi the new -b. amer 1 : the '-anford line,
I-inily M. Hall. The house was paeked to ii utmost
over the -torm
.•trig at Fn-L Jb'st-mi, i-pmgre--ing favorablya
main
extra seats lu-ing placed in the
capacity,
) i:\si;lit. \;. F-1 vti.. Tin- tollowing are
-xtra limbered and fasten.- !. and will be -ate,
aisles.
Anehors, crosses and harp- wrought in
liie tran-a-r- in real estate in Waldo eiatnty, for the
I
4
ah
If
1that
lioiv
nu*s^ and lloyver- abounded,
j
.'apt.
bowing unbounded
we, k endimr-I *!>
d
Wm. >. ll'iweii, Monroe, to
i\
.1:
have die -am bo.u, t which
1:j■. vv1'
taste and zeal on tin* part of the ladies of the so.
Mar.
\.
ii
»\v■••ii.
al..
-an
town.
Ira
W.
-iii 1,, a-r ••.ipia.?
tin line, lie would be
Kerry, ciety. The liberality and indu-ti of tin* ladies and
storkbm, to .John M. Lat<»lley, .line town. Henry
linin''!.
::a:-'i !<■ jde.tsc ever.'J'o.iy, and now
gentlemen of the society have re-ulte 1 in giving to
W. Fib
■: nil ai
■»/,
the IJostoii boat- are served on tin*
M-ar.-p< t. two a -. me to | >aj>iel J. Kim
the Methodist friends as neat and pretty a plaee of
ri'-.ai ..lead ot t:»«
Kuropean plan, a good ball et. a!., Swain ille, and one to F. V. and Henry worship as there is in the eonnty... .Tlie Winter
Philbriek et. al., llelfa-t. Wilder -. t.rant, .lielfast, |
regret the change.
port Cornet Hand is to have a grand excursion on
i" A 11*
A. (Irani, llelfa-t.
PhineaHunt, iiel- the Kos- boat and
-MIS'. No!!-.
barge to ( astineaud Nortliport.
'I’he mackerel in our t»a> glow
t
11.
Belfast,.
Lewis
A.
fast,
Margaret
Hunt,
Aug. ml, should the weather lie pleasant, if not the
plentiful ami larger. P!i«• ll-ii are taking on
Ii»*lf
!■<
i-t.
W'iMei
.rant et. ;tl., lielKinwvlt-m,
next fair day.
apidlv... .’-"ine \eei 1 111 e.d.•!», w ere made
Everybody with their wives and
ist. Haniel JF Maddoek-, Belfast, to I i.avid
Pierce, ehildivn are ex peeled to go. Tickets
w e.*k-\
large lieel i.t ti.-hing v e.ssel.- is in
very reason
I tel I a f. F. I-.. Fateh, Brook-. to W. o. .lone
-am*
able ...T. A. Snow, Ksij., has sold bis cottage at
•"! ba
a- mail}
:.s eighteen anchoring in
t ’Wii.
Wm. I-., sp-phen-on, lielfast, t<» I.uey A.
md harbio at one tini«
M»ne -ehooncr re
Nortliport to Mr-. Mcknight, of Thomaston, and
''trout, Belfast. Mary M Trim, Islesboro, to India others.
no
w
a s, ine «*fl‘ Uoekp rt and i-aught Jno
1
-aimc.
town.
In
Wentworth. SearVeab'ii,
maekerei.
.>eh In.rah 1>. W«-bb, of
lit « ksi'mki
\ party of yom.g men from this
moiit, to Annie M. lllaek. Belmont.
1-land, lishing in our bay. » aim into Helfa-t
started out on their summer vacation la-t
phiec
»
1
itMe
Kddie
1!
last week for a crew
.Maekerel were
r-cv, soil of ol. Tliilo I Jersey, ol
...
Monday. They left White’s wharf at half past
this
ng in mil' harbor on Siindav.Vuold ll -her.
ity, broke his rigid forearm on Monday eveten A. M. in the yacht .Jeannette, hound for liar
tl»e absence of menhaden fnun *Mirwaning, at the ‘hike- cottage, <juantcbueook Lake,
■i>
Harbor and other places of -mnmer resort. They
Mints for the pre.-enl large school of maek
.'sears.moiit The boy w ith two compan'ems, Ma-ters
yvill l»e gone about ten days, 'l’lie names of the \aw with 11He
and
L
I.
that
the
two
varieties
were
ai
the
Lake
for
Balph Terry
-ays
cniimhy,
ealioni-t- areas follows: t.eo. Parker, captain;
fi' Ver mingle well.
a w eek’- -oiourn. When retiring the little hoy -tood
There m:iv he some
A1 \.ill Ames, rook; K"b Emery, Rufus Sherburne,
«
on a
1 thi
It i- a well known fact that menlia
amp .-tool to hang up hi- clothes, when the.
licit Ward well, Karnest Hill, l'hilo kalisli, Carl
-tool amt* together throwing him to the Hour. For
e
■•ecu a!
nt thiv«- year- and mackerel
l»u' k, Albert Gilley, Jiert Ginn, Tlieo Cox.
The
a youth of thirteen Ma-ter ller-ey di-played great
en plentiful for three year-... .< >11 Tue-day
•Jeannette is one of the llnest yachts that sails the
-!■ amer Kveretl ami a schooner from the Cafortitud1* and presence -l mind. Hi.-companions
eo.i-t of Maine-It is w ith pleasure that we learn
l’. e king House came into our harbor and
were alarmed, hut Kddie, taking in the situation,
that Rev. M. W. Prince is to conn* here about the
told one to go to the Tines’ cottage and the other to
mackerel directly from Hie lishing boats.
lii 't of August, and yvill assume his duties as
prini M well and *1 r< was .1 oiitinuai string
Field’s cottage where Belfast parties were encampcipal of K. M. ( Seminary, the fall term of yvhieli
.and from tlit -teamrr and the Pishing
ed, foi help. The night was dark and stormy, hut
begins Aug. dl. On Monday last Mr. Prince sent
Kddie remained alone during tin* absence of Ids
...Collins & Co., of this city, received an
in bis resignation as pastor of Grace Church in
When
Charles
Field
\.
and
m Monday from liangor for 1,im»0 fresh maek
companion-.
Ccorgc
Haverill, Mass., yvhere the results of bis labors have
the
tirst
to
ed 1 ,*»*m 1 .mi 'Puesday.
Chiimby,
arrive, entered the cottage,
been -ecu in a rapidly growing church membership
ile*
found the brave little hoy in bed, with his
lie
l"loll -ale "! II 'll. W ii M* Ld'ialls hoilsC
and a sound litianeial condition.
He is well known
broken arm arefuhy ne-tled *m
A -nr
pillow
i 'Min r 1'i-op.j 1: tlii- 11> on Saturday afterhere and very popular among our people, and if
was summoned who dre--ei. the limb.
The
geon
il a la
"*’!
;■' vv d.
1 !e lay wa- a poor
the school can be put in a more nourishing condiu a
brought home on Tuesdav.
a
b
Fay makers,
delegations trom about hoy
tion than the present, the people who know Mr.
•ii.Last week was a bal’d one tor the hay makers of
veiv present.
Pile house
Prim e believe he is the man to aeeompli-h it.
Mr.
1- Mi
wn
\\ aldo ••ouuty. 'l ie* treueherou® weather caught
-peii {■ all, ami was thoroughly in
Prince and family will take rooms at the Seminary
...u
\ piv-eut.
our farmer- with large quantities ,,f gra— down.
At ahoiu :>
?•;
hoarding house, and hoard with the students
A ^'M.tlenia
.'i''iioiie*-r
win* i- well posted, say-more mown
rary, ••!" '-ear-port, announced
The work of renovating the seminary building is
Mu- trout door that tm- house and tvvoaere- of
era-.- i- U'»w -polling in Waldo county than was ever
m.w going on, vi/.., that of
painting, papering,
V
nld lir-t he sold, Mating the term- to be
before known at one time.
In Belfast, some farmwhitewashing, etc.Rev. Mr. Gerrish will preach
er- ha\e a- man;, a- twenty tons out, which has
i-h, the balance notes with security. Tlie
on next Sunday morning and
evening from the text
'd waboon
v apt. W. < >. Aldcll.nl tlli»
n cut mon- than a week.
1 u* continued wet
"•Justification by faith.”....Last Sunday, Dr. Hen
;i i*
miiiuie- the bid- ran up to
weather if it dm*- not rot the hav entirely, so black
7.'»n,
ry Rlodget, formerly of Hii.splacc, tilled tin* ( Angl e
they ceased. Alter 1 welling for half an hour j cn- it as to make ii unsalable. It rained every day
gationalist pulpit at the morning service.
Dr.
last week. Sunday morning was fair and it looked
premises were knocked otf to Capt. .John (
Rlodgct has be-n a missionary in China for J7
”f >i*ar-p »rt, for
like a good hay da v. Our farmer- who believe in
~7*». The carriages and
years. He will remain here with his family for a
•Iher articles were di.spo-ed of. when llie
tie
“making hay when tin* sun shines” opened their time-On Sunday evening last the pastor of tin'
’.-tponed to ^aturdav next. Mekellan reserv- slack,- onl\ *o have them thoroughly wetted by the ( ongregationnlist church, Rev. Wm. Forsyth, inaeivs of land, portions on the north and
afternoon shower-. In some sections of the countv i troduced Rev. Arthur Skeele of East Rloomlield, V
h side- of the house.
the day was fair throughout and was improved.
It is considered that the
Y., who preached an excellent sermon_The sob
<>

:i

n*

a*

r<

■

111

from tin* Maine

Mate

Unitv. Tim North Waldo Agrleul ural >ockly
will hold its annua show and fair at Unity Trotting

Unitv dl.( V'rlv 1:
Park,
an'1 ’*h.
The exhibitions for the last two years have been
very successful, and it is expected the coining fall
near

1
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brought

price, considering the
.1 value of real estate in
thiseiiy. The auction
next saturdav afternoon will comprise carvery fair

a

hamber set-, dislie-, carpets and numerous
t hou.-ehold goods.
Any of these goods will be
d m private sale up t-» the time of the auction.
/M

i! v its

1 u«»\i

Tm:

>i-:v

kithb/.t.

In speaking

improvement at Norlhport, the lireeze says—
growth here is not spasmodic, hut healthy.

1

Monday afternoon a long rain set in which continued through the night and next day.
Dog-days
have now set in, which is not encouraging for the
remainder ol' the crop. Another injury is that the
grass now standing will become over ripe. On the
whole the hay crop in this section will fall far short
of expectations. On Tuesday evening a very severe tempest passed over this vicinity.
The lightning was very vivid, and the rainfall was heavy.
Wednesday was foggy.
On

diers’graves
1

yverc

SKAitsroicT.

"i",

Natfian Bowler, Es«p, of Pu
made the reeipient of a eapaeious

who

was

">tly arm-chair by liis descendents, eighteen
1 " hom,
representing three generations, were pres.
'• ti'om Holton, Bangor, ltoekland and Palermo.
Mackerel are caught from off the Camp Ground
t.Cottage roofs are being painted red"up meeting will be held the last full week in An
Koadmaster Wagg, of the M. C. It. It., has
• d
(In- Marston cottage on Park row, and his
"lily will iMvupy it for the season-Over 80ft feet
drain tile, two thirds of which is mains, have
." laid Ibis
year. Vorthport Camp Ground is one
•

—

and best drained summer resorts in
in—Tin• 41 Waterville” cottage on So. Shore,
been purchased by Messrs. Brown and Esta

the cleanest
d;i

""•k, of oidtown, and entirely rebuilt and reII
"deled, making it a first-class cottage_Capt.
!>i. Coombs, of Belfast, has
bought the Patterson
stage on So. shore, next to “Clearview,” and
“Beechwood.” He has built a new stable,
occupy the cottage with his family
!l,is season.VII the trees on the grounds transI’lanted by John Eoso, are alive and doing well_
A " hale
was seen off the grounds last week_Sat
‘"“•d it

v'

1

and will

•'ay evenings

illumination evenings on the
sf *tiud -—
The popular shade at the Camp Ground
!|"
'hade of the ash, elm or maple_Religious
rvii-e- are held on the grounds regularly every
'•’baili forenoon.
A large, new eottage has been
Jdi in the cove below
Breezy Point.
are

..

laughter

of

was a

decided

(Jo.

success.

doing an extenof the Champion

arc

raw

owned in Boston, and was so fast that she was
ruled out of all races for lmats of her class, and
die was not ruined for speed by being re-rigged*
judging from the spanking style in which she came
She spreads fifteen hunup the hay Thursday.
I

lia

dred yards of canvas.The Sickles' brothers,
captains David, J. C., Fml, Albert and Ldward, an*
all at home at present, am! had a reunion at the

e\ tmv.

house of Capt. David, last Wednesday evening, h
is the lirst time they have all been at home together
for over thirty years-The Post C. A. K. are talk
ing of an excursion down the harbor soon-The
height here and excursions, lawn
parties, picnics, &«*., are the order of the day.\
mask party at the hotel Friday evening, was an on
.joyable time, and ended “way along late” with a
dance... .The scholars of I'nion school gave an ex
liihition Wednesday eve which was a .success as an
entertainment as well as tinaneially. The programme was as follows: Select reading by Dick
Smith, duet by Laura Packard and Mamie Smith,
comic song by Frank (*. Nichols, song by Miss Anna Colson, song by Mrs. Jennie Carver, readings by
Mrs Poteof P.angor, and was performed to the letter. Nearly every piece was encored. The enter
taimnent concluded with the drama, “The Last
Loaf” and a social dance. The Italian harpers
The receipts were
were secured as an orchestra.
seventy seven dollars, and after paying expenses
and a balance due on a set of Johnson’s Cyclopedia
for the school the residue is to go for a benclit Jo
master Dick Smith, who has always been In the
season

dacksonville, wen* in this city for a few days recently. Mr. Greeley is president of the Florida
Savings Bank. The couple are stopping for a season at Augusta-Dr. 11 ark ness, of California, i»
visiting his friend,( ol. < henery,in this eity... 1 >oe
tor and Mrs. W. 1*'. Daughtrey, of Portsmouth, Va
will pass the summer at Dr. Moody’s, in this e.itv.
Mrs. D. is a daughter of Dr. M.’s_Mr. H. K.
Aldcn,of Belfast, has resigned Ids position ns ticketagent at the Maine Central station at Waterville, to
take effect July Jlst. Mr. A Men goes to Clinton,
Iowa.Mr. Will Clark, of this city, recently at IP
II. White’s in Boston, is now employed by Simonton Bros., Kockland, where he will have charge of
the wholesale department.... Mr. dohn Kilgore, of
Lowell, Mass., is stopping with his brother II. 1..
Kilgore, of this eity-Mrs. John 10. Cousens and
children, of Brookline, Mass., are visiting relativesin this city-Mr. Morris Hervey, is at Belfast on
Mr. Ed. W. Reynolds, formerly of
a brief visit
Belfast, has gone into business at Bangor. He is a
member of the firm of Glynn *V Reynolds, booksell-

is at its

exhibitions of the school hereto...Edward It. Patterson and Charles P>. Norris, son and son-in-law of ( apt. It. F. Patterson,
all the way from St. Joe, Missouri, are visiting
friendsjierc_The ship William II. Conner, ( apt.
John Pendleton, is reported at Wilmington, Cal.,
after a 1F_* days passage from Cardiff.)
fore front in the
fore.

—

and stationers.

It

berry vine of the Cresent seedling variety, ('»:»
berries, wliieh more than tilled a quart measure,
and has dm e potted oft* 21 roots from the same vine.
.../rite \a,,ht I na, of which ( apt 1). < Kieh, of
this place, is sailing master, came into port Thursday. The I'na is -l.'i tons burthen, schooner rigged,
and is owned by Mr. Eskstine, of the llrm ot' Eskstine, Hill & Co., of Cincinnati, ()., manufacturers
of white lead. Mr. K. has spared no pains or expense in lilting up the yacht and she is a perfect
beauty, she was formerly the famous sloop yacht
M

have been subscribed to pay the debt now due on
the Meihodi.-t parsonage.” It will be seen that the
reverend gentleman lias gone zealously to work in
his new held-Mr. d. c. Greeley and wife, of

ers

The Ruek-

business in the manufacture
(looker, patented l>y .lames Bedstone, of
Bittslleld-Emery Sawyer, Esq., picked from one

Dmdap, of Brunswick, is at.
\ D. Chase’s, in this city....The Bucksport correspondent of the Ellsworth American, says—4 By
tla* earnest efforts of the Uev. Mr. Gerrish, $<Uh>

•

afternoon.

steam

■

of

Sunday

tjuimby &

sive

1

birthday

01.

memorial address.

<•

'Hi

decorated

jtort Cornet Rand, .John L. Homer, leader, furnished the music.
Rev. TJiodore Gerrish gave the

i
m
i.arge, two -toried, linely tinished society
I'kksi>\a!..
Mr. IIfiiry I’. White, city editor of
are being finished, one by the C'nion soeietv, ;
tin* Rockland ( 'Mirier, is spending his vacation at
the other by the North .'-ear-port soeietv. Mr.
hi- old home iti Belfast.
Henry will celebrate his
a m, of the <.n»ve House, lias built a
very tasty
Jlst birthday to-morrow.... Mr. Henry d. Woods,
Mage, Italian style, near the head of Cnion street,
<d Newton, Mass., formerly of Belfast, is now ocsold it to Kev. I. I). Wardvvell. Mr. Richardcupying his cottage at tin* Camp (.round.... B. 1*.
.1 nice one on Clinton av enue.
W. C. Tuttle, one
Palmer, Ks«j., managingeditor of the Boston Globe,
da pie street, ami Mr. Maynard, of Waterville,
arrived at tin- Northport (. amp (• round with his wife
oishing a tine one oil I’ark k«»w. >everai new
and ehildren on Friday morning’s boat. Mr. Palm
ire soon to go upon IJay View avenue.
Kd.
or returned to Uoston the same day.
The family
‘!"-ne\ is building a large two-story cottage and
remain for the season-Mrs. l>r. Calvin Moore
near tie* ground.-, and a large amount of
repair
and daughter, Miss Annie Coeke,of San Francisco,
enlarging, Am ., i- visible all about, in the form
Cal., arc at II. d. Locke's, in this eity. This is their
raiidil-, ells, additions, cook-houses, Am-_The
lirst visit to Belfast in ten years-Mrs. Hattie and
" Hi
i>
>earsport society cottage
rapidly approach*
of Bristol, are at Miss Barns’in this
ompletion, and will lit; re:uiy for occupancy bc- Is-ie Barns,
C. Pitcher, of Chelsea, Mass.,
( amp
meeting week.\ reunion of the Bow- eity_Mr. Frank
formerly of Belfast, is spending a vacation with
i-tmil) took place last Saturday at the Bray eot
friends in this city...Mrs. l.ydiaC. Dunlap,a grand_
on >o. Shore avenue.
It was the occasion of

v\i,

the cemetery at North Ruck-port

in

{

The Journal of the 11th iust.. has
communication from a writer subscribing him-

a

:

self M., who

lavishly praises

and at

beauty

the

The country consumes I l.sxn barrels of kerosene
oil every night.

tractiveness of Dice’s Head at Castine, and “its
gonial aud gentlemanly proprietor”—all of which

rnoKNDlKi;. Large quantities of hay damaged
in this town—When the sun came out dear last
Sunday, our farmers put extra help into the fields

I do not propose to dispute.
Hut when M goes
out of his way for the
purpose of venting his spite
on the Maine Central Railroad and
satirizing its

The potato crop in Ireland promises to be large.
A large margin for export is expected.

management, as is done in his allusions to the
bake Maranocook excursions. 1 ask the favor of a

making

to spread hay. The rain which followed damaged
hundreds of tons
Mr. Philip Scribner, section
hand on the railroad, had a narrow escape last
week. While riding on a hand car from Thorndike
to l nitv, he suddenly met a
gravel train coming
around a curve. Mr. Scribner and the man with
him jumped for their lives,, leaving the hand car to
be smashed.
—

About lifty persons landed from steam
er Lewiston on
Saturday morning, the most of them
summer visitors.
Among the late arrivals were
Hon. Noah Brooks, llev. (ieorge Adams and Ethiel
Lawrence, Esq., former residents.Mr. if. X.
Bodwcll has live boarders at his cottage on the
head-Mr. \V. T. Hooper has recently purchased
a buckboard, which indicates an
increasing business in his line-1>. J. Crawford is refitting his
store on Main street, lately occupied by E. F. Hatch,
and will open a fruit and confectionery shop.
C A stink.

Noktiipout. The house of Capt. Baohelder was
struck by lightning on Tuesday evening. The bdlt
entered through the roof and penetrated nearly
e\ery part of the house injuring it quite badly. In
the captain, his wife, a lady visitor
and children.
All were more or less alVeeted, but
not seriously injured.
A mirror was shivered to
atoms and small utensils thrown about the room.
The captain was standing in the middle of the room
smoking a pipe. I lc was knocked backward against
the partition. The pipe was found uninjured on
one room were

top of the Tow.
The'shower which passed
over this place Monday night wa* the severest that
has visited u> within the memor\ of the oldest in
habitants. I Miring the shower the house of Nathan
iel Hall wa- struck by lightning. The holt p issed
down the chimney and followed the Toye-pipe to
the sitting room, where it hurst with a report like
that of a gun, tilling the room with smoke, and scat
taring the pipe about. The family was in the room
at the time. Mrs. Hall was moved, with her chair,
several feet, and thrown violently over backward.
Mr. 11. was thrown from his chair. Both were par
it.i.k.

tially paralyzed for a time: otherwise they were
uninjured. The son was unharmed, strangely no
injury was done the house beyond the tearing apart
of a .~lo\e-pipe elbow.
Pai.Kioto. Last week was the worst for haying
has been known formally years. A great deal
"1 hay has been damaged by the sudden showers.
-Mr. (i. 1\ Thurston wa> thrown from his wagon
a short time ago, while in Albion, and a number of
hi-ribs were broken by the fall. A log beside the
that

road frightened his horse. He has begun an action
l‘*r dainage- again.->t the town. Mr. Thurston lias
been unlucky. His band was badly smashed in a

threshing machine last fall, from which injury he
has lnit just recovered... .The new stage company
has been bus> this month carrying
city visitors to
the country. They have placed a new coach on the
the line, which is calculated to knock
the >pots oil* anything running in the county_
Branch Mills Lodge 1.0. of C. T., purchased last

"'est end of

week, the building and lot know n as tie- Harrington
Academy stand, and will lit it up for occupancy as
-eon as possible. They are in hopes to have it
ready
for the dedication services by the first of August.
File building is just what the lodge ha» needed for

long

a

time.

large room underneath which
a bell for callrefreshments, .A
on >pecial occasions, and is situat-

It lias

be used for

can

<

a

..

ing ihe members

ed in

quiet spot.

a

There

vmi»i:n.

are

no

developments

new

in

relation to the Uockport mystery-There are large
quantities of hay cut in this section, which is spoiling on account of the frequent rains-There Ini'
been for a number of days pa>t a large number of
yachts in our harbor-< apt. .J. T. Conant, master
of tin* bark .John M. ( lark, < amden, who has been
-pending over a year at home, left on Thursday
evening, to join his vessel at (Queenstown. The
captain sailed from Boston on Saturday morning
! a -1 in the steamer

.Malta, of the ( unard line. The
good wishes of hi* many friends in Camden will go
with him.... Vn excursion came here from Bangor
ia*t Sunday-Paul stevens. from Washington, is
in
»wn... The < amden Cornet
Band, under the
lead oft;. 1S. < levcland, gave an excellent minTrel
entertainment at the hall last Tuesday evening, to
full house.

a

It is a matter for regret that the managers of
common carriers cannot al-

ways know

they

...t

iould’s meat market

was

broken

entered Sunday night, and the money
draw er robbcil of several dollars. Atwiek ,A Trim's
grocery .store was also entered and the thieves oh
mined all the money in :hr drawer and considerable
goods, value not known.

F !sii \N11 Fisiuni;.
A horse mackerel weighing
■Jl' pounds was <m exhibition in Portland last
week....The Journal says black bass arc biting

lrooly

in the little

Androscoggin,

and parties

of

Lewiston ami Auburn iislierinctt arc beating the
stream from Auburn up to Minot_C, ('. Homer
Co

Bueksport

luive liandlcd two tonsofsai
this season.... Salmon arc more plentiful in
oi

moil

t!tc Aroostook

iver than

they have

been for years.
The lLmlton Pioneer says Mr. Cilman of Ashland
caught two at his place last week. There being
no obstruct ion at the falls renders the ascent of
tin- lish easy-At
of hake
Friendship the

price
pound, hut no
lots wore ollered-The Watervillc Sentinel
says
a great
many lish are being taken from the chain
oi points emptied by the Messalonskee_In Ore
sounds

started at lid cents

was

a

gon tile comet is considered as a sign that there
will not be a big run ot salmon next
year._At
Fire Island. L. I.. Thursday, a turtle 7 ft.
long and
1 tl. wide, and
weighing about 800 lbs., was cap
lured. The oldest fisherman there has never seen

anything like

are

able to
been

beforehand

how

many passengers
day, and always be

have on a given
provide adequately for
to

them

which common sense aud common law imposes is
that life and limb shall not be recklessly imperilled.
The Maine Central lias for many years run excur

regular trains with entire safety to
patrons, notwithstanding that M.’s fertile imagi

its

well

as

as

nation pictures passengers as “clinging to the plat
form of a cattle car, or hung up on the side of it
by his coat collar, or nailed on by one ear, or

squeezed into the inside

packed

into

closely

as

box, during

a

as

sardines

are

journey of seventy

a

miles, to wander about when there in the beautifully colored aud sweet scented refuse of a tanyard, which some shining genius has emptied
down to regale the nose and eyes and ears
This
is all

fancy, unless M. for his mendacity has anticipated the pillory, and been actually “nailed on
by one ear
Now let
and

f.

us

r

moment turn

-no

the much commended

from railroad
to Castine,

trip

which the steamer May Queen made a few
days later across one of the most beautiful bays
in the world to Dice’s Head, where clean grounds,

grand scenery, cool, refreshing breezes’ &c Ac
prevail 1 >hall not state this on the authority of
any anonymous writer like M., but quote the facts
as stated editorially in the Republican Journal of

Fellows,

An excursion of Odd

July

includ

ing the tlrand Officers, embarked on steamer May
Queen for Castine. Between Belfast and Searsport
the steamer

violently

ran

sunken

on a

ledge

The

Journal says—
The boat began to leak, but the steam pump
kept the water out. At Searsport some of the
party, thoroughly frightened, went on shore. With
Sears Lodge and the band on board the boat was
headed for Castiue. making the run across the buy
in one hour and live minutes.
After the true condition of all'airs became known it was realized that
the trip across the bay was a hazardous one, over
The otiicers
one hundred lives being imperilled
of the boat, who knew the extent of the damage,
were at fault aud should not have made the at
tempt. The boat leaked badly all the way. but
What would
was kept free by constant pumping.
have been the consequences had the pumps given
out or some of the machinery broken, can be
easily imagined. Not a score of that company
would have lived to reach the shore.
Alas for the

When off Dice’s Head the steamer came to a
stand still, the propeller wheel living dropped off
The schooner and steamer came to anchor, and a
boat was sent on shore to procure the assistance
of the 1’. S. revenue cutter Levi Woodbury, which
was in Castine harbor.
The cutter got under way
and came to the rescue, taking the May Queen in
low, arriving in Belfast at t> o’clock.
So.

following

the adjuration to forsake Ma
rauaoook and ilee to Dice’s Head this blind leader
in

of the blind, got these excursionists ashore on a
ledge, -dove a hole in the steamer, made a perilous

bay

the risk of drowning every
passenger, lost the steamer’s propeller, and were
charitably towed home by a revenue cutter at six

trip

the

across

o’clock next

at

morning!

is M.

Verily, great

as

“guide, philosopher and friend."
To

Kmtok

n 1:

Bkim*»u«

ok this

a

s.

Joi-knak:

an

Will you allow me space in your columns t«- reply to an article in the Progressive Age in its issue

July

:21st inst., under the
Pilloried !"

caption

of “A

Liar

and fat and

sloshes round

m

force of my letter

by printing
Burgess, of

They

Jouesport

large
factory_
were

getting all the lish
handle, both sardines and mackerel_

can

arc

S- Nickerson A Sous, Buothbin are
packing about
luo barrels of mackerel a
day, and also have men
ut

work

F

liaguet,

on

cod, hake anil haddock... .Sell, (ieorge
of

a

m

bogus

to

avoid the

take

ot them-Tile Commissioners of lish

care

Sebtlgo

propose to operate on
extensively than heretofore.
ones

waters

more

An effort will he
made to increase salmon_The Sea World predicts higher priced oysters in tho fall_A Portland
30 tons of fresh mackerel per week_
The C. 8. Fish Commission will make an dibit to
discover the winter quarters of tho blue lish.
Urm

eans

mackerel, salmon anil shad, which at the present
time are merely matters for conjecture_The

fourth of the

one

Prog. Age printing

establishment and one/*•",•//# <>/ tio jvh rs/o/>fis/,,o>‘uf
//. rc-dl. It will be remembered that we

and

a

a brook trout that weighed two
pounds
half-The latest advices from Labrador'

give more cheering

accounts

of llie fisheries there

Several American schooners lauded on the upper
part of tho coast and left for home. The outlook
is tho best for twenty years.
Newsi’ackk Noti-.s. The Wilton Record id the
of n new weekly journal, published in the
town of Wilton by J. S. Swift, and L. F. Abbott.
name

Its aim is to be

purely local paper, and the tirst
issue before us shows industry and capacity_
The Masonic Token for the quarter ending July
Id. is at
amount

a

hand.
of

news

It contains

unusually largo

an

of interest to the Brotherhood.

purchased

ot

Bust, only

ten

days prior

the date

to

his bill of sale, the entire job priutingestablish1*1 cut of Hie Progressive Age.
It is not very read-

of

ily perceived why

we

what

days

had

we

few

a

should sell
before

only
purchased

part of
of him,

a

light
It

on

purpose in this letter to give a few hints
to the true inwardness of this matter.
It is true that '1'. ,J. and G. \V. Burgess once

owned

one

fourth of the Prog. Age printing estabsame to W. M. Bust, and at
time purchased of him the entire job

lishment, and sol 1 the
the

same

printing establishment

the

ot

Progressive Age,

which the reader will bear in mind is
and distinct

thing

from the

a

separate

Prog Age printing

establishment:
'l'he

doughty

editor of the

ed to become the

hainpion

Prog. Age

once

essayof a certain financial

some

examined

thought to his pot theory and doubtless
it minutely in all of its various ramifi-

cations.
The result ut his

study,

as

will bo

seen

in his

bilj

of sale, is that legal documents may be inflated in
the same way and by the same process that money
is
it will be seen by inspection of his bill of sale
that these words, 'lami om >>nd< -h/n/ fourth part
of the job establishment connected therewith,’
were injected into his bill of sale of our interest in
the Prog. Age for a purpose: and viewed in the
light of surrounding circumstances they bear upon
their face the iusiguia of fraud.

A horse mackerel

on

vorite dish with Boston

they

cannot get

a

Justice (’Milord
die in

harness,

toast is a

editors,—when

whale.

Brain food !

always

said he would

and he. did.

The South is solid

for the President’s

recovery.

Spell

fa-

it with three o’s—Maranoeook.

EUROPEAN
-A N D-

North American

■

Blessing

A

to

Humanity.

A lady residing in ieorgia, whose sou was threat
cued with consumption, wrote to one of our old
patients. Airs M. T Piersol, of No ltiitii Wallace
■Street, Philadelphia,asking if a testimonial in favor
of Compound Oxygen, to which she saw her name
attached, ivas genuine, and received the following
reply: “A ours just received it is my privilege to
say, in reply to your inquiry about the Compound
Oxygen Treatment, that it is all it claims to be, aud
;u some cases has exceeded its promise.
My testi
rnouial is genuine, and 1 am always glad ot the
op
to
voice
in
favor of so ■inul ••
portnnity
give my
btpx*'n-/ t<i h"/intiiti'i. As to vourson's case, 1 would
ay Persevere by all means' I think lie has every
thing to expect; of course I cannot judge intelli
geutly for him ; but he can rely with all confidence
/ I,
upon Dr. Starkey's word
y/Stt/'.f. //. l.s (in il hi//11/i‘iit ii,n/ f't'-i t/i III / li/i Itxitliitu
and a true man.
i would advise you to keep him
posted, and follow his directions strictly." Our
Treatise on Compound Oxygen, containing
large
reports of cases aud full information.
Prs.
SiARKEY.t Pa len 11 If.l and Mil (iira'rd Sleet.
Philadelphia, Pa.
California has on hand the largest amount ol
wheat over carried over, it being placed by the San
Francisco Produce Exchange in excess of 1 -J.ooo
(too centals.

No family can safely bo without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
l’’or sale by all druggists at tide., bOc.
and i?l .00 per bottle.
l’EKKY DA \ IS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

TRODTCE MARKET.

THICKS

TAID

RcmeAie:

Because they
and

at

RETORTED

TALLY
rerry, t in e
STE<

EOT

THE

Ami

I.,

are

Third.
the only plasters that relieve

In the eitif, and
ire ran drair

A~Si;KE

ij/ass of Soda than
jiossih/i/ he ilea ten
from anil other a/>jmrafns.

F.W.Pote,

inferior

Fggs—Fastern, 17'»alse; Western, 11:,«*.

Beans- Steady.
Hand-picked pea k.-ans, $2.77a
2.SO; mediums, $j. I.. a2 77; yellow eye-, $2.3n a 2.!".'
Potatoes- New Norfolk. S3 7n P 111)!.
Hay
Dull and unchanged, although receipthave fallen olV.
i.Miote extra coar-c, $17.7ija i^.nn (••
ton : line, $17.ooa in.no.

MARRIED.
In this city,-July 17th, by Rev. <
F. Libby, Mr.
Yeranus Condon and Mis- \ ilia 3. Tlmriidyke, I•• »t!i
of Belfast.
In Brooks, duly llli. Mr. W illiam \..Brackett "i
Jackson, and Miss F-telle M. Porter "f Brooks.
In Camden, July l>th. Renj. R. Bean, F-u.. and
Mrs. Flitha I'. Smith, both of Rockland.
I n Rockland, J uly htli. M r. Geo. F. <irant and Mi-Nellie R. Collamore, both of Rockland.
In Rockland,-July KUh, Mr. G**orge W span!.ion;
and Miss Bertha
Condon, both of Rockland.
In Friendship, July lhtli, Capt. Samuel s. Poland
of Friendship, and Mrs. Mary Winehenbaoli of

Wahbiboro.
In
Washington, July !Uh, Mr. Willision (.rinm-l!
and Mis- Flora L. McCurdy, both of Washington.
In South Thomaston, July 2d, Ml. Flden IL Smith
of Appleton and Helen F. Thompson of t nion.

the announcement of the name, age,
of deceased persons trill be published

residence, fc.,
under this heading.)
In this city, July 22*1. Mr. I. F. Collins, aged 77
years and 0 months.
In Northport. -July 12th, Annott P. Wight, aged f»s
Ineorrcetlv printed
years, 4 month- and 3 dav.-.
last week. |
In Monroe, July liiih, Peter A., aged 1 Year-.
July ISth, Louisa, aged 10 years, children of WV-lev
and Fli/.a Scribner.
In Camden, July 1st, Mrs. Lauretta A. Richard.-,
aged hi years and'b months.
In Rockland, July 21st, Mary M.. wife of Alfred
Z.
Wresley,aged 13 years, 2 months and 23 day.-.
In Rockland, July 17th, Mr. Michael Sweenex,
aged 77 years, 2 months and 17 days.
In Rockland, July 13th, Fred F., only son of Lc
ander and Rhoda M. >taph .aged
and 17 days.
In Soutli Thomaston, July 14th, Mr. -lo.-eph Newliall, aged 7t years.
In Thomaston, July 13th, Farnest C., son of y rus
ainl Flla F. Mauk, aged 3 years, 4 months, 17 *iavs.
In Waldoboro, July 7th, Damans Simmons, aged
77 years and 2 months.
In

Appleton, July Kith, Arabelle,daughter

I

realize my

fully

disadvantage in this
probably wish to bury the

and shall

engage
hatchet

for the same reason that I should bury my clothes
after a successful encounter with ono ot those
fetid animals of the genus

mephitis.
Geo. W. Bi

in

ess.

Belfast, July 'iti, I SSI.

l'or Sale at a liaryain.
I~ 111- following machinery ran i>r seen at F. A.
1 HOWARD'S Machine Shop, Pleasant Street,
Helfast, Maine, where In* keeps oi, ]ian*l, <>r will
furnish to order, all kinds <• rustings at manufacturer's priivs, ami will do all kinds of machine
work in a stylo ami at prices that rapnot fail to
please.
I Horizontal stationary Steam Kngiuc, l:» Horse

Not

Free Coinage of Copper
Well as Silver.

as

Power, with Huntoon Governor and teed water
heater.
1 tpright Portable steam Kngine, •> 1-2 Horse
Power, with Feed Pump attached, and a copper
eoll heater.
These engine." having keen :h>*r :_r 1»i> r» paired,
are as good as new, and ran he .-mi in motion if
de-dred.
1 Huntoon Governor new) right size for a 1 •’>
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Kngine.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine new
cylinder s\!0, eonneetioiis f>>r ; :m inch pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder,in good condition, and with
o\er s100 worth of Moulding ( utters.
I am also prepared to rut on carriage a\h -, to
take up end play in 1
and will guarantee satilotf
faetion in all eases.
SHOP

1

plentiful; that there would be a larger eircu
iation per capita. It is true that men of
apparently
sound linaneial ideas claim that free coinage would
bo beneficial only to those who own silver or

A

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

produce that metal; that a man who
had $850 or $880 in silver could deposit it in the L\
S. Mint, and take out 1000 silvor dollars, and that
no

advantage

free silver

adopt the

would

accrue

to

the

masses.

DROPSY, ORAYKL, DIABKTF.S, INFLAMMATION Of
TUI KLADDKIi. RKH K DIM DEPOSIT. RIIKI0M\1\T1S\L 0\ SPEPSl A, FhM\LF
PLVINTS, WO \LI. DISEASES OF
Till: I BINARY DURANS.
r,|-.i.FA>r Fot NDRy
\\I> M \< HIM.
now fairlv running, and beingequipp. d

rpiu-;
A.
with

shop l

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
we are
will*

to do work promptly and mst
direct.

pn*pared

customers

a-

will he made a specialty.
Duplicate part.-, or full
sets of nearly all agricultural implements in u-c in
this vicinity in stork «»r made to «»r«it•
Prices will
be made low, and we hope and e\prrp|o merit md
obtain a liberal patronage.

POWKK WITH ROOM TO RK.NT.
C. J, HALL, Leasee.
Heitast, .March l, I SSI.

V

n

to

KUIVKI).

goes down to 15 cents, it is claimed that most of
the copper mines must stop, thus throwing out of
it

employment

many
and railroads that

men.

the miners and the

men

transport the ore, the copper
and the necessary supplies, as well as those who
manufacture the machinery and tools necessary to
carry on the great amount of work. (It is claimed
that Calumet and Ilecla is the only Lake Superior
mine that can produce copper at 15 cents per
pound, and it is said that the Douglass at Bluehill can produce copper at less than 11 cents per
pound.) If free coinage of silver would benelit the
country, then the free coinage ol coppej* would
benefit the country, would enhance the price of
copper, employ more men, require more machinery, which would employ more machinists, employ railroads and make money plenty, and of
course put more money in the hog, as I’ncle So
Ion says.
honest money
| Here is a nut lor the silver lobby and soft money
fanatics to crack. Ed Journal j

One

Bottle Cured Him.

>

^PStlAd. TO\l(
1
IAI) A1*■* 1%
Tl/Ht IT H AN AO I4U AI

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

•Inly Jlsr, sehr. Lilli, n, Ky;m, Boston.
J-M, schrs. Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Bo-ton:
Orion. White, Bangor; Paul Seavey, Young, Ban
gor; .fames Holme.-, Ryder, Ellsworth.
duly -4tli# selir. Dora M. French, French, Boston:
hark (Racier, -, -; sclir. Mary Furrow,

Pattershall, Bangor.
July Jdtli, schrs. J. Ponder, Jr., Ryan, Salem:
Deo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Boston.
July ‘ifith, schrS. s. J. (iilmore, New York; Oracc
rushing,-, New York.
July ±2d, schrs. N. milord, Jones, Bangor: liar
Pattershall, do.
July •J'!d, schrs. James Holmes, French, New
York; Orion, White, Boston.
July Jltli, sc.hr. Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Bangor
Jhth, schr. Paul Seavey, Young*, Jacksonville.

SANTORD'S

ALL bKI'bi.h'l

Mine. Augusta Healy’s

-A T-

VEGETABLE

B.

E.

WEBBS.

Afiiinistratrix Sale of Real Estate.
list A NT to
license from the Hon. Janice 1
P Lamson,
Jud^e of Probate for the oiintv of
I shall sell at
auction
the loth
>.

a

<

public

Waldo,

day

on

of September, A. I>. issi,at one o’clock in tlieafternoon, on the premises, the homestead farm of the
late IdHS MeCOlill, of Lineolnv-ilie, con.-isstinir of
house, harn and about luu acres of land, the same
bein# situated in the town of Lineolnville, on the
west side of Pitcher’s Pond. Sale to be made on
the premises.
Also, l shall sell at the same time
and place, a wood lot consisting of So acres, situated
within ion rods of the above farm. Sale absolute,
and both parcels of real estate to be sold free from
incumbrances.
MAKY
M« ('OlilJ, Administratrix.
Dated Lineolnville, July _'l, issi.—:>w.‘»<‘

The subscriber offers for sale at

bargain, the sloop yacht

TONIC PILLS.
I lave proven a boon to thou
sands of siitiering women
They are prepared expressly for, and if used asdi
rerted,ne\ or rail to cure the most obstinate Misplace
incuts, < Harlan Troubles and Chronic WeaknessesYll letters arc
so common Jo the best of the sex.

by a skilful Female Physician. Pills sold
by druggist", or mailed upon receipt of price, si.no
box ; six boxe<. .•?.*».no. ^end for pamphlet and
list of cured. Address
lyeow-4
H. F. THAYER & CO.,
13 Temple Place.
Boston, Mass

answered
tier

Insect

_modation for six persons. The yacht
found, is in excellent condition and is a fast
For a safe pleasure boat to visit the differ-

is well

sailer.
•

GINGER

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
unwholBome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
the head,
quenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves
eradicates a
regulates the stomach and bowels,new
life to the
and
intoxicants
for
imparts
craving
careworn, overworked,nervous and sleepAsk
less. Beware of imitations said to l)e as good.
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
&
lloston,
Weeks
Potter,
Sold everywhere.

languid,

3mos30

better can be found. Hn•
FRANK A. FOLLFTT.
Iuire of
Uelfast, July 2S, lssl.—Jo
summer

resorts,

none

TREASURER'S

Liberty Mnniifarturiny Coinixunj.
Amount of assessments paid in.$1,2uo.no
Amount of capital stock certificates outstanding. I ,*200.00
ssd.J 4
Amount ol' debts due (except taxes).
Amount of interest in real estate and li\
ttires. l,o;»;».4s
itoo.oo
Last valuation of real estate and fixtures..
A. D. MATHi:\VS, Treasurer.

Cabinet

KEITH,

Maker,

ANI> M VNI'FAC ri'KKU

OF

Office Furniture, Book Cases,Desks, WardRobes, Lounges, Picture Frames, Cor-mso
nices, Ac., Ac.
shop in K. d. Morison’s Carriage1 Factory,
Belfast. Me.
Washington Street,

Personally appeared before me A. 1). Mathews,
Treasurer, and made oath to the above statement
J. <>. JOHNSON,
signed by him.
Justice of the Peace.
1SS1.—JwJO
Liberty, July

SEAMEN WANTED.
AXDOIMMXAUY SEAMKN,for <•.Hist
.1. s. UAM.KTT,
Apply to
Intelligence < MHce, Rockland.

SEAMEN
er*.

31 tf

Destroyer.
MCDONALD,

one half interest with
Belfast. ha> purchased
CL AUK M.YUPKN, of ^wanville, in

Of

P. S. Ryans Insect Destroyer.

Destroyer is designed for the use of liquid
Paris (ireen for the destruction of pi >T AT< > l»l < is,
Manufactured
and is the best tiling in the market.
at Belfast by
The

MAlibi:*

a

Mvl>OS'ALM.K

Sole Agents for \\ ald

STATEMENT.

Libertv, July *25, 1S81.

S. S.

BERT R.

a

LITTLE

ROCJI'K. The boat is
feet long,
11'. feet beam, -2'. feet deep with
centre-board. Has excellent accom-

ent

I). Ji A 1 A li
liLL IT. *Jr

EVER SHOWN IN BELFAST.

FOR SALE.

•

E, ACiENT.

HOC K I. A A

lyriti

Tie Most Extensive Stock

say that should the Government
coinage system it would at unco en-

a

1,000 Bottles.

N\ w ri !! ! !•. M vss, Alan-1, J>. ,s>i.
.1. \V. Km ui:i".iA_«*i.t Klixir <*i Life lf*»»*t
hear Mr -Having mi MV red intensely for font
:\
.aft
ears \\ ith disea
during that time rh.-.i ,ari<»us medieine-; without
I \va- induee 1 t
trv a Lottie
obtaining rein
e
year LI.IX1K «>F LIP I U» m »T, and it uth.nU
"in
bottle of it eoniph o !
pl a-ure t» si/ that
.aired me. 1 n-.-emmeiid it as tin enly valuable
t'er kidney troubles i have ever
and eurtain
1 woiil- add that Ind'ore taking your medi
eine 1 had bee*.me <o wvak that I \va> aln.ut to giw
Hoping that other-; who have sufl'enm
up work.
like myself may be -o fortunate as to trv vi'iir
valuable lnedi- iin-. T’rtih vours,
T. V M« MAIN

ONE

The

free coinage of copper!
The
market is dull with a downward tendency, and if

apply

over

li<>« Ki.AM», Ml... April
Is>I.
1 haw -old "Vit one tii m-and I■ rrK• of KlUir
of Life Hunt, tin! hove never found a east when
it failed to gi\ e 'ati-tar[i n.
aval ii. kitt im:im;i

»S

hance the

rule

Druggist has sold

Nearly Dead and

Mining Machinery & Ship Work

men

free

such as

ingtherefrom,

II O W ARI).

J. IV. W ITTII E IH.

PORT OF BELFAST.

more

mines that

BANNER

THE

I.Y MUCK M il.1)l\(i OX M.F.iSAX /

A

Root !

Life

j

nrni:i:v\ xfai; shoe factoid.

F.

L 1 X I R

SHIP NEWS.

mona,

Kihtok JoriiMAL: There has been much said
in favor of free coinage of silver. Some argue
that the free coinage of silver would make money

Widths,

all

F. WELLS'.

B.

of Mr.

SAILKI).

Why

1
I

—A T

Jeruel Mitchell, aged It years.

the Statute of Limitations to stand in the way
the note l hold which ho gave so long
ago in payment for labor which helped to swell
his riches.
ment

'him It Styort.

(

time
In

DIED.

(Nothing beyond

lilnt'i,,

JOHNSON,

KK A!F:il V AT I,AST.

ladle-packed.

.<•:

a

ran

Prior‘2.rK-tV.
HEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PIASTER

TV

from ir/iieh
eo/iler anil

one

hi tler

>

factories, 12** 12

!he handsomest and

llujlj'lt’(}

Rusiness continue- dull and prior- i most re.
"peet> unchanged
1>I "ITER
Prices well sii-tained tor tin* .lull slab
of the market. Creameries, 23**2ie: dairio
21 a23c ;
14 a 17e.
( iieesk— Fine cream
luaiie.
jiialities,

see

genuine pharmaceutical preprecognized by the profession.

Manufacturin': Chemists, New York.

.IoT 1 \ A

CALL

most eonnnon sense

Because they will positively cure dis> uses which
other remedies will not even relieve.
Filth*
Because over moo physicians and druggi.-t- have
that they are superior to all
te.-tified
voluntarily
other plasters e- medicines lor external use,
Sixth.
Because the manufacturers have received the
only medals ever given for porous piasters.

co., Boston.
Monday, .1 uly 27.

city.

'WELLS.

PLEASE

once.

Market.

of-

:

Fourth*

RETAIL MARKET.

ever

area

so

Because they

pain

stock

largest

B. F.

of the
strengthening porous plaster, and contain in addition thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vendable combination which acta with increased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative met
counter irritant effects.

aration,

Laces!

fered in this

First.
Because they possess all the merit

TROD l e’KRS.

7**l) Oat Meal P ft,
Reef, Corned, P ft,
7.*
2o Onions P It..
Rutter, Salt, P box,
\ n7
Corn P lmsli,
e,7 oil, Kernscm- P gal.,
11
Corn Meal p bush,
07 Pollo*k P ft,
a 1
Cheese P ft,
12 *i 14 Pork P ft.
p.'ViJ
1; Plaster P bbl.,
Codfish, dry, P ft,
$1.00
7 Rve Meal, P ft,
Cranberries p e,t.,
l
Clover Seed, P ft.lOy. a22 Shorts P
$1.07
Flour P bbl.,
$7.00*i'.r.7o supir p lt»,
ii„] 1
Ii. G Seed P lmsli, $3.37 Sait, T. 1
P lmsli,
13
Lard P ft,
UGia. 11 S. Potatoes p ft,
0
Lime P bbl.,
'Kjal.no Wheat Meal, P ft,
4a 1,

Produce

The

Reason* Why tliey ave Pvcfevvcd to All
Other Porous Plastovs or V.xtevnat

oo«oo
o*jii Turkev p lt>,
12 G Veal P It.,
oV;*.,
33
0*j0 Wool, washed. P lt>,
Pi Wool,unwashed, P It), 27
12 *r 14 W.1, hard,
$t.nu*i7.oo
o*$0 Wood, soft,
$2.7n«j.;.oo

Boston

French

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters,

ik)«no Hav P ton,
Apples p bush,
£lo.oo*i 1t.(H)
dried, P It.
4*j7 Hides p If,,
2.27*i2.7o
l.amb P Il>,
Beans,pea,bush
lu*tli
Medium $2.10*i2.2.'» Lamb Skins,
;.7*t30
7<*>
Yellow-eyes l.s'7*i2.(M) Mutton P tt),
Rutter P ft,
}7 Vao
I0*ji> )ats P lmsli,
Reef P lt»,
l.no
sttlo Potatoes,
07*i77 Round Hog p Jb
Rarley P bush,
n*jO
Cheese P' lb,
s*jlo Straw P ton,
$»>.i)0*iS.hn

Chicken P lb.
Calf skins p lb.
Duck p It),
Fggs P do/..,
Fowl P ft,
Geese P It),

-AND-

BY

SARGENT, No. S, Main >trect.

ST., MASON BLOCK.

BLACK SPANISH

POSITIVELY CURED

BELFAST PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal.
ID (J. il.

4 MAIN

Back
Ache

Emit of the tropics burning clime,
Thy wondrous virtues, fadeless still.
Exert an influence sublime,
In ministering to human ill:
And many a pang along our way
Sanford's (linger doth allay.
lindll

Maine,

Bangor,

lvi-LI

paying

of

dollars in the hog.’’ If this free coinage of silver
be the true theory, then why would not the same

erel.

Havana advices report that during the week end
ing July liitli there were sixteen deaths from
yellow fever, the number of eases
being about II"

as

Machine; Ancient Pottery from Cyprus; A Mechanical Larynx; A Pleasure Car of the Days of
Louis XIV : Amateur Mechanics; The Kemarka

Boston is the market for horse mack-

The Matanzas branch of the Spanish hank has
been robbed by two employes of $'JOO,OllO. The
robbers escaped in a chartered steamer.

this point.

is our

price of silver, and thus benelit the pro
ducer and his employeesand at the same time make
money plenty, and, as f'ncle Solon says, put more

A Co., New York, publishers.

The Cornell crew will make another
attempt to
heat some foreign oarsmen, and will row tin- Vi
crew on the Danube, August oth

what has become of the rest of this establishPerhaps this man Bust can give us some

l’ortland_The July
number of the Scientific News contains illustrated
articles on the Doblear telephone : (Hass Grinding

interesting, useful aud practical papers, relating to
various departments of popular science. Mtmn

$7U,U(H)

enna

ment

Stephen Berry, publisher,

ble Palmyra Palm : Curious Fishes: The bursting
of Fly Wheels, and a Velocipede Carriage, with

as

to

,T

The increase in the volume ot
money order business last
year was from |S,7i00,tll)0 to S10,Will.Ill III
over that of
any previous year.

•

Sullivan Bulletin reports good trout fishing in tho
brooks in that vicinity. A Boston man recently

captured

high

sell, will find
it to their advantage to communicate with us.
Highest
market price paid for

Moingona, Iowa, March 12,1881.

Ohio estimates place the price which Mr. Hook"
waiter paid tor the democratic nomination for Governor ns

bonds, desiring

I have used your Pain Killer in severe cases of
cramp, colic,and cholera morbus,and it gave almost
instant relief.
L. E. Caldwell.
Cabnesville, GA.,Feb. 28.1881.
Tor twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
In my family. Have used it
many times for bowl
c< >m plaints, and it a!n
ould not feel sal >
ays cures.
without a bottle iu the uouso.
J. 13. I vie.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,1881.
Have used Perry Davis’Pain Killer for twelve
years. It is safe. sure, and reliable. No mother
should allow it to be out of the family.
if I. Nates.
Oneida, N.Y., Feb. 19,1881.
W>‘ began using it over
thirty years ago. and it
always gives immediate relief. Would hardly dam
to go to bed without a bottle in the house.
W O. Sperry.
Conwayboro, S C.,Feb. 22, 1881.
Nearly every family in this section keens a bottle
In the house.
Dr. E. Morion.
IT. S. Consulate,
Crt feed, Rkienish Prussia. Feb. «, 1881.
I have known Perry Davis’ Pain Killer almost
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as an indispensable
necessity.
I. S. Potter, IJ. 3. Consul.
Burton-on-Tbent. Eng.
I had been several days suffering severely from
uiarrluea, accompanied with intense pain, w hen I
tried your Pain Killer, ami found almost instant
relief.
H. J. Noone.
21 Montague St., London, Eng.
During a residence of twenty-three years iu India,
I have given it in many eases of diarrhon, dysentery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to gn
relief.
R. Clabidge

The Ohm Prohibitionists have nominated a comwith Abram If. Ludlow of Springheld for Governor.

damaging

the Journal of the I 1th inst..
bill of sale from one Geo. \V.

Harpswcll, Capt. John Linseott, Ifc!
lo A. Trufant,
Candy's Harbor,
from May 1 to July '>. s:iqoO worth of Ush. exclu
The editor of the Prog. Age informs his readers
si vc of hake sounds, ami has stocked since the mid- that'liars
ought to have long memories. I admit
dle ot February $50(111-The Camden Herald the truth of the
adage and will add that a few
The sardine factory had more mackerel brains would
says
materially assist some that 1 know.
than they could handle this week. Monday, about This mail Bust b >asts o( his
ability to respond in
one hundred and lifty barrels arrived
by steamer damages to me No doubt ho is, and the secret of
Hurricane and about twenty-five barrels by steam
his present prosperity is known to many. 1 am
or Planet, hut
only about 35 barrels of tho former s exceedingly glad to learn of his tinaucial ability for
load were taken. They had to work evenings to now 1
presume he will not ailow so small a thing
tons, has lauded

arrested in Wilkes-

plete State ticket

■

as

wore

SEABURY &

the editorial sanctum of the Pro

gres&ivo Age. attempts

taken in the weirs at

canned at tho sardine

were

The factories at

they

were

large quantities.

liquor dealers

Sunday.

In the article above referred to this fellow who

and

in

live

Small pox is raging in Santa Domingo to a fearful
extent.
Parties are daily organized to hell) bury
the victims

his fervid

will he placed m the river at Coper
liartlett, as
there is greater probability of the young lish Uniting less tn destroy them in the upper waters_

Milbridge

Sixty

bar

Owners of Belfast or other city

Bainbridge, N. Y„ March 22, 1881.
Perry Davis’Pain Killer >nr fails to ortor !
relief for cramp and pain In the stomach.
Joseph Bubditt.
Mcholville, N. Y.t Feb. 2, 1*81.
The very beet mcdicino I know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dee.

\nstant

barre, Pennsylvania, Monday, for keeping open

such disastrous chances. And the return was
even more perilous than the going
Further says
the truthful Journal—

or

is

New York has the only Jewish daily
published
in the Hebrew character,
its circulation is two
thousand.

description led
these pilgrims with their two lodges aud brass
band! Picture the leaky steamer, gored by the
ledges of the bay. with her living freight running

of

At this season, various diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many lives arc
lost through lack of
knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perky Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Head the following:

The wheat crop of Kansas is estimated at fullv
That of Michigan at 17 lion'
000.

M. and the beautiful

imaginative

towards which

place

lunacy called inflation, and probably would have
succeeded but tor the fact that nobody would have
him for their leader.
He has devoted much time

Last week mackerel

A lies Moines special says the army worm
terrible havoc in the oat Helds ol Iowa.

Cgm/j/amts

one

The Times says that Fish Commissioner Stanley lias been in Saco, looking over
tile lish subject. It is probable that young salmon
it....

Astronomers sav that the new comet will be very
brilliant ou the dfst of August

but it has

:

since excursions began, aud will continue to the end of time. The only rigid condition
ever

so

sions

Summer

dO.OOO.OOO bushels.

railroads aud other

and

pen

a

word.

excursions to

Montv

V>uiii

...

■

Mu. bin i’ok

Oonoralltios.

It is said tliat John li. Gough has lectured 8,(100
times.

surpass any heretofore holden by this societyAll trotting purses will be
paid promptly at the
close of the trot.

1

1

For tno Journal.
His Wise Advice to Excursionists.

and

*•

to

«■

....

M.

l-

Call at U. P.
or

>

County

PRICE, $2.50.
>TICKNKY *s shop and

see a

sample,

at K. d. Mi >UIS< >\ A C<

Belfast, Mav 4, l^Sl.

CAUTION.

ALLpureha>ine;

aiv

hereby cautioned against

two eortain notes of ham!, Loth
signed by LILIA M. M<>S1 LV, ami dated Novemand payal.de to the order of !L ti.
ber 1st,
t;r,, payable in two years from
LLWls, one for
it- date, and tin other for
payable in three
years from it< dale. Both said notes have been lost
K. <L LKWls.
bv me.
Belfast, July W, ISM.—;>w2b

*1S7'.i,

FOR SALE.
VT NOBTHl’nitT,
KNISII+.1> toiTAf.i;
j
pleasantly located near the wharf and overlooking the bnv. Kmpiire of
F. A. rl'KTls, Bangor, Me
■>r B. J*. IVROWN, on the (’amp («mund.

17V

Green

Apples.

Shortening the Voyage Across tho Atlantic.

Pull down the bough. Bob! Isn't this fun
Now give it a shake and—there goes one!
Now put your thumb up to the other and see
It it isn’t as mellow as mellow can be.
1 know by the stripe
It must be ripe !
That's one apiece for you and me.

have been made by a Swedish
naval architect for a new kind of Atlantic
passenger steamer which shall attain a
speed of from twenty to twenty-one knots
an hour, and make the
voyage across the
Atlantic in six days. To do this the
ship must steam at an average of at least
twenty knots the whole distance, and
therefore, it must he capable of going
faster when the wind and tide are not
dead against the vessel, so as to make up
for time lost when the circumstances are
not so favorable.
The ship proposed by Captain Lundborg, the Swedish engineer, is to be live

Green, are they l Well, no matter for that,
Sit down on the grass, and we’ll have a chat.
And I'll tell you what old Parson Bute
Said, last Sunday, of unripe fruit.
“Life," says he.
As a beautiful tree,
Heavily laden with beautiful fruit."
For youth there’s love, just streaked with red,
-And great joys hanging just over his head :
Happiness, honor and great estate,
lor those who patiently work and wait;
Blessing,' said ho.
“Of every degree,
Ripening early, and ripening late.

DR. GROSVENORS

NOT A TAD,

IS

But

an

LIVER-AID

Internal Remedy for

Liver

Complaints,
Such

as

Hll.lnl '5M>s,
I’ooit
AIMKIIIK. 1M»K, J1SI Ion,
])\Sl*J I*SI\, lUZZINKSS. 1*11.MS, linll.S, ,1 AI’.N
J1 i:\RTHrit\, Soi u stomach,
lim I M A I iSM, Mil liA I,< ,1 A, KkI TTIONS, SCliOR
i.<»i s Souks. Ki:mai.i. CuMmi.Ms im
1THITIKS VNII SALT KHI.I M.
’Hu- Liver i< tin: Largest Organ of tin- Human
H"'ly. It is the largest because it has the nm-t to
• I".
It i- intimately eonm-aed with the «liir« -1i\e
and nervous systems, eoiw.,uentlv. anv deramrement of tin- Liver producer ( «-ustipalion and a
hundred evils in its train, ami ah» orrasinns nen
otis d mease.- without number;
resulting, ii unchecked, in parah-is insmit\ or death. I*r. (in»>vemw’s l.i\er Aid is a \ underfill medicine for im
mediate action upon the Liver, ami thousands of
testimonials ha\ .* been received as to the benefit it
has given.
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to m\ poor, alHieted mother. She tried many, many things for her
Mrk headache, but never found any relief until she
t *ok the Liver-Aid. It has imlee d,J> on invaluable
to her.
She i- now u.-in_r iier fourth bottle.
I told
"Ur druggist how excellent it was and assured him
that he might safelv recommend it a- the best known
remedy for sick headache Jle .-ays it i not advertised hall' i'iioii-ii.
l hopr von will lei ,t heroine
better known.
Mil's. M. X.SHlVLKli.
1 h‘. W -_d St., New York.
I "i
tie b.
bottles for

all

Oni-srist-

.fl per bottle,
yrib

at

1

or r.

Take them in season, pluck and eat,
And the fruit is wholesome, the fruit is sweet
But, oh. my friends !’’ Here he gave a rap
(Mi his desk, like a regular thuuder clap,
And made such a bang.
Old Deacon Lang
Woke up out of his Sunday nap.

hundred feet long by seventy-four broad,

and to he propelled by four compound
engines, capable of developing together
22,SOU indicated horse-power. It is in-

yellow old pages
Something went scattering over the floor.
With a smell, 1 thought, like the ‘‘dust of ages.”
And

rvrn

in linn it in tin- N« r \ "U> sv-tem.
tin* strength "I that -ysteni i- e\
proportion
pended upon the niiicl in troubled thought. > are
the organs ot digestion. assimilation and nutrition,
rendered inactive and sluggish in pr 'portion as the
-vstoni become-, infirm. Kvcry individual has ■»nu*
one organ weaker than the rest, and this is always
the tir-t t-» sutler during nervous prostration: for
example. alHirting new- -.■m«*iime- «aii-e- total
-aispcn-ion id' the in'i.-euln: action of the heart,
producing sudden hi iu.u rhage and death. \«» d< ilbt
any longer remains of the practicability of restoring
tin* nervous sxstem. and through the nerve- the
muscle
of the impaired organ-.
Fellows’ Fontpound S3 rtlp of llypophosphltcs MU- been pl'-Ved
It
to posse-.- Midi power in mimcr-m- instances.
will impart strength !•> nvnv-mir trouble and alllie
look upon
lion. Persons who are aeeu-imi 1 t
the dark -idr, and who see no pleasure in li\ ing. "ii
using thi- syrup soon lean’ t * value and enjoy life,
and those who study deeply during long hour.-, w ill
titid in the -yrup a proniolei ot the power of eu
luranee ij. the •rain.
I here i- im doubt oi tin- fact, that an impa.red
Nervous >. -tem cause- « on-umption. Neuralgia,
"hit
as

»

liroiiehiti-. Hyspep-ia. A-thin:*. Whooping < '< icjii,
Heart l)i-ease*, and a ho-f <d others. Fellows’ !{)•
whieli cll'eetualh < ires Nrrvou In
pophosphltcs,
l.ility, -houid cure lhe-e di-ease- also, “lo'inove
the eau-e and the complaint will erase."
F.
II-*i <i-isim;s, \kk
:lssn.
..'ami.- I. I
i.i.nw s, '-l. .bd!N. N. IL
i
been or'
l)rtn Sir
rd-ing > our ll}po*
phosphites f'-r several ven” 1 di in < ana-ia :n d

IL'spee&fullv,
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
If> a Positive Cure
Complaints und Weaknesses
best female population.
the
worst form of Female Coinentirely
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation and ITcera
thm, Falling and Pisplaremcnts. ami the eom-e^umt
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
an ear ly stage of development.
The tendency toraneer -us humors there is eln eked very speedily by its tire.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and r< li< ves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility. Ble--plcssncss Depression and Indilor

till those Painful
to to mm on

It will

to

our

cure

gestion.
That feeling of bearing clown, causing pain, we ight
und backache, is always permanently cured by its u
It will at all times and under all eireumstances cu t in
harmony with the laws that govern the- female Kyats m.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA F.. 1*1 \ K11 AM'S VEGETABLE COMI’OUNDis prepared at 233 and 23,'» Western Avenue,
Sent by mail
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for
In the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphAddress as above. Mention this Pujtcr.
let.
No family should be without LYDIA K. PINKIIAM’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
frtT Sold l»v ull Druggists.

lyrl<;

Lack

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
ofEnergy.Loss ofStrength,
Want of Appetite, Intermittent Fevers, etc.

IRON BITTERS are highly
recommended for all diseases requiring a
certain and efficient tonic.
IRON BITTERS mrirh the blood,
strengthen the Muscles, and giro new life to
the nerves.
IRON BITTERS art iikeacharni
on the digestive organ-, : moving all
dyspeptic symptoms, si 'i : tasting the
food, belching, heat m ii t- nnarh, heart-

burn,

etc.

IRON BITTERonly Iron
Preparation that tr< / v. d U.u.Lu the teeth
or give headache.
Sold hy all druggists.
Write for the A il < Hook, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.

Baltimore,

Md.

a

look like grass when

summer

is

o

er.

Oh. what did I see as 1 stooped to gather
The crumbling leaves to their places again .'
Two gayest of girls, in the pleasant weather.
Walking and talking in memest strain

Through

the dark green

rowen our

A«»fr:vr« 1IU CAXVAHHEHH
Make fr->m $25 lo $50 per week selling goods for
KAi. UlDKOl’TA < <>.,10 BarclayStm t.NYw York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
Iyr3l

A Canada fanner discovered .i pit containing .'>00
Must have been the site of an ancient
skulls
theatre to have had so many dead heads in the piL
Don’t Trust Them.
When ton feel badly, and nave pains hero and
there in

shade hats trail-

ing.
While the low down sun, blazed up from the

tour

body

that

\t.u

for, it is the most foolish

account

world to take tlie advice of

people

Attracting from

now

from Wound* or Disease.

researeli, however, has shown this
and hence less attention and
ed

was

the affections and of the passions.

seat of

care

Modern

be

to

the

polio}

who

We were talking ol what- Do you remember (
No doubt'twas the chatter of foolish girls
Wh.. lives were as bright as the tai. September,
Whoso hearts were us light as the leaf that twirls.
With a graceful move you would oft bond over,
As the willow dips to the river’s stiand,—
And I saw. each time, that a four leafed clover
Was plucked from its place by yoiirdaiutv hand.
•You're a witch,” 1 cried, “ora trained magician
Not once i.! an age conies one to my view
“Fail it he.” you said, “a defect of vision
And bending down quickly,^you picked up two
ith tin veiling dews on our lengthening tresses.
We slowly went home, while the air grew chill :
And tb-' drabble trail of our muslin dresses
Through our happy hearts sent a troubled thrill.
Did you think,

as

you pressed, in the

shining.

lamp's

dun

Things

Let yourself

•This us a voyage around tin* whirled," said the
old gentleman who steeled his wav among the
wall/*, is
We advise even family to keep
(iooi> Al»\ l<'h
Downs' Ki.inik aiaats on hand
It is ihe best
remedy for coughs and colds cvei offered to the

public
For cleansing the system of all unubid matter
and 'a aiding < If diseases, no medicine possesses
such elli acy as Baxters M \nhkakk Hi ikrs.

cures

Liniment for horses II nky A .F iinson's
\N.* nit.
Liniment is uuequa ed.
It
Sprains. Bruises and Lameness, at once.

a

\

the comet go! near enough to the
♦ arth to hear about the
Albany dead lock it turn
rd tail and ran
soon

as

Henry’s Carbolic Salvo
"Maria,” said Mr. Jones, upon one of
Is the i;ksi salve for Cuts. Bruises. Sores. FI
his worrying days, "it seems to me you cors. Salt Rheum,
'fetter, Chapped Hands. Cliil
might be more economical; now there is blaius. Corns and all kinds -f Skin Lrnptions.
c t
Hi.nic\ s Carlolk
my old clothes, why can’t you make them Freckles and pimples
Salvk, as all others are counterfeits
Price -'•>
over for the children instead of
giving cents.
them away f'
“Because they 're worn out when you’re
Dr
Green’s Oxygenated Bikers
done with them,” answered Mrs. Jones. Is the best teuiedt for Dyspepsia, Biliousness.
••It’s no use making over things for the Malaria. Indigestion, and diseases of the HI.1,
Kidneys. Liver. Skin, etc
children that won’t hold together; you
couldn't do it yourself, smart as you are.”
Di kno's Catvkru Sn tii cures all affections oi
Well,” grumbled Jones, “I would not the mucous membrane, of the head and throat.
have closets full of things mildewing for
Du. Mori's Liver Pills are the best Cathar
want of wear, if 1 was a woman, that’s
tie Regulator.
all.
A penny saved is a penny earned.
That was in April, tine warm day in
-May Mr. Jones went prancing through the
closets looking for something he couldn’t
find, and turning things generally inside

Ash-ToniC

out.

"Maria!” he screamed, “where’s my
gray alpaca duster ?”
"Made it over for Johnny."
“A-hcm!
Well, where’s the brown
linen one 1 brought last summer ?’’
“( lothes bag!” mumbled Mrs. Jones,
who seemed to have a difficulty in her
speech at that moment, “made it into a
nice one!”
"Where are my lavender pants ?” yelled
Jones
"Cut them up for Willie.”
"Heavens!” groaned the husband:
then in a voice of thunder, “Where have,
my blue suspenders got to?”
“Hung the baby-jumper with them.”
"Maria," asked the astonished man in
a subdued
voice, “would you mind telling
me what you have done with
my silk
hat!
\ ou haven’t made that over for
the baby, have you ?”
oh, no, dear,” answered his wife
I’ve used that for a hangcheerfully.
ing-basket. It is full of plants, and looks

Tie great remedy for Dyspepsia,fjn'njnsDisand I’anctiaral Derangements attendant
upon Debility. In 1*2 lb,bottles, 15 cents.'Six
bottles, St Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
lupplicd with net exceeding six bottlfisat one-hal C
the retail jirice, money to accompany order. Soli
by Druggists and by'D. B. DntrtY Si Co.. 4d
DoySt., Hew York.
eases

Tonic.—“TncrtOfinff the ntnngDi, cibrialluy th«
{ffectx of aMlUy, ana re*tcrin-j heaUhy junctiorui.''
-Wxbsieh.

have been bestow-

(ast

35doses

^ 35
3a centa A pleasant, cheap, and
Talnablo remedy for fretful and puny children.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND

i’oot

Blocked

©taurIpent
For Sprains, Wounds, Scalds, Rheumatism, and
any pain upon Man or Ueast,

a

neglect

of

diseases,

prevented

be

Here Is

list of Prices

lull

I

terrible

so

to

READY MADE CLOTHING!
Mi ns' l nilrrs/iirts anil Itrain

!

rs

From $1.00 upwards.
ATS, ( APS, CLOVES, SC AltFS, OVERALLS, ,It VIPERS, lit RltElt COATS, L ADIES’ (.OSS AMEIt

II

CintTLABS, CAIRItELL AS. Ac.
M Y ST()( K

have

while

GROCERIES!
tri:11 heats tin-in all.

Try

it.

Corn. Meal & Shorts.
PliKt'AliFII TO Slil.l,

AM

«*!eap

a-

any stmv in tin1

roiinty.

CROCKERY & GLASS WARE

im
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paired liver, give to them strength sullicient to do
There is

liver, and

and

does

can

act upon both at the
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son

remedy

no

little
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philosophy

of

-aim*

time.

liver disease

remedies employed li

be
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and tin*

iaadi

-piale.

It is

concede*! fact that until within the past few
been

ther** has

diseas,

no

Il is

kidney-

fact that wiien the liver is

a

arc

diseases
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also

troubled

are

hard

doctors km»w of
the

Farmers Attention!
I iiavr in >tork

time

same

to

diseased the

chietly because

agency which will at

no

operate

or

\l-.. ( Toy KIJ, « lii< li I soil at Hi,'
l.dIVK.'T POSSUM.K l-lili l.s.
in

no

form of treatment

can

kidm-y-

the

at

the

same

invention

Book

such remedy

no

learning and patience, by discovering

their

pure

whose sucrc.-v- in the pad
the treatment of kidney difficulties,

shows eonelu.-ively that it

every form

'am cure

equally able

it is

to do

the discovery of
worth in his
l! acts both

and liver

own ease

as a

-o

that

hen

w

restorer

a

disease is cured in

I

In all Tts

i>rc|iaiv<l

liranrlH's al the

Repairing; Neatly

ly removed from the system.
■

great and unnatural weariness, headache, belching

and

hope

to meril
Jiltf

Promptly

•

DTREET.
Swill's Shoe store

Our

the

sallow' countenance, -kin erup-

especially

These troubles

fatal
are

complaints

of the

ev

il in

this land,—so much

so

just published

a

long

and

interesting

!!rir!oh<*s tlio

\
*v‘

.»

Itlood, Touch

U in,

;

l-iroiVf.'.
down

tlu-

\.e.

uj> tin- IlioLt

Invigorates

tlio

ftrain, and

-CURES—
Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
CE THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE

OF THE SYSTEM.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Supplies the blood with iis Vital Principle, or
Life I'lcmcnt, IKON, ialut.inj
1i\ ngili,
Vigor and New Life into nil part.« f the system.
»

cner. I
HEIN/; FREE FROM ALCOHOl
ins* cfieets are r: t followed by
corresponding ra
but
are
tion,
permanent.

SE'III W. FOW LE i'i. SONS, Proprietors, Ch
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

Iyr35

IMPERISHABLE

PERFUME.

Murray & Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.

wide-spreading prevalence. He
poisons
the

low

roomy

appear in

states

on

its

BELFAST.

and

$I£K ROOM.
r.moslJ

I lesirable house for 'ale or to
LimolnviMe
rent, situated at
I»1':
>1 11
Two -tore-- hull with I.,
jfcf
its/"-*
throughout, with niei
imv
cellar, and two
w ell- of -oft w ater.
This place
commands an excellent view of the bay. Two min
utes walk from the telegraph and post-olli-e, and
within a stone's Hi row <d the water and a. line m ■.■•eh.
It lias beautiful shade trees, w ith some elvic, Iruit
\
trees.
ami ran
cry desirable summer res idem
be hoiu'ht at a bargain.
Lor particulars enquire of
<
Mrs. d. (
TIP >M I is, Ihdfasl, Me., or «u
apt. U.
\\
I'LUILi at I.ineohi iile Peach.
Js|f

m

the

country, and there

produced.

that malarial

crowded city and the
are

no

dilferenecs

to

as

Malaria is in the water

agency for carrying malaria into the system.
water may be clear, but it has become

w

We shall keep on hum I in connection with the ahove

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,
Door Bulls, knobs. Locks, Latches, Sasli Fasts.
Door Springs, Blind Hangings, Castors, Picture
Knobs, wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain (,round Double Thick Door bluss and
Window bluss.

U'iSSliffif HHSlfehni.slied

L^yEBBBReeniented

A

Our Prices

In

tin* lames) for CASH.

All persons lm Mini*- nr
repairing will lind it !«*
their advantage t»* give us a rail. \\V want a l«*t <>t
1 'i nc*, I '.row I*. Alai, Sprurr ami IJireh Lumber.
Should it. hr a dry year and a licet our watrr pnwri,
we shall add steam power h> our mill, and shall al
w a \ s he reads to do all jobs that eonie
along.

poisoned by

A. A. MURKY.

\Y. M. KKO\Y\.

ii^jL

situated on a huh bank and eoni
iiiainl.' a view oi the
nl ire bay
a
or walk fiomthe
south end of Little l.’iver 1-ridue.
Piazza in front and on south side, shed for horses.
( ook room, «lininj* room, ^ood chamber*, pleni v <>i
lish and elanis, and an excellent beach for bath'iiu,
and in every respect -me of tlieiw -I de-drable |o
alitics in the town ot Northport.
le ader, you
'bunId not h i this opportunit\ -kip. Secure thibeantiful spot for the pleasure of your-elf and
family. Lor further particulars cmpiir of
<>.
< 1C 11 < 111.11 or lb 1
ui:ll>,
-•*
doint Owners, Pella-t, Me.

Jffl fciJ-pffL

Ml *rf]'lew minute- ride

f

LKW i. 1.1.
N I.INnilA, named ivxceub t in a
l J eertai instrument purporting to b<> the !a-l
will and testament of < A L\ IN P \ I 1. 1,1 \ru|. \.
late of "eat-mont, in said County of Waldo, de
‘•eased, ha\ iii.lt presented I he same for Prohate.
Ordered, That the said Kxeeutor ^ive noti-e to all
persons interested hy causing a eopy of this order
to In- puhii-iied three weeks siiere.-.-ivcly in the Uepuhliran Journal printed at P.elfast, that tin y may
appear at a Prohate Court, t*> lit* held at P.elfast,
within and or said ('oiinty, on the second Tm -da\
ot Ally'll-! next, at ten oj tbi elnck In p r«' m* >u,
and show rails-, if any they hn\e, win the -nine
should not be pro\ id,
.id and allow **< l.
J \ M I>
I*. I. \ M SUN, Jud.-i
A true eo|.i\
A lie I
\. A. Pl.KK III K, lie:

iippr

Tin*

uh-eriher oih-i for -alt* his
on Hay \ iew street. The
house is two 'tori* s, a I finished,
larae cistern in cellar, w ith a ir«>o<l
iranleii spot. The view overlooking the harhor aid ha\ i- not siu-pa--e 1 in tht■ eit\.
Price reasonable. Hood
t-..;»~
for sellimr.
\\
If
Id KU.
I»lv at this otlieeto
Pel fast, April 1 1, !ss|1., 11

.*

for Sale !

in Hrook- of vi ai iV'. «le.-irahle,
well located, a'ood soi
pasturing
and water.
Hand, to mid', mar
I l'T. iijjaT kefs, school', \ illau'e, stores and U.
P. station.
Will he sold a! irreat
hartrain. stock and tools w ith it it tlesircd. Apple
to
.JOHN W. HASH, Hrook.'. Me.

lAfpC

ACADIAN

HOUSE,
1881.

I'/iax. II. (1 )•>■< nhuhjh, 1‘rojtrirtor.
//.■• 7..I.,.-.,,t st.ili./„/

;ih :..■■■
■i 11 r

I’rtxlnrr

('oiiuilifitih)H
1IK VI.Kits

AM)

CO.,

Mri-r/nnUs,
1 N

liny, l'otuloes. Onions, \p|,lt-s, Heims, Hutler,
(lieese, Fugs, Live Fowl, Poultry. (.nine, kulimm. Fresh Water Fish of all klnils,.,Ve,
No. 110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipmenls |i;iM tor sunn
\ny int.irm;i
Li*m given as t" markets, ,v*
>;mI

R.

Thanks

Nor are low lands alone subject to
malaria, for it is found in the Berkshire Hills of
New England and up among the snows of the
Porky

to

Friends and the Public

Mountains.

Monuments, Tablets

Whatever may be the cause of malaria, its existence is a terribly established fact, and so much so
that it is attracting the attention of the leading
physicians, scientists and scholars in every portion

-A N D-

HEAD

STONES!

-WE

of America,

By means of its blighting powers the
blood becomes poisoned and the most terrible dis.
eases follow.
The special Held for the operation of
this poison is in the liver. If this organ is at all
diseased, malaria seizes it with a death grip. It is
therefore, absolutely necessary to keep the liver in
perfect condition and especially at this time. The
elements of Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver (Jure
are exactly fitted for just this
very purpose. Com
P‘»sed of a pure and simple vegetable extract and
prepared in the most careful manner, it has been
the means of restoring more people to health within the past year than anv other agency known in the
land. Prof. S. A. Lattimore, Ph. I)., LL. I)., one
of the analysts of foods and medicines for the New
York Star Board of Health, pronounces its elements
and composition purely vegetable, neither poison
ous nor injurious, and the manufacturers
present
it to the public with the utmost faith that if taken
faithfully and persistently, according to the directions, it will cure every form of liver disease and
kidney disorder.
There seems to be a constant struggle between
mankind and disease. Malarial poison, with its in
sidious power, the influences of heat, cold, bad water and impure food, all combine to undermine the
health and strength, both of which are the privilege

SELL-

SHELVES CHEAP !

MARBLE

<

<•

Probate

\t a
the

t

July.

< ourl held
omitV "I W al'lo,
A I). Issl.

H.

EDDY,

No. 78 Stale St., opposite Kilby, llostoii,

“I regard Mr. Kddv a.' one of the most capable
and successful practitioners with w hom I have nad
( H.\s. MAso\,
ollieial intercourse.
Commissioner of Patents.”
Inventors cannot

employ

trust
worthy or more capable of securing for them an
earlv and favorable consideration at the Patent < >1
lice.
KHMIM) III IIKK,
Hate Commissioner ot Patents.”
a

person

more

H< >s 1« >N, )etober It), ls7n.
F.SO.
IF 11 HI >1
| >ear sir
You procured for
me. in lsp), my lirst patent,
since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundred' of eases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. |
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, hut I 'till
ydve you almost the w hole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to employ you.
Yours truly
(iFOlici; DHAPFH,
I s rl
Poston, dan. 1, lssi

USING

s< hlo rn;i:n i:< i<: •s

New

Entirely harmless;

is not

a

caustic.
Buniom

It removes Corns, Wail-,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Shop!

Building.

HOWARD,
Manufacturer and dealer in

MOM RENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES,
ASH MAllltLK SHELVES,
<*1' tin* host Italian and Amorloan niarl>lo

STREET,

LATIN

HE l. EAS T.

SCHOOL.

E.EWIMTON, MAINE.
spalls school,

under the

HUSliKK, A. IS., and

management, of 1. V.
F. l\\KSO\s, A. IS.,

thorough preparation

for college. Its course
extends over three years. Next term Logins Aug.
situated in the suburbs of a thriving city and
adjacent to Hates College, it offers to students ad
vantages not surpassed by those of any school in
the stale.
Fxpenses moderate. For catalogue ap

gsses

j

:i

-i**-s

!

j

I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

WANTED.
STONK (TTTKKS TO WORK 11Y
/ the day. Wages from $2.7"> to$:S.*J;T per day.
II ALLOW KM. (1IIAMTK CO.,
ISoston, Mass.,
Office and Works 47 Medford St.,
•JwJ'.i
Charlestown, Mass.

rr/\
•

aboutin

ami ( allows,

m.

< onneefs at
Rockland with Sanford > >. (
steamer each trip for Belfast, Bangor and P:
Landing-. also with -c aim r on Tin-da\
! 1
dav trips lor DrcciT.- l anding, BluchiM’ a id i
worth.
At Bar liar'm.r w ith-tcanna- l- r I.an a
and Sullivan. \t Sedgwick with -tage |.
Pim n
< "MIX', W in;
At R... kland .Momla-. ,rd Tina
<
from Bang.a- and IP
days with Hanford s
I. Hiding- for Portland.
I
1 l
111 Sv., (.cncral Managci
Id" I.
D \ Y <.«m-ral Ti'-k.l \a.-nt, I’orli and
Belfast, dune I R is-.|.
..
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NEW YORK & BELFAST DIRECT.
y|F

mt

Moamor

*

d i \ PITMAN Admiui I rat r e I I In-1 ,;
1)1 >U< A
\. ( II \>|;. late of |*i-l fa-1. it. -ai
of
Waldo, de.v.u-cd. na\i:iir pr.
nr* i hi('oimty
lir-l and linal ;iennnl of Admini-trali* n for allow

Jv

order to be published three weeks sneer--ively in
the lb-publican Journal printed at P.eli.i-t. : imt t' ..
may appear at a Probate < ..nil, to be held at Hci
fast, within and for said t oimty, on tin* seeond
Tuesday of Anyii-t next, at leu'of the « I*.* k Im
f**re noon, ami show <-aii-e, i! any the;, have,
t,
the same should mu be allowed.
.1 \MI
1) I \ Mst »N, Jnhv.
A true copy. \ I test
A. A ll Kit lil.l:. Ib-U ter■.

\\T KlbTKU

Till: AT, \• Imini-irabu- of tin*
\\ tate of POHKIM TitL \T, late of I- raukf* t,
in -aid ( oimty of Waldo, deceased, ha\ iiu nre-t nt
ed an aceoiint of Administration for allow anee.
ordered, That Hie aid Administrator a'ive notice
t*»:ilI persons inb rested by'-aii-iny a e«-p; of this older to be published three weeks >ue.c -i\elv in the
Uepiibiiean -loiirua! printed at Helfast,that tliev ma
appear at a Probate Court, to U- held at llell.a-i.
w itliin and for said County on the see.uni Tlies.la
of \uyii t next, at ti-n «*f tin- clock ho ton noon,
and show cause, if any tln-y have, why tin- -ame
should not he allowed.
J.V.MKS I). I.AMsi )N. Jmt.ire.
A true Copy. Attest
A. A. Kl.l H III K, Ueyi-ter.
IWI i; subscriber hereby yi\ es public notice t.. ail
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust >.| i.xeeiifor ..f
the will oi

HOW I.N. late <u Mom-.,
in the County ot W";ild»>, deceased, by _e\iny !»•»n• t
;i- the law directs; he therefore retj'm
t
ail persons who are indebted to said deceased*fit" b
w
make immediate pay incut, ami those
ho h:.\
any
demands thereon, (oexhii.it the -aim- f.-r -ettleim nt
t"

..

ALLAN LINE LOYAL MAIL
from

AI.P.IoN

him.

k

I'Ll

I

West's Nerve ami Bums Treat
speeitie for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headae.he, Mental Depression, I oss
of Memory, Spermatorrluea, Impoteney, ln\oluntary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused bv

exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, \\ hieli
leads to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Fach box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for live dol-

over

lars;

mail prepaid on receipt of price. We
guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With each
order received by us for six boxes, accompanied
with live dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treat
ment does not elVeet a cure. Guarantees issued by
1{. II. Moodv, s<deauthorized agent for Belfast, Me.
JOHN C. WEST Sl Co., Sole Proprietors, Is 1 & 1
W. Madison Street, Chicago, 111. J. W. Perkins
wholesale agent, Portland, Me.
lyveow to
sent

T!.;

■

Maine Central R, R.
TSIV? E-TABLE.
On unit after Monday Jun*27, I SM, i!' 11. will run
l"ll«*uI.»a\ » ln lla-t
I*''int
\\ ald«» h..V», l.n.uk-T.
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ii;

I\I1<»\
Thorndike 7.17 l nits >.•>:, I.. .• iai.
( T< --i.i,-r
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U, \\ al-h
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n*Iik,•
i, i
t !7 a. ii viu**- at llurnha
I.u,, I .i »nard’ « —a
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Kiituraiii” —la-avi* Hurnliam al :• ik> a. in., 1
anl’s ( p»>«:iniy a.17. I nit\
Thorn.Iik.\ uImm*\
IJrooks lii.j ;. U Mm in.:: ,,
jr. |*,
lo.aii, ani \ in if at IU-lta-t at 11.on a. in
I a vi
I lit rn I a ill at I. •" ; i,
I ,r,i|iai‘i l’>
a.o-J, t nity a. 1 r». Tln-rn'liki a In, Kni»\, ;,.;;:it
»;.ii", \\ .till > i,
i. < itv I'oint
arriviii^ at I'.all''a
l‘\\ >0> Til kill, MiiM-rlnlrmlri.i.
la i!'a I .1 tun _* 7. 1 M
| | {t*
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P.

FIELD,

Counsellor at Law,
OBI it «It I, Kmlhiu' A Hr Id, over Vatlciimi HaulMAIN STREET, BELFAST.

PHILO NERSEY

& Counsellor al Law.

Ally.

No. I, HuratUn Block, lWllasl, Mr.
H.tvii.a |UV'itIril n\ r |hr ITmtatr amt 11

< •Mil
\

l far tin- |
Mlin-.rl

aliiahlr

lirlltsl, -1 a.
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COUMSELLOS AT LAW,

Ofl* rc over A.M. IhaseN Stored

os tom

BELFAST.

Mouse Squm

MAINE,

Office

■

d

G. €. KILGORE, M.

D.

M. M. Johnson A to.’s More.

over

HIGH STREET, BELFAST. MAINE
Nlsht rails aiisiiirril from 'hr Oflire.

J.

P.

\t\

/7fi/sirian

Ii

I

P. LOMBARD,

I3EKTTIST
(

County of Waldo, deceased, b\ _;i\ iuy bond
the law directs, she therefore re.ju.--ts all per
sons w ho are indet'ted to s;ii«l decea-cd's e-tale to
make immediate
j»ay ment. and tlio.-e w ho ha\ e any
demand- tin reon, t«» exhibit tin- same for-ct I lenient
PKANCKS W

D.,

M.

Surt/tnn.
MAINE

\rrni'i

Ciu‘

-<

'■/.

IP, late of lb i fast,

to her.

<1

CAMDEN.

«{• S
1<
>j Sr."
4 ltf

HUI4FAS l

<

ISAAC HILLS,

as

Helfast, July

COWLES,

P.

C.

-ubsei iber hereby yi \ e- publie li"t i< e f.
Ii
1
concerned, that -he has been duly appointed
and taken upon .her elf the tni-t •: Admim iratrix
I’111 L

SURGEON DENTIST
No. I!> Main M..

DYIdb

,

Belfast, Me.

lb, l.ssi.

11 In sub.-eribei hereby yi\e- public m-t i e t- all
lh.it he ha- been duly appoint'-.i an I
taken upon himself thetni-l of \dmini-trab*r "l
the estate of

THUMBS & OSBORNE

^

X eoneerned,

CILLI-A

JLDAli

laic of Monroe,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by yrivin# bond
the law direct -; in- therefore request.- all per-mi
who are indebted to -aid de» -eased'- e-tate to make
immediate payment, and those who base any demands therem, t" exhibit the same lor -et I lenient
to him.
>1 M( >N ( l LLLN

SAIL MAKERS,
AND

metals, bones, &e.

c

M. S.

STILES, JR.,

and

Surveyor

Conveyancer,

.IWhSON,

OLD,

IN-

PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS
Swan & Sibleys Bros.’W'hmT,
Belfast, M*
«^-llighest cash price paid for old rags, jui:

Land
HALF A CENTiiHY

DEALERS

JUN K

as

Brooks P. 0., MAINE.
I .aii' 1 un
«* I -t
in,a in all ils bra nr lies. I* la
vex
made when required. Old Blans copied heal
and
ly
accurately. ('i»nve\anein,^-, I >«- I
kind-. Bond.-, la-.a^es, \ssi^nna niXiri-’t ineiw
I >N< hai‘“v~. A.
I *. 11 ri_
pi-" m pi is e\eeiifed.
-olicited. ( "lTr-pcMKlenrc will receive prompt
trillion.
-j'j
>

.,

10 ,0
COUGHS
COLDS

AND
Is

remedy for
Coughs, Colds, W hooping Cough, aiul all 1-ung
a

sure

diseases when

used

in

season.
Fifty years ago,
Elder Downs was given
his
up by
physicians to
die with Consumption.
Under these circumstances he compounded this
Elixir, was cured, and
lived to a good old age.
You can try it for the
priceof one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.
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ain, of K.-i’tfii-Mn iIi«•. Imiaw n
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my spasm- and
I was dead. ami

NEW.
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in
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in
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That the I "til ina.\ bless you and
crease

I may many
Kerned v’ ami its

kffp

of

di-eo\ (avr.’’

THE
T

n

.loin#_r**«»«I is m> daily pray et.
yet itnlioru prai-e tin- *I’a\ >? ii•

our iiu,;m>

an

CURED ANNUALLY,

RUBY

RIVER

tin* prineipal nnl "t
vcntinns ami di-ooveri.- in medieine.
I
tlii>
•

tin* Moo.I purr, i-

.icct probably

lias

contributed

inmv -imuili
Uoinlout, \. V, in tin
pro.lurtion ol a medicine which has hrronir faimm
iiii'Iit th. till. "! tin* “Favorite Remedy.’'
1
iioom*

nn»\ cs

all

Kennedy,

impuriti's

of

>>( tin*

Itlood, regulates

tin- «1 i

ordered l.ixer ami kidneys, cures Constipation,
hysprpsia, ami all diseases ami weaknesses pr.-e
*•11 liar to Females.

regular courses of study—-Classical, scioutilio,
Belles-Lettres, and Industrial Science. Also Com
mercial College and Departments of Art and Music.
All in charge of experienced teachers. Fall term
will begin Wednesday, Aug. :ilst. 'Perms moder
Address
Tw.S
ate.

a

>ATn:i>AY
aiivanla'fo-

ever

tmproroHontoi]

thorn !«• view tho ma^mliooiit sn m
"l
I1.' ! «»w«m St. Lawromv.
In a'hlitioii, th«
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lam ,- from < Jitolior in I.ivorp--.1 is aou n.iU- ~h<m
or, aii'l of tho mluooil Hi-tanon i.immi milos i- inlao
11.i\ Ration. v-lu' iim- tho aotiial m-oan vm airo
minimum of :««|a\ s*.
I.Mra -hiprom
(,l. \ s.o\V,
«.AIAV.\>
i^l'klAsroU N A\|I I N I H »\!. 1.111
; | |, |i
T«» BOSTON.
I
-n.iatio., apph. to K
pi-"- r-. a
I
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lit a
I a.-1Mo.,
M \ I
A U>KN, \ironts, -jot liioudwuy, N. \ ; 2ul Wasl
"tro- t., II,; In: Soifth Ath
i’l.-i
Phi la
r.iirio
Holpliia.
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K. C

i^CKUKC

pro-ont-

i>ts, iMialilia.u

Monroe, July lb, |ss|.

Maiu<\

HEALTH IS WEALTH !

n.

«•

WILLIAM S.

Four

Du.
mknt;

A li V will

*

s

)l{(i A N l/A'PK >N of the school ami thorough
renovation of the buildings. A new ami able
faculty. Pupils lilted for all New Kurland colleges.

REV. T. GERRISH,
Secretary l*ru•Initial Committee, HueKsporl, Me.

A

—

■

•.

r
..t

EAST MAINE
ttneksport,

A

I

A?:■ vVvrW4-.-k I; trip !1»! i. 'i: 11tt l:*-!I
t *ii’t11«*i‘ j*:t! l!• whir-, for fn*iiri t nI■. iii<|uhv
t .1
l-r.v A r.» 17 Wi.l.r st., Now N -ok. or < ru- I
I Hmi.ii aHvanoo- at :ui\
tor-on, iiolfa-t.
-iirmi.fii! (•» ritrfiif- at New York.
( vm > !■ vri !■ ii"« >\.
\;.m
I>olfa-l, Mav 1:, ls-|. l*.i

than Hr. ! >;i\ i■ I

Marble

NICHOLS'

.'commencing Jum* 15 or m arri\ al steamboat I
Train from Boston b r Ml. I >.s,rt. s.^ithw.
pro
and Bar IIarbor-. touching at Rockland oiilv, an
arriving at Bar Harbor at about lu.an a. m. nc\i o.
Returning, I.-avc Bar Harbor about 7 A. v Mon
days, Wednesday and Fridays, t.mching at
west Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portin’

o|

ISM.— 3nios23*

7/ r/iV 7/

Wednesday andSaturda} evenings.at 11.15 o'clock,

i for

At a Probate ( oiirl. In hi at Helfast. with: and
the
uintv of \\ a.do, on the second Tm
July, A l>. 1 sSI,

emu is <;ri iia s rt-:i:i>.. (*%
Price 25 cents. For sale b> all Druggists.
Try it ami you will be convinced like thousands
who have: uset'l it ami now testify t<» its value.
Ask for Sehlotterbeck's Corn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
lyrs

<1V.

W. T.

1

a m

lyrlO

Bouquet Holders,

In La ngirorth g

<

Hcl a-t, w it bin
the eeond Tin

—

AND

A. E. CLARK & CO.
Kelt'ast, dime

at
oil

1 > i: \DsTI£KI-;T M. ll\\Vkl\>, Vlmim-irabu1 > of Ilu* estate of HLTMA L II \ W K I NS late
"f Waldo, in said ( «unity of W a Mo, ilceea-.-d, ha\
inir piv-entcd her seeond and linal ae* •lint *»f \d
luinisiralioii for allow anee.
< >r*
lereil, That the said Admini-trator -hr notice
t" all persons interested
by causing a c.-py .f
this order to be published three week- -Ilcce-dvcA
in the Ui-publieau Journal, printed at Ib-lfa-h tin.
they may appear at a Probate < mrl, to be held t
Helfast, w ithin and for -aid < oimty, on tineond
Tuesday of \umi L next, at bn of I he ch.ek helorr
noon, 11id -how cause, if any th-.-y ha\e, why 11.«
-ame -hiuiM imt Iallow ed.
I A Ml> !>
I. \ >|si )\, .1 udtfe.
A true copy
\. A. PlA.H 111 ic, ll y
ALtt

-ALSOIron fuses,

Thursday

in the

Generally,

We shall continue ut the old stand, and give good
bargains to all In want of

■

-!

\ N N \ 15. Mo|;>!
Admini't rat i \ d'
f )
late id' J(>s 1; 1 ’11 M(>U>K. late of s, (r p"i i, in
•aid ( •mnty <d' Waldo, deceased, ha\ inn pre-eub d
her lir.-l aeeount
Admiui-tration lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said \dmini-! rat ri \ yiw notice
to all persons inteie-ted by eau-ii»;r a e..p\ of this
order to he puhli-hed three week- 'll-rr-dv-e|v in
the Uepubliean Journal printed at P.< Ifa-t. that the\
may appear at a Probate Court, t*» be held .d lici
last. witliin and for said ( ountv, on the second
Tue-day of August next, at ten .»1* the el-.ek before
w b
noon, and -Imw cause, if any they ha'
the
same should mJ he allowed.
J UIKs D. !, \ M>» >N, Judy,
A true "py. Atte.-t
A. A. Kij.k ill
lb i-t, r.
T

Wild.I AM

Secures Patents in the l nited States; also in Croat
Hritain, France and other foreigneountric>. Copies
of the claims of any Patent lurni.'hcd b\ remitting
one dollar.
Assignments refol ded at Washington.
A’o Agency in the United States /lossesses superior
acilities for obtaining Uutenls or ascertaining the
patentability of inn ntions.
K. H. KDDY, Solicitor of Patents.
1'KSTIMOM vi.s.

01 BUSINESS IS GOOD!

dreds of years.

i he
learner I, K \\ I s T 0 \
II \s.
I>i:kkin«;, Master, will lea\.
Railroad 'Vi;arf, l*«*rtlaml, even Tuesday and Frida) evenings, at 11.15 o'clock, or on arrival
Pullman express train from Boston, for Rockland
( a dim
i ><•< r Isedgw irk, no. West Harbor, Bai
Harbor, Mi. De-crt, Millbridge, .Rmesport, am*
M achiasp< »rt.
Returning, will hat'
Machiasport ever. Mondit)
and
morning, at 1.30 o'clock,' ..-inn.
os a »ove, arriving in Portland same
evening, on,
nccling with the Pullman night train for Bo-ton.
The fast sb aim
CITY i)F Pit IIMONh, (
W in. I. Dennison, lca\<
Portland cverv Momla}

"I the e-tale of

BY

poisoning is becoming just as common in other
regions, and those which have been settled for hun-

-FOK-

STEAMSHIPS.

P.elfa -t, within and
the sn-ond Tu-.sdav

At a Probate Court h -Id at Helfast. w itliin ami bnthe ( olllllv of \\ al'lo, oil the second Tm- dav of
July, A. l>. l.ssi.

Cure Your Corns !

Malm*.

Uelfa-t, w ithin ae. I P-i
the see-md Tue-da\ of

P». 11( H,.M liv-, ha\ii,y pre .-tiled a pe
T tition to he appointed \dmini-lr.itor of ihi
c-b.le ot U
V M
lloLMIls. lab- -i I;. ii ,.i. ;M
said ('mini
oi Waldo, deeeased.
Ordered, That the -aid Petitioner ui\• notice
to all persons interested
thiby causing a e..p\
order t » he puhli died three week- slieet
i\,
in the Republican Journal printed at ileli'a.-t, that
they may appear at a Prohate ( mirt, to be hel l ai
Pelf.t>t, w ithin and for said Countyv on the >er,,n<;
Tuesday of Atiyu>t next, at ten of 'the rloek bef.-n
noon, and show cause, if any they havc, why Ib
p raver of -aid petitioner -bon Id nd be y ran led.
JAMKS I*. i.AMsi >N. Judy.
A true ropy. \first
\. Fu:t'i m:u, Ue
At a Probate (
irt held at
tlie ( 'ountv of Waldo, on
July, A. I) IsSl.

M.

Fiv Trips l*er Week, (ninnieiiring June 111It

A. D. 1 ssi.

At a Prohaie { .»urt held at
the County of Waldo, mi
July. A. I>. issi.

at

J,eaves Lincoln's
Wharf, Boston ,every week dav
at.') o’clock r. m., commencing Saturday, June JMlr
Connections with steamers at Rockland for all ot
their eastern landings. Thomuston, Wahlohoro and
I>amariscotta, by tin Knox «5fc Lincoln Railroad.
Fare to Boston.$3.00
Bound Trip....,. 5.00
Fare to Lowell. 3.50
JAMKS LITTLEFIKL1), Superintendent.
0. LANK, A«:ent.
Bel last, June 15, lssl. -13
i*.

51 i. iifSfrt, Horlilaml, Castiiie.Willltridsre \ Macliias.

Prohate ('ourt held at l.elfa t, within and for
< ountv of Waldo, >n the seron.I Tuesda* ot

July,

leaves Bei.iv. sibli-

Boston, every week day

o’clock

of sale.

JOANNA B. MOUSE.

dipt. Oi ls IMIUAH \.M
( apt. \V. li. ltoix,
( apt. K. C. IIo.MKK.

I

A steamer
ng

I, That the -aid Ailmini-I rat or y i e not i*-e
to all persons intere-led by eau-iny a copy <u tbi

rc-idence

Farm

lAMBISUM.K,

KATAIIIIiS.
SEW Bltl SSAVK'K,

anee,
< trd’ere*

W. K. MOKSK.

Hearsmont,
.1 une *2"), 1 ss|.—2d

poor drainage in many localities and the consequent
accumulation of green poisonous matter.
This
theory is, however, now exploded because malarial

inlluences, the greatest care is required, especially
at the present time, in guarding the kidneys and
liver, which are the governors of the system. How
this can best be done has been outlined als>ve, and
as such it is cordially recommended to all as the
most efficient means for securing the be^t of health
and continued happiness.

IIiiIiichI

arc

place

t pon ilu* forojrointf petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner -ive notiee to all persons interested, h\
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
tiiereon, to !.,• published three weeks sueecs>ivcl\
in the Itepnhliean Journal,a paper printed at lie!
last, that they may appear at a Probate < • art to |K*
held at the i’r.ibate Otliee in licltu-t afore.-aid, on
lie* -ee.nul Tuesda;. of Auau l neM, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if an\ thc\ have,
win ilu same should not he granted.
JA.MK.s 1) l,AMM)N, Judtfc.
\ true copy. Attest:
\. A. !•'I .1 < U' ic.lteyi t

—

This

order to counteract these terrible

Sash Primed and blazed.

every deserlption.

e

nitration through the vaults, cesspools, and barn
yards in the country, and other impure agencies in
the city. Heretofore: the Western states and territories and almost the entire .South have been eon
sidered the Held of malaria, owing doubtle-s to the

in

•*

PATENTS.

Ilnur and Window Frames, Door and Window
Screens, Black Walnut and Ash Kxtenslou Tables, Pumps, Butters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand,
.lob Work of

all localities, the high and dry,

and damp,

of the Pace,

Best for TOILET. BATH.

FOR SALE OR REMT.

JOHN ATWOOD &

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

of the country, it is jus;, at present affiicling
the epi/.ooty did a few ears ago, a- a wide
us,
spread and dangerous epidemic. Prof. Chadboiirne
i- not an alarmist and what lie
says is continued by
other distinguished medical authorities.
What, therefore, can be the cause for this terrible
increase of malaria in all parts of the state- and
territories?
I nquestionably the drinking water
used in every portion of the land is the most active

1

I ill I VST. duly PJ, I Ss |.
dohn II. Quiiuby, fiva .,
and made oath to the above statement uimd by
him.
Kefore no
I*mu» 11 ksia
du.s
d 11 t ice of the Peace.

l’ersonally app.*ared

-o

as

Itall.-

As

Manufacturers and Healers In

that Pre-i

article

Co.

rcijuired by law,
amount of capital

Done.

DICKEY, BROWN & MORSE,

hot

caused principally by
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County, deceased, respectfully represents that
the goods, chattels and credits of said deceased,
not sufficient to answer his just debts and
charges of administration by the sum of four hundred dollars, that said Joseph Morse died seized
and possessed of certain real estate situated in said
Searsport, described in the inventory returned l>\
her as the home lot ami building—the Boss lot
acres and the Brown lot.Jl1, acres—the whole being his homestead farm; that it is necessary that
the same should be sold for the payment of said
debts and charges of Administration'; that she has
received an advantageous offer for the same from
Thomas Cannon, of Belfast, to wit, the sum of seven
hundred dollars, and that the interest of all persons
concerned will be best promoted by an immediate
acceptance of said offer.
Wherefore you petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell at private sale and convey to said Cannon for the sum above stated, the
above named real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the widow’s dower thereon,)
as will satisfy said debts, and incidental charges
aml^ hargcs of Administration, without notice of

in

and I

sold bv ;il) I
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dill'erent kinds of goods in these prices.
I also have

e

tion,

has been known to tin* public about
forty years, by a long continued series of marvelous
cures, that have won for it a confidence in its virtues, never equaled by any other medicine. II still
makes the most effectual cures of Cou'/hs, Colds,
Consumption, that can bo made by medical skill. Indeed, the, ('llkukv Pectoral has really robbed
these dangerous diseases of their terrors to a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their
painful effects, that is well founded, if the remedy
be taken in season. Kvcry family should have it in
their closet for the read) and prompt relict of its
members. Sickness, offering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection. The prudent ‘-Mould not
neglect it, and the wise will mu. Keep it. by you
for the protection it affords by it
early u e in >ud
den attacks.

DR

12c., 15c., 17c. 20c.. 25e.,
2SC., :iOc., Sir., 35c., 10c., 50c., 55c., «5c.. 75c.,
S0r., N5c., title,, $1.00, $1.10, $1.20, $1.30, $1.35,
1.75. 2.00, 2.50 Per Yard.
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In curing liver troubles, not only must the organ be
rid of its old complaint, but, at the same time, it
must

LOTUS FOR MEN A BOVS' WEAK.

(

any dis

order in this organ i" almost certain to bring
chronic liver

A

as ran

virtues.
ever sc

It
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na

drink, in the air w e nreattie, m me food we eat, and
w hile constantly and
naturally increasing with the

Railroad.

A San Francisco clothing merchant
displays the
not go somewhere else to he robbed :
walk in here."

and hence

White

la: found in this vicinity.
great variety of

As nice

e«»ur~iii«g of the blood

and with every

intensified,

is

case

as

lobes of the li\ er, the natlire of the dis

the

the elicet-

a

A young lady took a car which
brought
her to the loot of California street, and
there took a seat on the dummy ear,
which bore her to the vicinity of her
home on Octavia street.
As she left the
ear and was crossing the track on the
southern side her foot slipped and turned
and was caught fast in the crack where
the w ire cable passes. Some imperfection
in tin- road-bed had caused the narrow
aperture to expand, and the young girl's
narrow foot was
entrapped. The engineer
of the east-bound dummy saw the obstacle on the road in season to check his
sw ift approaching car, and
alighted, with
the conductor and several passengers of
investigating mind, who endeavored to
release the slender foot, but their efforts
were in vain.
Another car and another
brought up in funeral row, and constant
reinforcements in the way of passing pedestrians cheered and enlivened the scene.
An attempt was made to pry the iron
rails forming the cable channel further
apart, but they (irmly resisted all efforts.
Everybody hail a suggestion: “Push your
foot forward
“Pull it back“Tip it
sideways;” “Lift your heel higher.” The
unhappy girl was almost fainting, but she
persevered in her efforts to extricate the
offending member. By this time travel
on the road had virtually ceased.
The
last car had long ago passed, and was
steadily approaching to fall into line at
the rear of the singular procession. Down
town passengers fretted and fumed or
slowly climbed the hill in disgust. On
every street corner groups of waiting people berated the laxity of street car management. Reporters from all the downtown dailies were proceeding westward
to learn the meaning of the large crowd
reported to have assembled in the Western Addition.
From the scene of the accident envoys had been dispatched to the
railroad shops to bring appliances for
taking up a section of the road. At this
juncture, a tall, brawny Englishman, in
the dress of a mechanic, forced his way
through the throng, and in a cheery voice,
marked by the Derbyshire dialect, asked :
“Ha’ ye tried onfastenin’ the young
”
leddy’s shoe ?
Ten buttons tlew from as many button-holes, and in the twinkling of an eye
the foot was free. [San Francisco Chronicle.
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[Detroit Post.
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The velvet green leaves, with a dreamy look.
That your own fair face and that day’s declining
Would stay like the clover, in this old hook
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sav

become household words,
among not only one but
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Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis,
Asthma, and Consumption.

3000 Rolls of Room Paper

Its Delimit1 Structure and Susceptibility to Injury

To the Honorable J
of Waldo.

For IHsrnsrs of Ihc Throat anil Lillies, xurh ns

which have

The Sanford Steamship
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the American People.

alone and you will come out all right
These folks
know nothing about it. and may be Biding with
your life You may have Kidney or Liver trouble.
Send right out to your druggist and get a hotile of

sign “l)o
lyrC

don't know howto

there's nothing the matter with von

west ;

A night hawk, booming, above us wassailing.
With a golden gleam on his speckled breast

-•

Hie I'nitcd State.-, but nior
particularly a! this
famous resori for Invalids, where th-m-ands ;.,i
•■-**
t
in u h »m r
nuallv congregate.
For
Itralll
and Nervous system has been exhausted from exe
1-- ied i-o -• -inbination
cesses or overwork, I ha
"f rem.' lie1
-t .ring
prompt and efiieaeious
the vital force-.
I hope tl at t-v 1 > per -»n m-.-ding
relict will avail themst he oj -1 valuable a prepa
ration.
ALFA M« M.WI LIL \1 D.
lyrlT

Organ is

Moug

And out from between its
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To TIE Pnllio:

The Unusual Attention which this

:

a careless move this old header tumbled.
With its leaves wide spread, and a puff of dust.

I^v
Zj will pi.

LIVER.

so important a part in making war
tended to carry Hun first-class and 1500 supposed to play
second and third class passengers, and •and cajoling love. I ndouhtedly the discovery of
•'1,000 tons of cargo, besides .'1,200 tons of the fact that the liver is not the seat of the affections,
coal, or enough lor I so hours steaming at and of the passions, has led the people, as is natural,
full speed.
to neglect what formerly was an object of great soThe [ironiinei.t. idea of Captain LuiulGreen fruit," he said, “(iod would cot bless
livitude, but the truth still remains that though it
so
But half life’s sorrow and bitterness,
is
to
his
build
that
the
main
horg
ship
Half the evil, and ache and crime,
body shall divide the water horizontally may not be the special seat«*f love and passion, it
(’aine from tasting before their time,
instead of vertically. The hull, therefore, is after all of the greatest importance in physical
The fruits Heaven sent,"
projects below the water line, and this health.
Then on he went
<
To his fourthly and fifthly—wasn’t it prime !
peculiarity of design enables him to have
the past few weeks, owing to an event of
During
large engine room, to get great capacity
But. I say, Bob, we fellows don't care
with shallow draught, ami to give his national interest, much has been said and written
So much for a mouthful of apple or pear:
But what we like is the fun of the thine,
vessel favorable lines. The purpose is about the injurious effects of wounds in this organ,
When the fresh winds blow and the haugbirds bring to
reduce her resistance to a minimum. and
according to the Surgical History of the \\ nr
Home grubs and siDg
The powei used would give the ship acTo their young ones a swing
of the Rebellion, of the thousands of eases of
In their basket nest, tied up by its string.
cording to the ordinary formula used for
calculating speed, something o\er twenty wounds in the liver, not above si\*.y survived, and
1 like apples in various ways :
knots.
It is supposed, however, that she they were not violent ones. The record is 111 led w ith
They’re first rate roasted before the blaze
Of a winter’s tire : and, oh, my eyes,
would be faster, since little power would recoveries from gunshot wounds in the head, the
Aren't they nice, though, made into pies!
be lost in wave-making, the w ater having
lungs and the pelvic region, but it is a “miracle"
I scarce ever saw
a clean run astern, being divided horizonOne. cooked or raw.
when one outlives even an ordinary wound in the
That wasn't good for a boy of my size.
tally by the projecting lower part of her
hull, the peculiar feature of theconstruc- liver. No other proof is needed of the delicacy of
But shake your fruit from the orchard tree,
its structure, nor of its extreme susceptibility to intion.
So the tune of the brook and the hum of the bee,
Naval architects are not apt to look juries, whether violent, like a gunshot wound, or as
And the chipmonks chirping every minute.
And the clear, sweet note of the gay little linnet,
with favor on any marked departure from the result of disease, of course
Injun from a
And the grass and the tlowers,
the ordinary principles of ship construcAnd the long summer hours,
wound produces speedy results, and though organic
and
therefore Captain laindborg’s
tion,
! And the ilavor of sun and breeze are in it.
proposed vessels is likely to find adverse diseases may affect the patient for year ami renBut this is a hard one ! Why didn't we
critics among them. The Condon engi- der his life a long continued burden, the -ume end
Leave them another week on the tree!
neer, how ever, speaks with respect of his is eventually reached.
Is vours as bitter f Give us a bite,
The pulp is tough and the seeds are white,
ideas, and urges that they be put to a
Tin structure of the liver is delicate ami yet simAud the taste of it puckers
practical test in a steamer of moderate
It is compose*! of two lobes, which lie directly
My mouth like a sucker’s!
ple.
size.
Kven if his ship is not feasible,
1
1 believe the old parson was right!
tinder
the right limjf, and is of a spongy character
v
steam
essels
constructed after
however,
the received plans are likely before long When the venous blood is circulating from the vaShut In.
to make the voyage across the Atlantic
rious parts of the body to the lungs, il passes
in the time set by him.
From the upper shell', as l just now fumbled
[New York Sun. through this organ, ami is there relieved of its rank
the ancient hooks that it holds in trust
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victim of

early imprudence, causing ncrvoiidebility, premature decay, etc., having tried in vain
known
every
remedy,has'discovered a simple memo
of self-cure, which he will send free to his fellow
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